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Abstract
￿e Earth’s upper atmosphere is a highly dynamic region dominated by atmospheric
waves and stratified turbulence covering a wide range of spatio-temporal scales. A com-
prehensive study of the upper atmosphere is challenging since this region is still poorly
sampled.￿e altitude range of the upper atmosphere limits its study since is either in-
accessible by in-situ instruments or prohibitively expensive. Remote sensors, such as
radars, are the only alternative to observe the upper atmosphere continuously. Never-
theless, current remote sensors cannot provide measurements over the whole range of
frequencies and spatial wavelengths associated with atmospheric waves and stratified
turbulence due to their limited spatio-temporal resolution and coverage. Most of the
previous studies using radarmeasurements have resolved the spatio-temporal ambigu-
ity associated with the measurements focusing on particular scales and assuming a ho-
mogeneous atmosphere within the observed volume. To dramatically improve the un-
derstanding of the upper atmosphere and its components at di￿ferent spatio-temporal
scales, an investment in large observational infrastructures is required to obtain ￿D ob-
servations (space-time) with a su￿ficient resolution. Unfortunately, the deployment of
such systems is still prohibitively expensive.
￿is work investigates remote sensing techniques based on multiple–input multiple–
output (MIMO) and inverse problems to improve the capabilities of current atmospheric
radars, namely, improvement of the e￿fective spatial resolution and observational cover-
age.￿e former usingmultiple transmitters and receivers closely separated, and the lat-
ter using multiple transmitters and multiple receivers widely separated. MIMO radars
are known for their superiority over conventional radar systems because they provide
better spatial resolution and coverage due to their higher number of degrees of freedom
and their flexible transmit beam pattern. Nevertheless, the application of MIMOmight
degrade radar systems’ performance by reducing the transmitted power per antenna,
increasing the computational complexity, and causing cross-interference between the
multiple transmitted signals.
￿is study particularly investigates the design of transmit waveforms and proposes re-
covery algorithms to retrieve radar parameters like signal amplitude, angle of arrival,
and angle of departure fromatmosphericMIMOradars. Since the performance ofwave-
form design techniques and recovery algorithms are strictly related to the radar target,
i
two successful examples ofMIMO are described in detail using polar mesospheric sum-
mer echoes (PMSE) and specular meteor trail echoes as tracers of the MLT dynamics.
￿ese two implementations resulted in measurements of the MLT with unprecedented
spatial resolution and coverage. Additionally, numerical simulations are provided for
each case to support the experimental results.
￿e first implementation resulted in PMSE observations with six times higher spatial
resolution than the theoretical instrument resolution. ￿ese exceptional results have
been employed by supplementary studies to identify and characterize atmospheric in-
stabilities of kilometer-scales, which otherwise would be unresolvable by standard tech-
niques. Similarly, the second example presents the largest multi-static meteor radar
network deployed in the world, for which the total number of meteor detections per
day was⇠120k compared to⇠10k of commercial meteor radars. Such observations are
unique, and the results have also been employed by additional studies to measure the
energy spectrum in the mesosphere over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales.￿ese
two successful experimental implementations demonstrate the feasibility of MIMO for
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￿.￿ Motivation
￿e atmosphere is a highly dynamic region dominated by complex processes such as
gravity waves, tides, planetary waves, turbulence, wave-wave linear interactions, non-
linear interactions; covering di￿ferent spatio-temporal scales [WH￿￿]. Observation and
characterization of these processes is quite challenging and, most of the time, it re-
quires combined observations by multiple sensors, such as ground-based remote sen-
sors, sounding rockets, and satellite observations [Hin+￿￿; Kat+￿￿; Che+￿￿]. During the
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last decades, an increasing interest to characterize the di￿ferent atmospheric regions to-
gether with a huge technological progress have allowed the construction of modern in-
situ and remote sensing instruments, and the development of outstanding techniques
to observe and measure physical parameters of the atmosphere. However, despite this
great progress, there is still an atmospheric region, the mesosphere and lower termo-
sphere (MLT) region,which is still poorly sampled.￿e altitude of theMLT region,which
extends from 50 km to 200 km, limits its study since it is prohibitively expensive by in-
situ instruments such as rockets and it is inaccessible for others such as balloons, air-
cra￿ts, drones or in-situ satellites. Only remote sensors, ground-based and satellites,
are capable of making continuous measurements of the MLT region.
To fully characterize the MLT and to be able to separate and identify the contribution of
its components at di￿ferent spatio-temporal scales it is required ￿D (space-time) mea-
surements with good vertical and horizontal coverage and high spatio-temporal resolu-
tion. Recently, such kind of measurements have been proposed to study the MLT using
multi-site lidars [Höf￿￿] andmultistatic radars [SC￿￿; Vie+￿￿; Ker+￿￿].
Particularly with radars, a great e￿fort has been done to obtain high resolution ￿Dmea-
surements of the MLT region using high-power large aperture radars [Rap+￿￿; Lat+￿￿a;
Sto+￿￿; Som+￿￿] and low-powermulti-static meteor radars [SC￿￿; Vie+￿￿]. However, the
achieved resolution and space coverage of the measurements have been limited by the
radars’ size.
In thisdissertation, the capability ofmultiple–inputmultiple–output (MIMO) radar tech-
niques and inverse problem approaches are analyzed to improve the spatio-temporal
resolution and coverage of atmospheric observations,with a particular focus on theMLT
region. A MIMO radar is a system employing multiple receivers and multiple transmit-
ters in which each transmit element radiates an independent waveform from each of
the multiple transmit antennas. Compared to traditional phased array radars, MIMO
provides additional degrees of freedom thanks to the multiple independent transmit-
receive links. ￿ese additional degrees of freedom lead to an improved angular reso-
lution [BF￿￿], a better antenna beam pattern [LS￿￿], and a larger number of detected
targets [Fis+￿￿]. ￿e primary objective of this work is the estimation of target param-
eters such as range, Doppler, angle of arrival (AOA), and angle of departure (AOD) in
MIMO systems, which are required to estimate atmospheric physical parameters such
￿
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as wind velocities, momentum fluxes, electron density, electron temperature, and ki-
netic energy. Moreover, since the main requisite of MIMO systems is the independence
of transmit signals, an emphasis is done on the waveform design, which plays a critical
role in the MIMO radar performance.
Particularly, this work focus on the estimation of angle of arrival (AOA) and angle of
departure (AOD) of atmospheric radar echoes and waveform design for MIMO radars
with colocated antennas. Even though MIMO radars have been amply discussed in the
past, most of the studies have been done from a theoretical point of view [LS￿￿; XLS￿￿;
CV￿￿a], in the context of hard targets [Mas+￿￿; KD￿￿; JLZ￿￿; HL￿￿; Mao+￿￿; Tan+￿￿],
or considering punctual targets [GDP￿￿; God+￿￿; GHB￿￿; GHB￿￿; Gom￿￿; Qin+￿￿].￿e
present thesis analyses existing radar signal processing techniques for traditional atmo-
spheric radars and extends the concept toMIMO radars considering hard and stochastic
targets,which are not necessarily punctual. Additionally, thiswork studies the influence
of sparse and limited sampling due to the reduced number of antennas available in a
radar system, and thereby, it proposes a set of inverse problem techniques to reduce the
undesired e￿fects of distorted radiation patterns and improve the AOA estimation. Fur-
thermore, the performance of the proposed techniques considering Gaussian-shaped
targets are evaluated and compared through simulations. Finally, two practical imple-
mentations of MIMO are showed to study the mesosphere using distinct tracers: Polar
mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE), and specular meteor trails. ￿e results confirm
the feasibility and benefits of MIMO for atmospheric applications.
In order to understand the current limitations of radarmeasurements and the complex-
ity of atmospheric layers, the following sections briefly describe previous atmospheric
observations and some of the complex processes we find in the MLT region.
￿.￿ Earth’s atmosphere observations
￿e Earth’s atmosphere is the layer of gases surrounding the planet that contains the
air we breathe. ￿ese gases are retained around the planet by the Earth’s gravity. In-
deed, these gases play a critical role in protecting living beings on Earth by absorbing
ultraviolet solar radiation, keeping the surface warm, and reducing extreme tempera-
ture changes from day to night. ￿e Earth’s atmosphere is a large and complex system
￿
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which is described in terms of five layers based on their vertical variations of temper-
ature. ￿e troposphere, the stratosphere, the mesosphere, the thermosphere, and the
exosphere [UCA￿￿]. Figure ￿.￿ shows a sketch of the first four layers, as well as some nat-
ural phenomena and instruments used to study the di￿ferent layers.
￿e troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere, and it has an extension of about
10 km.￿e air temperature in this region is warmer close to the surface and gets colder
as altitude increases. Next is the stratosphere,where absorption of ultraviolet solar radi-
ation by ozone becomes essential, and the temperature starts to increase with altitude.
For both layers, airplanes, balloons, and ground-based and satellite instruments can be
used regularly to characterize their dynamics.
On top of the stratosphere,we find themesosphere,which extends from 50 km to 85 km
altitude. ￿e upper mesosphere, called mesopause, is the coldest part of the Earth’s at-
mosphere and interesting phenomena can be seen in this region, such as meteors, noc-
tilucent clouds (NLC), polarmesosphericwinter echoes (PMWE), andpolarmesospheric
summer echoes (PMSE).￿is layer is hard to study with in-situ instruments since air-
planes and balloons cannot reach these altitudes, and satellites and space shuttles orbit
at much higher altitudes.￿e only way to study the mesosphere is through ground and
satellite remote sensors such as radars, lidars, and cameras.
Above themesosphere is the thermosphere,which extendsup to1000 km. In this region,
the absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation causes the temperature to
increase again. ￿e thermosphere is the layer where auroras occur and satellites orbit.
Lastly, we find the uppermost atmosphere’s layer, the exosphere, which is not shown in
Fig. ￿.￿. ￿e exosphere separates the Earth’s atmosphere from outer space. ￿is region
is mainly composed of extremely low densities of hydrogen and helium.
As stated before, this work focuses on the characterization of the MLT through ground-
based radar measurements. In the MLT, the transport and exchange of energy occurs
through complex processes.￿emain sources of the energy budget in this region are the
sun as solar radiation and the troposphere through upward propagating atmospheric
waves. Essentially, theMLTdynamic isdominatedbyatmosphericgravitywavess (AGWs)
and turbulenceprocesses coveringdi￿ferent spatio-temporal scales [Vin￿￿; Sto+￿￿; Vie+￿￿].
AGWs are generated in the troposphere by various processes such as flow over orogra-

































Figure ￿.￿: Layers of Earth’s atmosphere (Exosphere is not shown). Typical neutral tem-
perature and density profiles for daytime solarmedium conditions are drawn in red and
green, respectively. Sources of the energy budget in the mesosphere are the solar radi-
ation and upward propagating atmospheric waves. Continuous in-situ measurements
are available for all the layers except for the mesosphere.
￿
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energy andmomentumfromthe troposphere to higher altitudes such as themesosphere
or some times even to the upper thermosphere. As the waves propagate upward, their
amplitudesgrowdue to thevertical decreasingneutral density,becomingsignificant and
unstable at upper heights [Yiğ+￿￿]. Atmesospheric altitudes, AGWs amplitude becomes
so large that they break and deposit their momentum on the mean flow, which causes
the mean zonal wind to change in intensity or even direction [Pla+￿￿].
AGWe￿fects cannot only beobserved in thewind,but also in theneutral temperature, the
neutral density, and the electron density [Lüb+￿￿; Hoc￿￿]. Multiple in-situ and remote
instruments such as airplanes, balloons, rockets, satellites, cameras, lidars, and radars,
have been used to characterize the atmospheric dynamics measuring the changes in
thoseatmosphericparameters. Amongall of them,only rockets canmakehigh-resolution
in-situ measurements of the mesosphere, but they are costly and rare. Another feasible
option is to use remote sensors. Next, some studies of the MLT region through radar
measurements are presented.
￿.￿ Radar measurements of the mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere (MLT) dynamics
In order to fully characterize the complex MLT dynamics it is desired to retrieve ￿D re-
solved structures from remote radar observations for a broad range of spatio-temporal
scales [SC￿￿; Cha+￿￿; Vie+￿￿].￿ese scales are important for understanding the roles of
atmospheric tides, gravity waves, and turbulences within the mesosphere [RL￿￿]. Var-
ious radars and techniques have been used to measure spatio-temporal features of the
mesosphere, suchasmediumfrequency (MF) radars,mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere
(MST) radars, specular meteor radars (SMRs), and incoherent scatter radars (ISRs) in
monostatic andmulti-static configurations. Unfortunately, inmost of cases, radarmea-
surements are local or are limited in spatio-temporal resolution and coverage. Recently,
multi-static specular meteor radars have been proposed to obtain ￿D radar measure-
ments from the mesosphere with a spatio-temporal resolution of 30 km-1 h, so-called
MMARIA [SC￿￿; Vie+￿￿]. Despite this great advance, the observed scales are not su￿fi-
cient to characterize km-scales and mesoscale dynamics fully. Figure ￿.￿ shows a theo-
























Figure ￿.￿: Simplified vertical andhorizontal kinetic energy spectrumatmesospheric al-
titudes where regimes dominated by Rossby waves, gravity waves, and Kolmogorov tur-
bulence are ideally well identified [Vie+￿￿]. ￿e X-axis represents the spatial frequency
or so called wavenumber. A log-scale is used for representing the Y-axis but no units are
shown intentionally. Vertical scalesmeasured by rockets andhorizontal scalesmeasured
by radars (MAARSY and MMARIA) are indicated with a blue and orange boxes, respec-
tively. Proposed radar techniques based on MIMO (MAARSY-MIMO and SIMONe) to
study smaller and larger scales are also indicated with a double dotted box.
where scales covered by standard instruments are indicated. Unquestionably, rockets
are by far the best instruments to study the turbulence dynamic at vertical scales in the
mesosphere. Unfortunately, they are costly, rare, andnot continuous. On theotherhand,
horizontal scales observed by standard radars like MAARSY [Lat+￿￿b] and MMARIA are
restricted to 10 km–45 km and 60 km–300 km, respectively.
￿.￿ Objective of this work
￿e primary objective of this work is the improvement of standard radar techniques
to observe and measure the MLT region over a wide range of temporal and horizontal
scales. Moreover, two practical implementations are presented to measure horizontal
￿
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scales between 1 km–45 km and 30 km–1000 km, which are associated to stratified tur-
bulence andAGWdynamics, hereina￿ter referred to askilometer-scales andmesoscales.
In radar systems with in-beam capabilities, three factors limit the observation of hori-
zontal waves at multiple scales simultaneously. First of all, the radar antenna aperture,
which limits the angular resolution achievable by the system, and hence, determines the
smallest resolvable structure.￿e larger the aperture, the smaller the structure size can
be resolved. Secondly, the volume illuminated by the radar beam, which conventionally
defines the maximum resolvable spatial wavelength. And finally, the number of anten-
nas which limits the number of distinguishable wave structures within the illuminated
volume.￿e larger the number of structures, the larger the number of receive antennas
required to estimate spatial dynamics with the same accuracy. Indeed, observations of
horizontal dynamics at the MLT have been accomplished in the past using multi-beam
experiments. However, the disadvantage of multi-beam experiments is their reduced
time resolution and the poor spatial resolution compared with in-beam experiments.
￿is study proposes new radar techniques based on multiple–input multiple–output
(MIMO) to extend the horizontal spatial scales measurable by a radar system. A MIMO
systemcanbedefinedasa systemwithmultiple-radiatingantennasandmultiple-receiving
antennas. Since the ￿￿￿￿s, such kind of systems have been widely used in communica-
tions to improve the capacity and reliability of communication channels [Tel￿￿; FG￿￿;
LT￿￿]. Likewise,MIMO is being employed in the ￿G cellular network technology and the
IEEE ￿￿￿.￿￿nWiFi standard due to its excellent performance for interconnectingmulti-
ple users at high-speed data transmission.
Particularly in this work, MIMO techniques in two di￿ferent configurations are used to
enlarge virtually the antenna aperture, and to increase the number of transmit-receive
links available in a multistatic-radar with emphasis on the investigation of narrowband
MIMO radars for the observation of atmospheric targets. Although MIMO radars have
been intensely studied in the literature, the existing techniques have been usually pro-
posed and analyzed from a theoretical point of view or for hard targets.￿e objective of
this thesis is to study new MIMO and waveform design techniques, and to develop sig-
nal processing algorithms to characterize the mesosphere at di￿ferent spatio-temporal
scales. ￿e proposed techniques will be studied theoretically and experimentally, con-
sidering point-like and wide–sense stationary (WSS) targets.
￿
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Even though MIMO techniques help to increase the number of virtual antennas and to
increase the number of transmit-receive links, we still have to face the signal recovery
problem. Since ancient times, scientists have attempted to describe the world through
observations, unfortunately, for many cases, direct observations are not possible due to
diverse reasons such as limited technology, cost, or physical accessibility. When direct
observationsarenot available, thee￿fects of theparametersof interestmight still bemea-
sured. For instance,whenNewtonproposed the concept of theEarth’s gravitationalfield,
he did not measure the gravity’s acceleration directly, but he timed the falling of a free-
fall object, demonstrating that the acceleration of an object in a free fall is independent
of its mass. Currently, similar recovery problems when direct measurements are not
available can be found in various disciplines such as Seismology, X-rays/Tomography,
Optics, Astronomy, and remote sensing in general. In those cases, the problem can be
formulated as:
y = G(x) + ⌘, (￿.￿)
where x is the parameter of interest or state vector, which cannot be measured directly.
y are the measurable e￿fects or the measurement vector. ⌘ is the noise associated with
the measurements, andG is the theory that predicts the experimental outcomes y.￿e
problem of findingx fromG andy is known as an inverse problem,which is the inverse
of the forward problemdefined as the problemof findingy fromG andx. Inverse prob-
lems are some of the most important mathematical problems in science because they
provide us with parameters which cannot be observed directly. Unlike forward prob-
lems, which can be solved by applying (￿.￿) directly, inverse problems are more compli-
cated and challenging to solve. Inmost of cases, observations are undersampled and the
number of measurements in y is less than the number of unknowns in x. ￿ese prob-
lems are known as underdetermined inverse problems. In this thesis, advanced signal
recovery algorithms based on inverse problem techniques are used to recover the data
of interest appropriately.￿ese algorithms are described along with the thesis for each
case individually.
￿.￿ ￿esis structure
￿e thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter ￿, the fundamental radar concepts for
range, Doppler, and angle estimation are presented. In Chapter ￿, the MIMO signal
￿
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model considering atmospheric targets is described. Moreover, various transmission
diversity schemes are proposed to mitigate the cross-interference between transmit-
ted signals. Although there are two kinds of MIMO configurations, coherent and non-
coherent MIMO, this work focuses only on coherent MIMO. Non-coherent MIMO has
been discussed amply in the context of multi-static radars, and it is typically used to in-
crease spatial diversity by observing a target fromdi￿ferent view angles. Whereas coher-
ent MIMO is used to increase spatial diversity by observing a target from relatively the
same viewing angle. In Chapter ￿, the observation and characterization of kilometer-
scale dynamics in the MLT region using MIMO radars is described. Moreover, based on
the signal model described in Chapter ￿, some guidelines to design MIMO antenna ar-
rays are presented. Consecutively, various inversion methods for angle estimation are
described, whose performances are evaluated by simulations. At the end of the chapter,
experimental results are presented to analyze the real performance of the discussed al-
gorithms. In Chapter ￿, a novel meteor radar network based on MIMO with waveform
diversity is described in terms of feasibility and performance. More importantly, a novel
recovery technique based on compressed sensing is proposed and described to retrieve
meteor signal echoes in radar networks, which otherwise are unrecoverable. Simula-
tions are conducted to corroborate the recovery technique and toquantify the estimation
error. Experimental results are also shown to corroborate the success of the proposal. Fi-
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￿.￿ Introduction
￿is work proposes advanced radar techniques and novel recovery algorithms to over-
come the current limitations of atmospheric radars. To understand what these limita-
tions are and how they can be overcome, the basic concepts of radars, the characteristics
of atmospheric targets, and the radar signal processing are discussed in this chapter.
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An elementary radar system consists of a radio frequency (RF) signal generator (oscil-
lator), a transmitting antenna, a receiving antenna, and an signal-detecting device (re-
ceiver). When a RF signal is feed to the transmitting antenna, the antenna radiates en-
ergy in the form of electromagnetic (EM) waves. ￿e EM wave travels through the free
space until an object (radar target) intercepts some portion of the energy and re-radiates
it in various directions.￿e receiving antenna collects the portion of energy re-radiated
back in the radar direction and transforms it into an electric signal.￿e receiver detects
and quantifies the electric signal whose information is processed to estimate the target’s
position and relative velocity. ￿e target’s position is determined by two parameters:
the distance between the radar and the target known as range, and its angular position.
Range information is determined bymeasuring the time taken for the EMwave to travel
to the target and back and it can be written as
R = ct, (￿.￿)
whereR is the two-way range, t is the traveling time to the target and back, and c is the
speed of the EM wave, which for free space is equal to the speed of light. In the special
case of a monostatic radar in which transmitters and receivers are located at the same





On the other hand, radar target’s position can be determined from the angle of arrival
(AOA)of the reflectedEMwave,whichcanbeobtainedbycomparing thephasedi￿ference
between signals received at two spatially separated antennas. Furthermore, if relative
motion exists between target and radar, the target’s radial velocity canbemeasured from
the Doppler shi￿t in the carrier frequency of the reflected EMwave.
In the following sections, basic concepts like the radar block diagram and radar scat-
tering in the atmosphere are discussed, which will help us to understand the process of
transmission and reception of EMwaves in the atmosphere.￿en, the signal processing
to estimate Doppler velocity, range, and angle of arrival (AOA) is described in detail.
￿￿





















In a moving target the ■ phase information appears in each received pulse. 
Different returns can be ■ separated in the Doppler domain.
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Scenario of 3 targets: two in the same range bin and different velocity (green and orange) and one in different range (blue),







Figure ￿.￿: Radar block diagram.￿e black circle represents the radar target.
￿.￿ Radar block diagram
￿.￿.￿ Radar components
Atmospheric radar systems work similarly as radars used to measure the car speed on
a road. ￿e main di￿ference lies in the characteristics of the target. For atmospheric
targets, a high transmit power is required and only a selected range of radarwavelengths
can be used. Fig. ￿.￿ shows the main components of an atmospheric pulse radar.￿ese
components are classified into four groups: signal transmission, radar scattering, signal
reception, and signal processing.
￿.￿.￿ Signal transmission
￿e transmission starts with the generation of a continuous RF sine-wave, whose fre-
quency determines the radar wavelength  .￿en, the RF signal is modulated by a wave-
form and radiated by the transmitting antenna. For VHF or UHF radars, the RF genera-
tion must be done with an oscillator with tens ofmhz of precision.
￿￿
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In themost typical case, amonostatic pulsed radar, the waveform is a single pulse which
is periodically repeatedeveryT seconds,whereT is so called the inter-pulseperiod (IPP).
￿e IPP and the waveform bandwidth of a radar determine the range resolution r and









￿ese two parameters are very important because they determine the minimum dis-
cernible size and the maximum unambiguous range, respectively. In a radar with a sin-
gle pulseB = 1/⌧ , where ⌧ is the pulse-width (PW).
Moreover, the ratio between the PW and the PRI, known as the radar duty cycle, deter-
mines the transmit energy. Depending on the atmospheric target, the maximum range
and range resolution required can vary between 100 km to 2000 km and 50m to 1000m,
respectively. To be able to detect such distant objects (targets), high transmit energies
are required. High transmit energies can be achieved by using a long duty cycle with the
same transmit power but at the expense of a poorer range resolution. In the literature,
pulse coded techniques are discussed to increase the radar duty cycle (average transmit
energy) but keeping the same range resolution.￿ese techniques are exploredwithmore
detail in section ￿.￿.
Another important component of signal transmission is the transmitting antenna. De-
tection of small and distant objects requires large antennas with high gains. Typically,
this is done building big antenna dishes such as the Arecibo incoherent scatter radar
(Arecibo) [Alt￿￿] or theEuropean incoherent scatter scientificassociation (EISCAT) [FHW￿￿]
radar; but also can be done using large antenna arrays such as Jicamarca incoherent
scatter radar (Jicamarca) [HCM￿￿], middle atmosphere Alomar radar system (MAARSY)
[Lat+￿￿b],Pansy (Pansy) [Luc+￿￿], andmiddleandupperatmosphere radar (MU) [Sat+￿￿].
￿is work focuses on the study of antenna arrays and how to improve their performance
through new configurations, namely,MIMO techniques,which are explained in chapter
￿.
￿￿




Figure ￿.￿: Radar cross–section of a perfectly conducting metal sphere as a function of
the relative frequency.￿e x-axis represents the relative frequency, defined as the num-
ber ofwavelengths in the circumference (frel = 2⇡↵/ ).￿e y-axis is the RCS relative to
the projected area of the sphere (%/⇡↵2). [Adapted fromWikimedia Commons, the free
media repository]
￿.￿.￿ Radiowave scattering
When a traveling EMwave encounters a target (particle or molecule) in the atmosphere,
some energy thereof is scattered. For that reason, radar targets are also known as scat-
ters. Di￿ferent fromreflection,where awave is only deflected inonedirection, scattering
is a phenomenonwhere radio waves such as light are deviated from a straight trajectory
tooneormorepathsdue toa change in the refractive index in themediumthroughwhich
they travel. Changes in the refractive index are mainly due to the presence of particles,
bubbles, droplets, or density fluctuations.
Considering only elastic scattering, where energy transfer is negligible, there are four
di￿ferent types of scattering depending on the relative target’s size compared with the
wavelength of radiation, as illustrated in Fig. ￿.￿: (a) Rayleigh, (b) Mie, and (c) non-
selective scattering. Furthermore, for atmospheric observations, we have to include (d)
￿omson scattering, that is the elastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation by free
charged particles.
￿￿
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Firstly,Rayleigh scattering occurs when a EM radiation is scattered by a small spherical
volume (molecule, particle, or atom) with a variant refractive index where the volume’s
radius ↵ is much smaller than the wavelength of radiation (↵ <<  ). ￿e larger the
volume compared to the wavelength, the stronger the scattering. Rayleigh scattering is
also known as selective scattering since certain particles are more e￿fective at scattering
a particular wavelength. Selective scattering by air particles is, for example, responsible
for the blue sky we observe since shorter wavelengths (blue color) are stronger scattered
than larger wavelengths (red color).
Secondly,Mie scattering arises when the target’s size is comparable to the wavelength
of radiation (  < ↵ < 10 ). In this case, the scattering intensity slightly varies within
the wavelength range. Unlike Rayleigh scattering, where the scattering has the same
strength in all directions, Mie scattering is more e￿ficient in the forward direction. Ef-
fects of Mie scattering can be observed by the naked eye in our daily life, since it causes
the white appearance of cloud droplets. Droplets’ sizes are large enough to scatter all
visible light wavelengths with the same intensity and causes the white color.
Furthermore, when the target’s size is much larger than the wavelength (↵ >>  ), the
scattering intensity is the same for any wavelength (non-selective).￿e main di￿ference
between Mie and non-selective scattering is the scattering intensity. While in the Mie’s
regime, the scattering intensity can vary from 0.4 to 4 times depending on the wave-
length, in the non-selective’s regime, the intensity stays constant for any wavelength.
In the case of atmospheric observations, the primary source of scattering are the free
chargedparticles in theatmosphere,namely, free electronsand ionsalsoknownasplasma.
Rayleigh scattering from charged particles is very weak due to their small sizes (much
smaller than atoms or molecules). High radar frequencies would be required to get an
appreciable scattering intensity from plasma in the Rayleigh regime. Unfortunately, ra-
dio waves with higher frequencies traveling through the atmosphere are more easily at-
tenuated.￿us, they are not used for atmospheric observations.
A di￿ferent kind of scattering which only applies for charged particles is￿omson scat-
tering. It occurs when a EM wave hits a free charged particle, and the particle is accel-
erated, causing it to oscillate and emit radiation at the same frequency as the incident
wave. In the atmosphere, plasma is comprised of electrons and ions. ￿ey both can be
￿￿
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used as targets. However, ion’s scattering is weaker than electron’s scattering because of
its mass. Ions are heavier and are more di￿ficult to accelerate. ￿erefore, electrons are
commonly used as targets in the atmosphere [YP￿￿].
Although the￿omson scattering intensity fromelectrons is higher than from ions, their
cross-section is minimal. It is in the order of 6⇥ 10 29m2. Only very large and high
power radars like incoherent scatter radars (ISRs) [FHW￿￿; Alt￿￿;Woo+￿￿] are capable to
detect faint scattering from ionospheric plasma.￿is work uses data frommuch smaller
and lower power radars,whereby￿omson scattering fromplasma is not detectable. For
low power systems,￿omson scattering from plasma is not detectable and a stronger
mechanismwhich intensify the scattering of free electrons is required.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Coherent scattering
In the presence of multiple electrons and depending on how they are organized, the to-
tal scattering might be much stronger and easy to detect even by small radar systems.
￿is process is known as coherent scattering and occurs when the reflected waves from
multiple scatter interfere constructively, i.e., when all scatters act as one in themedium.
Constructive interference enhances the total scattering amplitude andmake the scatters
visible by low power radar systems.
Typically, organization of free electrons in the atmosphere is randomize and they do not
form coherent structures. Only in special cases, electrons are organized coherently. Two
known kinds of scattering from coherent structures in the atmosphere are Fresnel and
Bragg scattering.
Fresnel scattering takes place when particles, ions, or electrons are organized in a fine
horizontal layer in the atmosphere containing sharp vertical gradients of refractivity
[GBG￿￿; Kir+￿￿]. Vertical and horizontal extents of these layers are comparable to half
the radar wavelength  /2 and to the width of the first Fresnel zone (z )0.5, respectively;
where z is the altitude. One main feature of Fresnel scattering is that they are highly
aspect sensitive, i.e., the scattering is more intense when looking vertically compared
with o￿f-vertical beams.￿e reason is that for o￿f-vertical beams, the interference is not
constructive anymore.
￿￿
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Figure￿.￿: Braggscattering fromaperiodic structure (a) destructive interference (b) con-
structive interference, for which the Bragg condition is fulfilled (  = 2d).
Bragg scattering results from the constructive reflection of EMwaves on periodic struc-
tures whose distances are in the order of half the radar wavelength, as illustrated in Fig.
￿.￿. Bragg scatteringmaximizeswhen the distance between structures is exactly half the
radar wavelength and it decreases along with any di￿ference between that distance and
the radarwavelength.￿e e￿fect of constructive or destructive interference is intensified
by the cumulative reflection in successive structures (layers).
￿e Bragg’s law describes the condition for constructive interference considering the in-
cident angle to be at its strongest when
2d sin ✓ = n , (￿.￿)
wheren is a positive integer,d is the distance (separation) betweenperiodic structures, 
is the radar wavelength, and ✓ is the incident angle of the EMwave respect to the layers.
￿e Bragg’s law described above assumes a perfect crystal structure. Such assumption is
not hold in the atmosphere. Instead, the atmosphere can be thought as a layer composed
ofdistinctperiodic structuresofdi￿ferentdistances. Forwhich, themaximumscattering
occurs due to the structurewith distance equal to half of the radarwavelength (d =  /2)
for an incident angle of ✓ = 90 .
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Bragg scattering is the main reason why atmospheric radars work at frequency bands
from 30MHz to 600MHz (radiowavelengths from 10m to 0.5m), namely, very high fre-
quency (VHF) and ultra high frequency (UHF) bands. Detectable coherent structures in
the atmosphere aremostly organized inmeter-scales from 0.1m to 5m, which is equiv-
alent to 0.2m to 10m radar wavelengths according to Eq. ￿.￿. Structures smaller than
0.2m are not detectable since at those wavelengths the transmitted energy is easily at-
tenuated in the atmosphere. On the other hand, radiowavelengths higher than 100m to
120m are reflected in the lowermesosphere anddonot reachhigher altitudes. Radio fre-
quencies that are reflected in theEandF layer arealsoknownasE-layer critical frequency
(foE) and F￿-layer critical frequency (foF￿), respectively.￿ey are typically measured by
digisondes and continuous Doppler soundings in a daily basis [KC￿￿].
￿.￿.￿.￿ Stochastic nature of atmospheric targets
￿e primary source of scattering in the atmosphere are the free electrons,whichmove at
fast speeds and randomdirections. Assuming that the speed and direction of a free elec-
tron aremeasurable, the sampling rate of radarmeasurements are too slow compared to
the electron’s speed.￿erefore, Doppler and RCSmeasurements from free electrons are
considered as stochastic processes. For stochastic processes, only the statistical parame-
tersmatters. One singlemeasurement do not provide any information. Singlemeasure-
ments of Doppler and RCS from free electrons are meaningless since they both depend
on the electron’s position and velocity at the measuring time. ￿erefore, multiple real-
izations are required to estimate thefirst and second statisticalmoment (mean and vari-
ance) of Doppler and RCS from free electrons.[FL￿￿; FH￿￿]. Even in the case of coherent
structures, i.e., an organized cloud of electrons moving at a slow speed, its RCS is still
stochastic innature since the total scattering results fromthe sumof scattering fromsin-
gle electrons. In the following sections, themeasuredRCSof coherent structures formed
by a cloud of electrons are considered as a stochastic process, whereas, their Doppler is
not since most of these clouds move at relatively very slow speeds.
￿.￿.￿ Radarmeasurements
￿e ultimate goal of atmospheric science is the understanding of the atmospheric dy-
namics and all processes within. To study and understand these processes is required to
￿￿









Figure ￿.￿: Propagating radar wave scattered in a target at the far field.
measure and quantify some atmospheric parameters such as air/electron temperature,
air/electron density, air/electron velocity, kinetic energy, and momentum fluxes at dif-
ferent spatial and temporal scales [Hoc￿￿; Hoc￿￿]. Suchparameters cannot bemeasured
directly by radars, but instead, they canbe inferred fromthe changes that an electromag-
netic wave su￿fers when are scattered in the atmosphere. Depending on the physical pa-
rameter of interest, they can be inferred from changes in amplitude, frequency, or phase
of the propagating radar wave.
￿.￿.￿.￿ RF signal
￿e propagation of radio waves is governed by Maxwell’s equations. From these equa-
tions, one can derive the so-called free-space wave equation and obtain a solution of the
form
f(t) = A e
j(kr !ct), (￿.￿)
where k is the wave number, r is the travelling distance, and !c = 2⇡fc is the radar
frequency. When a continuous propagating wave is reflected or scattered in a object at
range r = c tr/2, it su￿fers changes in amplitude, frequency, or phase that can be de-
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noted as





= f(t  tr) r(t), (￿.￿)
where  r(t) = ar ej( kr !rt+ r) represents the scattering caused by the presence of
a target at range gate r, f(t   tr) = Ae j!c(t tr) represents a delayed version of the
carrier signal, and s(t) represents the signal at the receiving antenna in a monostatic
radar as shown in Fig. ￿.￿.
￿ere are three parameters in this wave solution that are commonly measured and used
to characterize the radar target: (a)￿e amplitude ar, which provides information about
scattering properties and target’s structure. (b)￿e Doppler frequency !r, which allows
us to infer the target’s velocity, and (c) the phase information  r, which is used to deter-
mine the angle of arrival (position).
Recovery of amplitude, frequency, and phase starts at the receiving antenna, where the
EM radiation is transformed into a electric signal. Usually, the radar return is so weak
that the signal requires some amplificationusing low-noise amplifiers, see Fig. ￿.￿.￿en
the signal is digitized by the receiver,whose amplitude and phase are proportional to the
backscatter coe￿ficient  r(t).
Equation (￿.￿) is only valid for continuous wave (CW) radars in the presence of a single
target. For a CW radar in the presence of multiple targets at di￿ferent range gates, the




Notice that range information cannot be recovered from s(t) since scatters from di￿fer-
ent ranges  r are all combined. Modern radarsmodulate the carrier signal using a pulse




w(t  tr)f(t  tr) r(t) dr + ⌘(t), (￿.￿￿)
whereRe{s(t)} is the received signal, and ⌘(t) is the receiving noise.
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￿.￿.￿.￿ Baseband signal
To recover the signal of interest r(t) for each range gate from (￿.￿￿),wefirst need to shi￿t
the signalRe{s(t)} to baseband, i.e., we need to remove the carrier frequency f(t).￿is
process is known as IQ demodulation and it is done by multiplying the received signal
by the conjugate of carrier signal, i.e., by f⇤(t) = ej!ct
 (t) = Re{s(t)}f⇤(t). (￿.￿￿)
￿is operation results in two components, one of low frequency (baseband) and one of











w(t  tr) r(t) f(t  tr)f⇤(t)dr + ⌘(t)f⇤(t) (￿.￿￿)
=
Z
w(t  tr) r(t) ej!ctr dr + ⌘̃(t). (￿.￿￿)
￿e signal in base-band  LP (t) is stored and used for further processing.￿e new noise
term ⌘̃(t) keeps the same statistical characteristics of the measured one, and the term
e




w(t  tr) r(t) dr + ⌘̃(t). (￿.￿￿)
￿e demodulation process, known as in-phase and in-quadrature (IQ) demodulation, is
achieved in practice by multiplying the received signal by both a sine and a cosine and
then applying a low pass filter to the results. For an adequate demodulation f and f⇤
must have the same frequency.￿is is not a problem when the transmitter and receiver
are located at the same place since these both signals can be generated from the same
source. However, for bistatic or multistatic configurations, the receiver and the trans-
mitter are widely separated and some kind of synchronization between RF generators is
required. For VHF and UHF radars, commercial GPS oscillators can be used to synchro-
nize the generation of the carrier signal.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Typical radar pulse
￿.￿.￿.￿ Matched filter response
To get an estimate  ̂r of the signal of interest  r, we still have to get rid of the waveform
w(t) from (￿.￿￿). Considering that the received signal is passed trough a filter which is













w(t  t)w⇤(t  tr) (t) d dt+ ⌘̂(t). (￿.￿￿)
￿e output of amatched filter is represented by its range ambiguity function, which de-


















￿e radar ambiguity function is an essential feature of a radar and it is usually used as
a metric for waveform design. Its importance resides in that it determines the range
resolution.
In themost simple case, thewaveform is a single pulsewith pulsewidth ⌧ and amplitude
|w(t)| = 1 for t = [0, ⌧ ] and 0 elsewhere, as illustrated in Fig. ￿.￿. In such cases, the
￿￿
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, if |tr   t| < ⌧
0, elsewhere
. (￿.￿￿)
Replacing (￿.￿￿) in (￿.￿￿) and replacing the range integral by a time integral (t instead
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 (t) dt + ⌘̂(tr). (￿.￿￿)
￿e estimate  ̂r is a smooth version of  , where t is approximately equal to tr within
the interval [ ⌧, ⌧ ]. ￿is can be seen as the integral of the backscatter coe￿ficients over
the neighborhood around the range r.
Although the data can be digitized at a high rate, i.e., small tr steps, the estimate  ̂r
will still be smoothed and limited in resolution by the pulse width ⌧ . Typically, pulse
radars are designed to have a sampling time equal to the pulse width (ts = ⌧ ), avoiding
unnecessary oversampling.When the range resolution is limited, shorter pulses or pulse
compression techniques can be used to overcome this problem.
￿.￿.￿ Digital signal processing
Once the return signal  (t)r is retrieved, we have to separate the range and Doppler in-
formation. Range information is obtained measuring the travel time of the pulse to the
target and back,which is referred herea￿ter as the fast-time domain. On the other hand,
when multiple samples over time have been collected from the same range, they can be
grouped in a vector to estimate the Doppler frequency. ￿e time separation between
samples, in this case, is equal to the PRI and we refer to these samples as samples in the
slow-time domain. In this section, we describe how to separate the range and Doppler
information.
Let us consider the same pulsed radar as in the previous section, which is shown in Fig.
￿.￿. Data recording in the fast-time domain starts with the beginning of a radar pulse,
￿￿
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Range-Doppler Maps
In a moving target the ■ phase information appears in each received pulse. 
Different returns can be ■ separated in the Doppler domain.
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Scenario of 3 targets: two in the same range bin and different velocity (green and orange) and one in different range (blue),












Figure ￿.￿: Radar samples organized in the fast and slow time domain. Notice that the
fast-time and slow-time interval are equal to the receiver’s sampling time ts and the PRI
T , respectively. Fast-time samples represent the range bins and ts represents the range
resolution.￿ree targets are shown, two (orange andgreen) coexisting at the same range
and one (blue) alone.
and it is performed at a sampling rate of fs = 1/ts. ￿e recording continues until the
desiredmaximumunambiguous range rmax = c T/2. When the fast-time samples for a
givenpulse are completed, they are stored in a (column) vectorwhose elements represent
the range bins or range samples. For every new pulse, a new (column) vector is stored
and appended to the two-dimensional matrix illustrated in Fig. ￿.￿. ￿e time between
pulses is T , and the sampling frequency in the slow-time domain is Fs = 1/T , also
called pulse-repetition frequency (PRF).
Using this matrix organization and considering only one target per range bin, like the
blue target in Fig. ￿.￿, the smoothed radar reflectivity  ̂r(t) can be represented in the
discrete fast-time tl and slow-time tr domain as where  ̂(tl, tr) represents an element
of the matrix shown in Fig. ￿.￿with
 ̂r(t = l T + r ts) =  ̂(tl, tr) = ar e
j( kr !rtl+ r). (￿.￿￿)
If enough samples are collected along the slow-time domain the amplitude ar, Doppler
frequency !r, and phase  r can be recovered from (￿.￿￿).
Whenmultiple targets coexist in the same range, like the orange and green target shown
in Fig. ￿.￿, the number of Doppler frequencies is higher than one. For such cases, (￿.￿￿)
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 (!i, r) e
 j!itl . (￿.￿￿)
For practical reasons, in the following sections we use  , t, and r to represent the esti-





 (!i, r) e
 j!it. (￿.￿￿)
￿e signal  (!i, r) = ai,r ej( kr+ i,r) contains information about the amplitude and
phase of the reflected signal per frequency bin !i and range gate r. Notice that  (t, r)
and (!, r) form a Fourier transform pair and Doppler informationmight be recovered
applying the inverse Fourier transform to the signal  (t, r). In the following section,
signal processing techniques are described to recover range, Doppler, and angle infor-
mation from radar measurements.
￿.￿ Range estimation
In section￿.￿.￿.￿ a simple technique to recover range informationof radars transmitting
a single pulse was described. In this section, the concept is extended to a more general
waveform.
Ideally,wewould like to detect very distant radar targetswith a high range resolution. To
reachdistant targets, a pulsed radar requires to radiate ahighenergyE,whereE = ⌧Pt,
⌧ is the pulse width, andPt is the transmit power. Likewise, to achieve a high range res-
olution, the pulse bandwidth also must be high, where r = c/(2B⌧ ),B⌧ is the band-
width, and c is the speed of light. In a radar transmitting a single pulse they both depend
on thepulsewidth and therefore, the transmitted energy and the range resolution are in-
versely proportional to eachother. To attain ahighE anda small r, pulse radars should
be able to generate a high transmit peak power in a short of time, i.e., high peak powers
Pt and short pulse width ⌧ . Although this can be achieved with current technologies, it
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is expensive and di￿ficult to do in practice. To overcome this problem, long pulses with
high bandwidths are employed instead of short single pulses. When long pulses with
high bandwidths are used, the information is later recovered employing pulse compres-
sion techniques.
￿.￿.￿ Pulse compression
Pulse compression is a technique used to attain a high transmitting energies enlarging
the pulse width but without losing range resolution. In order to radiate more energy
with the same peak power, the pulse width must be longer. For single pulse radars, the
longer the pulse, the smaller its bandwidth and hence a poorer range resolution. To keep
the same range resolution as the one obtained with a short pulses, the bandwidth of the
longpulsemust be enlarged.￿eprocess of increasing thebandwidthof apulse is known
asmodulation. Modulation of a pulse can be done in amplitude, frequency, or phase and
they can be used indistinctly for most of the cases.
Pulse compression techniques are eployed to recover the radar signal echos frommodu-
lated transmitted signal. To understand this concept recall the discrete version of (￿.￿￿),
where the measured complex signal   is equal to the convolution of the envelopew and




w(  ri) (t, ri) + ⌘̃(t,). (￿.￿￿)
Note that the envelope value depends on only the range index since it is a periodic func-
tion with period T . In themost simple case, a radar with a single pulse, the envelope is a
rectangular pulse of width ⌧ . However, in practice, the envelope can take any shape such
as Gaussian, triangular, rectangular, or even a random shape. Changes of w in ampli-
tude are known as amplitudemodulation,which has been used in communications for a
long time. For atmospheric radars, amplitude modulation is not recommended for two
main reasons. Firstly, amplifiers are not totally linear it thewhole range. Non-linearities
might introduce errors in the process which are di￿ficult to identify and correct. Sec-
ondly, the objective of pulse compression techniques is tomaximize the transmitted en-
ergy. So it is better to keep the envelope’s amplitude at itsmaximumanddonot playwith
it.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Pulse coded signal (a) waveform or code, (b) phase-modulated RF signal, and
(c) autocorrelation function of the waveform
Others modulation techniques that are extensively used in communication and radars
are frequency and phase modulation. Due to the nature of radar targets, the usable fre-
quency bandwidth is limited and frequencymodulation is not commonly employed.￿e
limited spectrum can be better used employing phase modulation. ￿is work primar-
ily focuses on pulse compression by phasemodulation, also known as spread-spectrum.
Spread-spectrumisdonebydividingapulseof lengthL inN timeslots ofdurationL/N ,
where thephase of the envelope at each slot can take any valuebetween ⇡ to⇡. Bydoing
this, the pulse bandwidth increasesN times, fromBL = 1/L to B̃L = N/L. Likewise,
the range resolution increases by N . To maximize the pulse energy, the amplitude of
the envelope is kept at its maximum |w(r) = 1| when the radar is transmitting and 0
elsewhere.
Waveform with rectangular shapes are quite used in many applications, although they
are undesirable since their Fourier harmonics might a￿fect other systems at nearby fre-
quencies. Typically, rectangular pulses are Gaussian filtered to mitigate the harmonics
andminimize undesired e￿fects. Despite these considerations,we describe the envelope
as a rectangular pulse divided into sub-pulses since they are more simple to describe
mathematically. An example is illustrated in Fig. ￿.￿(a). In this case, the envelope can
take only a binary phase coding, 0 and ⇡.
￿￿
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￿.￿.￿.￿ Signal decoding
If the envelope, also known as the waveform, is more complex than a single pulse, an
additional step is needed to get an estimate  ̂(t, r) of  (t, r) from (￿.￿￿). ￿e process
of recovering  ̂(t, r) is also known as decoding. One of the most known and simple de-
coding techniques is thematched filter estimator (MFE) defined as the cross-correlation




















j=0 w(j   i)w⇤(j   r) is the range ambiguity function. If
the waveformw(r) has ideal auto-correlation properties such that the range ambiguity




 (i   r) (t,i) + ⌘̂(t, r) (￿.￿￿)
=  (t, r) + ⌘̂(t, r), (￿.￿￿)
where the estimate  ̂(t, r) is a good estimate of  (t, r).￿e resolution got with (￿.￿￿) is
the same as the one got with a short pulse but with the advantage of a higher transmit-
ted energy. ￿e problem lies in that there are no waveforms with such a perfect range
ambiguity function.
In the literature, some waveforms with good auto-correlation properties are proposed,
such as Frank codes, Costas codes, Pseudo-random codes, and Barker codes. Figure
￿.￿(a) and (c) show an example of a Barker code and its autocorrelation function, respec-
tively; where each symbol represents a di￿ferent phase of the carrier signal. ￿e auto-
correlation functionofBarker codes looks like a triangular functionwith some sidelobes,
which di￿ferent from the desired Dirac delta function.
In general, the goodness of the range ambiguity function is limited by two factors, (a) the
number of waveform symbols and (b) the number of time slotsN . ￿e symbols are the
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possible values a waveform can take in a time slot. In the case of Barker codes, the avail-
able symbols are +1 and  1. Previous studies have proved that the larger the number
of symbols available, the better the range ambiguity function [LK￿￿, e.g.]. Nevertheless,
systems with many symbols are more di￿ficult to implement.￿erefore, most of the ap-
plications prefer to use binary codes to keep a simple system.
Furthermore, for codes with good properties, the longer the waveform, the closer the
auto-correlation to the Dirac delta function is. To obtain a long waveform, we require
to increase the number of code bits, which can me done (a) reducing the time duration
of the code bit, or (b) increasing the total wavform length.￿e duration of the time slot
is limited by the e￿fective sampling time, and it might be di￿ficult to change it in real
systems. On the other hand, when there is no limitation on the waveform length, it can
be increased up to it maximum, i.e., a continuous wave radar.
￿.￿.￿ Phase-coded continuouswave radar
Unlike pulsed radar systems, continuous wave (CW) radar systems transmit EM radia-
tion at all times, maximizing the amount of radiated energy. Conventional CW radar
cannot measure range because there is no basis for the measurement of the time delay
since the energy is transmitted continuously. However, when a CW radar is modulated
as done in pulse compression, estimation of range information is possible using similar
processing techniques such as matched filter estimator (MFE).
CW signals can bemodulated in amplitude, frequency, or phase. Nevertheless, radar re-
turns fromatmospheric targets areweak andhighly dependent on the carrier frequency.
Typical radars do not use amplitude and frequency modulations since amplitude mod-
ulation requires to vary the amplitude of the transmitted signals, which is not desired if
wewant tomaximize the radiated energy, i.e., to use themaximumamplitude available.
and frequency bands are limited to a fewMHz.
Although the application of frequency-modulated continuouswave (FMCW) is not feasi-
ble and recommended for atmospheric applications since it requires a high bandwidth,
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and its maximum unambiguous range is small compared to what is required for atmo-
spheric observations [Poo￿￿; Sto￿￿; MHL￿￿], variations of frequency modulation tech-
niques using a couple of di￿ferent frequencies have been applied before in pulsed radars
to improve the range resolution of atmospheric radars [PYC￿￿; Che+￿￿]. ￿ese tech-
niquesarealsoknownas frequencydomain interferometry (FDI) or range imaging (RIM).
Application of FDI is possible because it transmits two or more pulses whose frequen-
cies are separated less than a few MHz in order to ensure they sense the same target. A
variant of frequency domain interferometry (FDI) can be applied inCWradars, however,
it requires hardware with multi-frequency capability. Here we describe only CW radars
modulated in phase due to their simplicity.
Phase-modulated CW systems, also called phase-coded CW systems, are a generic ver-
sion of pulse compression, where the waveform w(t) can take any value. Recall (￿.￿￿),
where the measured signal at a given receiver results from the convolution of the wave-




w(  i) (t,i) + ⌘̃(t,). (￿.￿￿)
For radars with a single pulse,most of the values ofw(r) are zero and simple techniques
likeMFEare suitable since the resulting ambiguity function has few and small sidelobes.
Moreover, the presence of several targets at di￿ferent ranges does not a￿fect the perfor-
mance of the system. However, for long pulses or continuous waves, the presence of
multiple targets might enhanced the sidelobes of adjacent ranges. For those cases, the
MFE technique is not e￿ficient to recover radar returns sinceMFEmaximizes the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) but also the sidelobes. ￿us, a more e￿ficient approach is required
to decode CW radar returns where range sidelobes are minimized.
Let’s rewrite (￿.￿￿) for a given time delay t in matrix form
  = W   + ⌘̃, (￿.￿￿)
where   2 CR is the unknown vector which comprises the back-scattered reflectivity
for all the range gates,   2 CL is the vector measurement, L is the waveform length
which must be larger than the number of range gates, i.e.,L   R, andW 2 CLxR is a
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￿ere are a couple ofways to solve (￿.￿￿). Wecanuse theMFEused inpulsed radarswhich
in matrix form is expressed as
 ̂ = WHW   + ⌘̃. (￿.￿￿)
￿e problem of MFE is that its solution might contain a lot of artifacts sinceWHW 6=
I. Another alternative applied to CW meteor radars was proposed by Vierinen et.al.
[Vie+￿￿] based on least squares estimation (LSE), which is expressed as











￿e advantage of LSE compared toMFE is that range sidelobes are cancelled. Neverthe-
less, the noise floor is enhanced. By using LSE,we expect to loose the weak radar echoes
whichmight be confused with the noise because of the reduced SNR.Depending on the
characteristic of the target, modern algorithms can be used to recover the signal of in-
terest and to even recover the very weak echoes. Some of them are based on compressed
sensing as described in Chapter ￿.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Waveformdesign
Coding techniques used for pulsed radars are employed in CW radars as well, such as
Frank codes, Costas codes, Pseudo-random codes, and Gold codes.￿e selection of one
of themwhen only one transmitter is used is not a problem. However, it becomes a prob-
lem when the number of transmitters is high given that it is di￿ficult to guarantee low
cross-correlation betweenmultiple codes.
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Vierinen et.al. [Vie+￿￿] describe a simple waveformdesign based on pseudo-random se-
quences. As known, pseudo-random sequences have good auto-correlation and cross-
correlation properties. ￿e basic idea is to generate a pseudo-random binary code se-
quence of length L, where each bit represents a di￿ferent phase. To improve the range
ambiguity function of the codes, we can select a random code i with a specific length
which minimizes the mutual coherence property
µ = arg min
i
|WiHWi   I|. (￿.￿￿)
￿is equation selects the waveform with the smallest sidelobes (o￿f-diagonal elements).
When the mutual coherence is normalized, it is bounded by [Wel￿￿]
1   µ  
s
L R
R(L  1) . (￿.￿￿)
￿e lower bound, in particular, is useful for grading the designed waveform.￿e search
ofWi can be done by brute force or can be adjusted based on target and clutter statistics
[Fri￿￿]. More complex codes, as poly-phase codes, have better cross-correlation proper-
ties. However, systems using binary codes are much simpler to manufacture, operate,
andmaintain.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Advantages
￿e main advantage of CW radars is that they operate at low transmit power since the
energy is radiated continuously. Low power transmitters are cheaper to manufacture
and simpler to operate. Moreover, for long waveforms, CW radars compared to pulsed
radars have the advantage that range andDoppler aliasing canbe selected a￿ter perform-
ing themeasurements, i.e., in the post-processing stage. Furthermore,CWradars using
orthogonal codes allow to operate multiple geographically separated transmitters oper-
ating at the same frequency.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Disadvantages
On the negative side, CW radars require the transmitting antenna and the receiving an-
tenna to be separated. CW radars cannot use the same antenna for both transmission
￿￿
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Scenario of 3 targets: two in the same range bin and different velocity (green and orange) and one in different range (blue),
(L) In Data matrix two targets can be separated, (R) In Range-Doppler map all 3 targets can be separated.
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Figure ￿.￿: Doppler processing by taking theDFTof the slow-timedata froma range bin.
Targets coexisting at the same range (green and orange) can be separated perfectly in the
Doppler domain [adapted from Christos Ilioudis, University of Strathclyde].
and reception as pulsed radar does. ￿e problem lies in that the transmitting antenna
is continuously radiating a signal, saturating the receiving system, and thus, reducing
the receiver’s dynamic range. Depending on the power, the transmitting and receiving
antennamust be separated by a significant distance.
Signal processing of CW radar measurements require more computational power than
pulsed radars’. Depending on the desiredNyquist frequency, dedicated hardwaremight
be required to decode the radar data. Nevertheless, for typicalNyquist frequencies (a few
kHz) a standard PC is more than enough.
￿.￿ Doppler estimation
￿eDoppler e￿fect is a phenomenon observedwhen a radiowave is reflected by amoving
target.￿emotion of the target causes a (Doppler) frequency shi￿t in the reflected wave.
Doppler shi￿t has been used to estimate the velocity of moving targets since the ￿￿￿￿s
[Mal￿￿; Bar￿￿; Ber￿￿]. In the presence of a moving target with a radial velocity of ￿r, the





where fc is the carrier frequency and c the speed of light. PositiveDoppler shi￿ts (fd > 0)
indicate that the target is moving towards the radar, whereas negative Doppler (fd <
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0) away from it. We have to clarify that ￿r is the relative velocity of the target in the
direction to the radar, i.e., ￿r is only a projection of the true target velocity v into the
radial direction. If ✓ is the angle between the incident wave and the vector v, then
fd =
2 |v| cos ✓
c
fc. (￿.￿￿)
￿is equation tells us that to estimate the ￿D vector-velocity v, we need at least three
radar Doppler measurements from three di￿ferent viewing angles. Such kind of mea-
surements are not possible using only a monostatic radar. Since the estimation of the
vector velocity is essential for theunderstandingof theatmosphericdynamics,newmulti-
static radars have been proposed recently to measure the ￿D vector v unambiguously in
the MLT.We show an example of this in chapter ￿.
Knowing that the velocity of a target and its Doppler frequency are directly related, we
can focuson the recoveryof the target’sDoppler frequencyand then transformit to veloc-
ity. An easy way to estimate the Doppler frequency from (￿.￿￿) is to apply the ￿D inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to the signal  (t, r).





where each value of  (!, r) represents the magnitude and phase of one element of the
Doppler-range map from Fig. ￿.￿. Notice that the IDFT is applied only to the slow-time
domain t.￿e range of frequencies and the frequency resolution are determined by the
sampling time (T ) and the selected number of samples n in the slow-time. For a given




















￿e larger the number of samples in the slow-time domain n, the closer the frequency
! to the real target’s frequency.￿e value of n is determined by the radar setup and de-
pends on the characteristics of the target. Mainly, n is limited by the duration of the
target within the illuminated beam and by the target’s correlation time. Typical correla-
tion times in the atmosphere go from hundred ofms to few seconds.
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Another parameter to consider is the maximum frequency !max. When the target’s fre-
quency is smaller than !max, it can be estimated without ambiguity. For that reason,
!max is also known as the maximum unambiguous Doppler frequency or Nyquist fre-
quency. To increase the Nyquist frequency, T can be reduced. However, this will also
reduce the maximum unambiguous range rmax = c T/2. ￿e selection of T is a com-
promise between thedesiredmaximumunambiguous range rmax and themaximumun-





￿.￿ Angle of arrival estimation
Until this point, we have briefly described how to estimate the target’s cross-section,
range information,andDoppler frequency fromradarmeasurements. Asexplainedabove,
these parameters can be inferred from measurements with only one single antenna.
However, when the target’s location is desired, it must be inferred from not just one,
but several antennas spatially separated, which is known as antenna array. In fact, the
target’s location is determined by two factors: the range and angle of arrival. Whereas
range information is estimated by measuring the time a wave travels to the target and
back, angle of arrival is estimated exploiting the interference betweenwaves transmitted
or received at di￿ferent spatially separated antennas. Constructive or destructive inter-
ference cause that the radiated energy can be focused in the desired direction or reduced
in other directions. We discuss two radar techniques in the following sectionswhich use
the wave interference principle to estimate angle of arrival.
￿.￿.￿ Phased array antennas and digital beamforming
Typically, single antennas have a wide antenna beam pattern since they radiate energy
in multiple directions. However, when a set of antennas is connected to the same feed-
ing system, the EMwave radiation can be focused in a single direction.￿is is known as
beam steering, and it is done by employingmultiple antennas spatially separated where
each of them transmit a EM wave with a di￿ferent phase shi￿t depending on the desired
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Figure ￿.￿: Phased antenna array. Constructive interference of two (or more) radiating
sources focus the energy in the direction ✓. Notice that the direction ✓ depends on the
separation of the antennas d and the phase di￿ference  
direction.￿e principle of a phased array is based on thewave interference e￿fect as illus-
trated in Fig. ￿.￿. A phase-dependent superposition of two or several waves amplify or
cancel each other in a given direction. In-phase signals amplify each other, and counter-
phase signals cancel each other out. So if two radiated signals have the same phase at a
given position a superposition is achieved, and the resulting signal is amplified in that
direction and attenuated in other directions.
￿e phase shi￿t for every antenna element can be regulated electronically, and thus, the
direction of radiation. ￿eoretically, the resulting gain in any direction should be con-
stant. However, in practice, the e￿fectiveness of an antenna array is maximized in the
direction perpendicular to the antenna field,while extreme tilting degrades the antenna
performance due to antenna coupling.
￿e relative phase shi￿t required to steer the beam in a desired direction ✓ is determined




d cos ✓. (￿.￿￿)
￿ere are two kind of phased arrays: (a) the passive phased array, and (b) the active elec-
tronically scanned array. In a passive phased array, all the antennas are connected to
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a single transmitter or receiver, where the phase shi￿t of each antenna element cannot
be changed. Even though there are still some radars such as Jicamarca [Woo+￿￿] that
use passive arrays, they are not the most common nowadays. On the other hand, in ac-
tive phased arrays, each antenna element has a phase-regulatingmodule, which creates
the phase-shi￿ting required to steer the antenna beam electronically. Active arrays are
a more advanced phased-array technology which has becomemost common nowadays.
In this second category we can findmodern radars suchMAARSY [Lat+￿￿b] or even fully
digitized radio receivers such KAIRA [McK+￿￿].
In order to achieve very narrow antenna beam patterns with small side lobes, radars re-
quire many antennas. For example, the Jicamarca radar [Woo+￿￿] requires more than
19000dipoles to formanantennabeamwithhalf-power beamwidth (HPBW)of1°. Sim-
ilarly, the MAARSY radar [Lat+￿￿b] with 433 Yagi antennas is able to form a beam with
HPBWof 3.6°. Not all the radars have such an amount of antennas. When only a few an-
tennas are available and assuming a small number of targets, techniques such as digital
beamforming or radar imaging can be employed to improve the angular resolution or to
reduce the sidelobe’s gain.
￿e process of steering the antenna beam is also called beamforming. Beamforming can
be applied either on transmission or reception. Phased arrays on transmission are capa-
ble of steering the transmitted energy toward the desired direction by radiating delayed
versions of a single waveform. On reception, the receiving beam can also be steered in
a given direction to maximize the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Beam steering
or beamforming can be done in two ways (a) analog beamforming, via the use of phase
shi￿ters in the transmitting or receiving side, or (b) digital beamforming, via adaptive
processing of previously recorded data at each receiving antenna element. On reception,
signals at each receiving antenna are stored independently for further signal processing.
However, on transmission radar returns associated to di￿ferent transmitting antennas
can not be decoupled on the receiving side since all the transmitting antennas radiated
the same signal.
Compared to analog beamforming,DBF has the advantage that digital data streams can
be combined to steer the beam in many directions at once [KV￿￿; VB￿￿]. ￿is is done
by combining the receiving signals with appropriate phase shi￿ts in a way that signals
coming from a particular direction experience constructive interference while other di-
rections destructive. ￿e phase shi￿ts are modified accordingly in so￿tware to cover all
￿￿
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far field
Figure ￿.￿￿: Antenna array. Signals at receive antennas are stored and processed dig-
itally. Notice that for a target at the far field    !r + %1,  !r , and
   !
r + %2 can be considered
parallel vectors.
the directions. Moreover, advanced algorithms allow to process the digital data adap-
tively to minimize the sidelobe’s gain [Jef￿￿].
To be able to separate angle information with DBF, let us first consider the radar system
shown inFig. ￿.￿￿ and rewrite (￿.￿￿) considering radar echos from targets at the far-field
coming frommultiple directions.









where ki = 2⇡/ [cos ✓i cos i, cos ✓i sin i, sin ✓i] is the wave vector or beam direc-
tion, ki = |ki| is the wave number, % is the di￿ference in magnitude between the range
measured from the center of the array and the range from the location of the receiving
antenna, and k% = kd is the phase o￿fset of a target at far field which depends on the
wave vector and the antenna’s position. Notice that % is too small compared to the range
resolution and it is neglected in the range bin. However, it is large enough to add a phase
o￿fset k%. Replacing all the terms in (￿.￿￿) and considering kir a constant phase shi￿t
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Doppler anddirection estimation by taking the ￿D-DFTof the slow-time and
antenna (spatial) samples, respectively.
absorbed by  i,r, we get












 (ki, t, r) e
jkid, (￿.￿￿)
where (ki, t, r) = ai,r ej( !i,rt+ i,r) represents the radar return fromdirectionki and
range bin r. Notice that, for uniform arrays,  (d, t, r) and (k, t, r) also form a Fourier
transform pair.
Similar to the Doppler case, when multiple antennas spatially separated are available,
we can apply the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to separate the radar return for each
direction k:
 (k, t, r) =
X
i
 (!i, t, r) e
 jkdi . (￿.￿￿)
Equation (￿.￿￿) is knownasdigital beamforming (DBF)which is obtainedby applying the
DFT.DBF is also known as the sum of delayed versions of the received signals  (di, t, r).
Considering an arbitrary weight, the backscatter coe￿ficient can be obtained from
 (k, t, r) =
X
i
 (di, t, r) h(kdi), (￿.￿￿)
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where h are the weights. Note that when h(kdi) = e jkdi (￿.￿￿) is equivalent to (￿.￿￿).
When only few antennas are available, the angular resolution is heavily limited. In such
situations, adaptive algorithms can be applied to find a more suitable weight, such as
Capon [Pal+￿￿], that improves the angular resolution and reduces the sidelobes selecting
h(kd) adaptively.
In fact, the angular resolution and themaximum unambiguous angle are limited by the
number of antennas and the separation between them. In a uniform linear antenna ar-
ray, with k = 2⇡/ [✓x, ✓y, ✓z], and di = [dxi , dyi , dzi ]; the angular resolution and the



















For antennas separated by dxmin =  /2, the maximum unambiguous ✓xmax is ￿.￿, i.e.,
no ambiguity. Unfortunately, such small separations are not feasible in practice due to
antenna couplings. Separations of more than 0.7  are recommended to avoid antenna
couplings.
Furthermore, the ￿D Fourier transform can be applied to both the antenna samples and
the slow-time domain to recover angle and Doppler information, respectively. Figure
￿.￿￿ shows the resultingmatrix a￿ter applying the ￿D-DFT.￿e resulting ￿Dmatrix con-
tains amplitudeandphase information for each rangegate,Doppler, andangleof arrival.









DBF is nothing more than a weighted sum of the measured signals, where the weights
are e jkdi .
Scattering from atmospheric targets can be considered volume-filling at a particular
spatio-temporal scale, i.e., a volume that presents the same statistical characteristics in
space and time. Moreover, when the scattering comes from a volume filled of electrons
￿￿
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the RCS presents fluctuations.￿ese fluctuations are faster than the sampling time. For
those cases, the instantaneous RCS amplitude and phase from (￿.￿￿) are meaningless
and the signal  is better modeled as a stochastic process with mean 0 and variance b,
i.e.,ak,w,r ⇠ N (0, b).￿e variance b is the important parameter and it can be estimated
from the expected value of the measurements by h 2i = b. ￿e algorithm to obtain b
directly from radar measurements is known as radar imaging.
￿.￿.￿ Radar imaging
Radar imaging is a technique that extracts the angular distribution of volume targets
through the analysis of correlation functions.￿e cross-correlation of signals at two an-
tennas spatially separated d is expressed as
⇢( d, t, r) =
D





where h.i stands for expected value, and ⇢(k d) is known as the visibility function. As
seen in theprevious section, the complexbasebandsignal  canbeexpressedas (d, t, r) =
 (k, t, r) e
jkd, where  includes the backscatter coe￿ficient amplitude and phase, and
kd is the phase o￿fset due to the direction of arrival of the radar return. Replacing in
(￿.￿￿), we get
⇢( d, t, r) =
DX
i










Most of the atmospheric targets are stochastic in nature. Considering that  (ki, t, r)
and (kl, t, r) are stochastic processes and that these targets are separated by a consid-
erable distance such that they are spatially uncorrelated, we get
h (ki, t, r) (kl, t, r)i = 0, for ki 6= kl. (￿.￿￿)
Using the above equation (￿.￿￿) can be simplified to






















b(ki, t, r) e
 jki d. (￿.￿￿)
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b(ki, t, r) = h 2(ki, t, r)i is also known as the Brightness function. Since the visibility
and the brightness form a Fourier transform pair for uniform antenna arrays, we can
recover the brightness applying the inverse Fourier transform to the visibility.





As in DBF, angular resolution andmaximumunambiguous angle are determined by the
number of antennas and distance between them, see (￿.￿￿). To improve the angular res-
olution or when no uniform arrays are available, inversionmethods such as the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) [Woo￿￿], Capon [Pal+￿￿], MaxEnt [HC￿￿], and CS [HM￿￿] can
be applied to recover b from ⇢.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Inversionmethods
￿e radar imaging problem is to estimate the brightness b from the visibility measure-
ments ⇢. For each range gate and time sample (￿.￿￿) can be expressed in matrix form
as
⇢ =  b, (￿.￿￿)
where ⇢ 2 CM is a column vector comprising the V measured visibility samples, b 2
RB is a column vector representing the discretized brightness, and  2 CV xB is a ma-
trix operator resulting from the phase shi￿ts ij = e jki dj .￿e valueB are the num-
ber of unknows in the equation and it defines the image resolution. ￿is value should
be chosen so that the grid size is smaller than expected features of the image. Notice
that the total number of visibility measurements in (￿.￿￿) is 2V (complex) for which not
necessarily all of them are non-redundant.
￿.￿.￿.￿.￿ Direct inversion Originally Kudeki and Sürücü [KS￿￿] proposed a direct in-
version of (￿.￿￿) using the inverse Fourier transform.
b =  
H ⇢. (￿.￿￿)
Nevertheless,most of the atmospheric radars have a limited number of digital receivers,
and hence a limited number of digitized signals at di￿ferent antennas. Independently
￿￿
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of the number of antennas available, the usable number of antennas is limited by the
number of receivers. ￿ereby ⇢ is only known for certain d, which implies that B >
2V , i.e., the problem is underdetermined. Implicit in the inverse Fourier transform is
the assumption that the values of the unmeasured antenna separations are zero, which
limits the achievable resolution.
￿.￿.￿.￿.￿ Capon’smethod Anadaptive techniqueproposedbyPalmer [Pal+￿￿] to solve
(￿.￿￿) is the Capon’s method [Cap￿￿]. Capon’s can be seen as an extension of the beam









In this case, the visibility V must be in matrix form where an element of the visibility
is Vij(t, r) = h (di, t, r), ⇤(dj , t, r)i, for i = 1, ..., p and j = 1, ..., p; where p is the
number of receiving antennas.
￿.￿.￿.￿.￿ MaximumEntropy When the problem in (￿.￿￿) is underdetermined, there
are infinite possible image solutions b which agree with the data ⇢. Of all possibilities,
maximum entropy (MaxEnt) chooses the solution with the maximum entropy or mini-
mal amount of information [Hys￿￿].￿eMaxEnt solution is believed tobe themost likely
brightness distribution and consistent with the available measurements and their sta-










￿eMaxEnt solution b̂ is the one that maximizes the entropy andminimizes the square
error.
b̂ = arg max
b
s(b),
subject to k⇢  bk22 < ✏2, (￿.￿￿)
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where ✏2 is the expected noise variance. AsHysell and Chau suggested [HC￿￿], the error
covariance matrix arising from correlated visibilities can be considered to optimize the
radar imaging problem. Moreover, the resulting non-linear problem (￿.￿￿) can be solved
numerically using a hybrid method [Pow￿￿].
￿.￿.￿.￿.￿ Compressedsensing Traditionally, theShannon-Nyquist sampling theorem
holds that the exact recovery of an arbitrary signal is possible if the signal is sampled at
twice its bandwidth. However, for simple signals that do not fully occupy the spectrum,
only a fewmeasurements are required for exact recovery. Compressed sensing (CS) for-
malizes this idea stating that exact signal recovery of any arbitrary signal is possiblewith
fewermeasurements thanNyquist requires if the signal is expressed in some known ba-
sis where the signal is sparse.
Natural images are not sparse in their original domain. Nevertheless, several authors
have shown that they are sparse in the Fourier and wavelet domain [TM￿￿; Sté￿￿; YH￿￿;
HM￿￿]. To improve the sparsity of complicated images, other authors proposed the use
of curvelets [Smi+￿￿], bandelets [LM￿￿], and adaptive dictionaries [Pey￿￿].￿e general-
ization of any sparsity basis can be expressed as
b =  s, and (￿.￿￿)
⇢ =   s, (￿.￿￿)
where  2 CBxB is the matrix that defines the sparsity basis of b, and s is a sparse
vector resulting from the transformation of b into the domain.
Despite the fact that (￿.￿￿) is still underdetermined, CS claims that the signal s can be
recovered even from a very limited number of measurements if two conditions are ful-
filled (a) the signal isK-sparse,meaning that the number of non-zero values is less than
K, withK < 2V ; and (b) the sensing matrixH =   satisfies the restricted isometry
property (RIP) [CT￿￿], which requires that any K columns of H are orthogonal. Even
though this may seem impossible, numerous authors have proven the robustness and
e￿ficacy of CS even when the signal is approximately sparse and noisy [CT￿￿; CRT￿￿a;
CRT￿￿b; DW￿￿; SL￿￿] For a noisy data, the CS solution is expressed as
ŝ = arg min
s
ksk0,
subject to k⇢   sk22 < ✏2, (￿.￿￿)
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where ksk0 is the ”L￿-norm” of s, i.e., the number of non-zero elements in s.￿is equa-
tion recovers themost compressed version of s that agrees with themeasurements. Un-
fortunately, the ”L￿-norm” is computationally intractable for most of the problems.
If the RIP condition is satisfied, Candès [CRT￿￿b] and Donoho [Don￿￿b] demonstrated
that the ”L￿-norm”minimization problem is equivalent to the ”L￿-norm” problem.
ŝ = arg min
s
ksk1,
subject to k⇢   sk22 < ✏2, (￿.￿￿)
￿e ”L￿-norm” minimization is more attractive computationally and it can be solved by
linear programming [CT￿￿].￿e ”L￿-norm”problem is also knownas basis pursuit. Once
ŝ is recovered, we can use then (￿.￿￿) to get b.
Of all the methods described here, MaxEnt and CS give the best results. However, their
running time is much worse than Capon or Fourier. At least 20 times slower for small
antenna arrays (￿ antennas) [HM￿￿]. For large arrays (several antennas), this di￿ference
increases exponentially. Harding andMilla [HM￿￿] have shown that the performance of
CS andMaxEnt applied to radar imaging are quite similar in quality and computational
complexity. So, in this text, we use any of them indistinctly to solve the radar imaging
problem.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Normalized visibility
Equation (￿.￿￿) assumes we have noiseless measurements  . Nevertheless, we have ac-
cess only to noisy measurements and sometimes no calibrated signals  ̂
 ̂(d, t, r) = a1  (d, t, r) + ⌘1, (￿.￿￿)











(d +  d, t, r)
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represent the receiving gains
which might be uncalibrated. Using this definition and assuming uncorrelated noises
with variance ⌘21 and ⌘22, the cross-correlation function is expressed as
D







a1 a2 b(ki, t, r) e
 jki d, (￿.￿￿)
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which redefines the visibility function as
⇢( d, t, r) =
D
























b(ki, t, r) e
 jki d. (￿.￿￿)
Real experiments described later in this work use the normalized visibility function,
(￿.￿￿), to estimate the brightness function. Herea￿ter, we refer to visibility as the nor-
malized visibility.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Uncertainties







. It is known that the error at estimating
the variance of a random number  using ensemble averaging depends on the number













= b+ ✏, (￿.￿￿)
where ✏ = b/
p
n is the deviation from the expectation because of the finite number
of samples involved [Dek+￿￿; HC￿￿]. One way to reduce the error ✏ is to increase the
number of ensembles. Nevertheless, this number cannot be toohighbecause it is limited
by dynamic nature of the imaged target.￿e maximum number of ensembles depends
on how long a target remains at the same angular position. Hysell and Chau [HC￿￿]
improved the of the MaxEnt algorithm by taking into account the uncertainties caused
by the finite number of ensembles. Such uncertainties are known also as the covariance
error.
In the next chapter, we discuss radar techniques to increase the spatial resolution of at-
mospheric measurements. In such cases, the time integration must be even shorter.
￿￿
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Otherwise, the resulting imagemight be blurred since the time a target stays at the same
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￿.￿ What isMIMO?
Multiple–inputmultiple–output (MIMO) systems can be defined as systemswithmulti-
ple radiating antennas andmultiple receive antennas. Since the ￿￿￿￿s, such kind of sys-
tems have been widely used in communications to improve the capacity [Tel￿￿; FG￿￿],
and reliability [LT￿￿] of communication channels. Currently, MIMO is being employed
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in the ￿G cellular network technology and the IEEE ￿￿￿.￿￿nWiFi standard due to its ex-
cellent performance when interconnecting multiple users at high-speed data transmis-
sion.
In the case of radars, colocated multiple radiating and multiple receive antennas have
been used in the past to focus the transmitted energy and to steer the beam in the de-
sired direction [Wid+￿￿], which is known as phased arrays. Phased arrays on transmis-
sion are capable of steering the transmitted energy toward the desired direction by ra-
diating delayed versions of a single waveform. At the receiving side, the receiving beam
can be steered in a given direction tomaximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using the
sameprinciple. Phasedarrays arewidely employedon transmissionand reception for at-
mospheric observations as well.￿e first published Doppler radar wind measurements
using multi-beam configurations (phased arrays) in the troposphere were reported by
Browning [BSW￿￿], in the equatorial mesosphere by Woodman [Woo￿￿], and to mea-
sure vector winds employing multi-beam configurations by Reid [Rei￿￿].
￿e key di￿ference between MIMO and phased arrays is that MIMO radars radiate in-
dependent/orthogonal waveforms throughmultiple spatially separated transmit anten-
nas. By transmitting orthogonal signals, transmit signals scattered at a radar target can
be received and decoupled on the receiving side. Compared to phased arrays, MIMO
provides additional degrees of freedom because of the multiple independent transmit-
receive links. What allows is, for example, the application of digital beamforming on
reception as well as on transmission. Additional degrees of freedom might lead to an
improved angular resolution [BF￿￿], a better antenna beam pattern [LS￿￿], or a larger
number of targets a radar can detect [Fis+￿￿]. Figure ￿.￿ shows two radars configura-
tions (a) a conventional radar system employing one transmitting antenna andmultiple
receiving antennas (SIMO) vs. (b) a system employing multiple transmitting andmulti-
ple receiving antennas (MIMO).Notice that in case of SIMO orMIMO the antenna sym-
bolmight represent a single antenna or an antenna array transmitting/receiving a single
waveform.
￿ere are two kinds of MIMO configurations, depending on the relative separation of
the transmitting and receiving antennas. First, when the transmit/receive antennas are
closely separated such that thewave vectors for all the transmit-receive links are approxi-
mately the same, the reflected signals for two di￿ferent links are correlated inmagnitude
￿￿
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(a) SIMO (b) MIMO
Figure ￿.￿: A bi-static radar system (a) in a SIMO configuration, and (b) in a MIMO con-
figuration. Unlike SIMO,MIMO illuminates the target employing independent/orthog-
onal signals, which are indicated in red and green.
and phase.￿is correlation results because the di￿ferent transmit-receive links observe
the same radar cross–section (RCS). For that reason, radars using closely separated an-
tennas are known as coherent or collocated MIMO radars [LS￿￿]. To keep some corre-
lation between the reflected signals for the di￿ferent links, the antenna separation must
be a few tens of wavelengths. Coherent MIMO can be considered an advanced version
of phased antenna arrays given that by combining all the independent transmit-receive
links, a larger virtual antenna can be formed [Wan￿￿]. Figure ￿.￿(b) is an example of a
coherent MIMO configuration, even though the transmit and receive station are widely
separated, all the transmit-receive links have the same wave vector.
On the other hand,when the transmit and receive antennas arewidely separated, so that
the target’s RCS can no longer be considered the same for all the transmit-receive paths,
the return signal for two di￿ferent transmit-receive paths are decorrelated. ￿ese kind
of radars are referred to as non-coherent or statistical MIMO [Fis+￿￿; Leh+￿￿]. Non-
coherent MIMO has been discussed extensively in the radar community in the context
of multistatic radar systems [Che￿￿], which are used to measure unambiguous vector
dri￿ts and to exploit spatial diversity of random fluctuations of the target’s reflectivity.
MIMO techniques are applied to a broad range of applications thanks to the improved
capability in the number of links, resolution, target parameter identification, and beam
￿￿
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pattern. Examples include communications [Tel￿￿], ground penetrating radars [JLZ￿￿],
through-the-wall imaging radar applications for urban remote sensing [Mas+￿￿], mar-
itimenavigation [Hua+￿￿], andmedical applications suchasbreast cancerdetection [FB￿￿].
￿is chapterdescribes conceptual andmathematically theapplicationof coherentMIMO
radars for the observation of atmospheric targets,which aremostly stochastic in nature.
In this chapter,weconsideronlyMIMOradarswith colocatedantennas (coherentMIMO),
and all subsequent mentions of MIMO refer to this type only.
￿.￿ Why isMIMO required?
Radars are widely used to measure reflectivity, position, and Doppler velocity of distant
objects inmany fields. In atmospheric science, radarmeasurements are employed to in-
fer physical parameters such as wind velocities, ion and electron temperatures, electron
density, electric fields, and kinetic energy [Hoc￿￿; Hoc￿￿; HTJ￿￿; HFV￿￿; Sul￿￿; Li+￿￿]. In
most cases, theywere done assuming homogeneous and quasi-stationary volume filling
targetswithin the illuminatedbeambecauseof the limited spatio-temporal resolutionof
radarmeasurements. Temporal resolution in radars is restricted by the PRI, range reso-
lution is by the transmitwaveformbandwidth, andhorizontal spatial resolution is by the
radar antenna size. Previous studies have focused on improving the temporal and range
resolution of radars.￿is study focus on improving the horizontal spatial resolution.
Over time, remote sensing techniques have evolved, and now they are capable of dif-
ferentiating echoes coming from di￿ferent directions with good precision. ￿is capa-
bility is achieved via spatial diversity on reception and employing radar imaging algo-
rithms [Wid+￿￿; Tal+￿￿; Mor+￿￿]. Angle estimation is beneficial, for example, to deter-
mine mesospheric ￿D wind fields from specular meteor measurements [SC￿￿], where
knowledge of meteors’ location is extremely important. Although significant improve-
ment was done during the last four decades, several atmospheric radars still have a lim-
ited horizontal spatial resolution. In order to improve the spatial resolution of a radar,
we require to construct larger antenna arrays. Figure ￿.￿ shows the relationship between
the angular resolution and the antenna size, where the resolution is inversely propor-
tional to the antenna aperture. In order to properly sample a spatial structure or wave,
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Figure ￿.￿: Angular resolution of a radar ( ✓) and its dependency on the antenna size (d)
and the radar wavelength ( )
the Nyquist conditionmust be satisfied, i.e., the spatial wavemust be sampled at half of
its size. For a wave of size x located at an altitude h, we get
x   2 h sin ( ✓) (￿.￿)
where ”h sin( ✓)” is the spatial resolution at altitude h.
Even though very large radar antennas have been constructed to observe atmospheric
targets, their angular resolution is still limited to a few kilometers. Table ￿.￿ shows the
spatial resolution of state of the art atmospheric radars. Not surprisingly, the achievable
horizontal spatial resolution with some of the biggest atmospheric radars in the world
is only a few kilometers at 85 km of altitude. To observe km-scale structures, evenmuch
larger antennas are required.
In this chapter,wedescribemultiple–inputmultiple–output (MIMO) systems thatmake
use of diversity on transmission and reception to virtually increase the antenna size and
the number of antenna, allowing the observation of km-scales structures with current
￿￿
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MAARSY 90m 3.6° 5.3 km   10.6 km
Jicamarca 300m 1.0° 1.5 km   3.0 km
EISCAT VHF 32m 1.2° 1.8 km   3.6 km
EISCAT ￿D 80m 0.97° 1.45 km   2.9 km
Table ￿.￿: Angular and spatial resolution of some of the biggest atmospheric radars in
the world
radars systems already installed. Furthermore, we investigate the main requirements
for the design and construction of future atmospheric radars.
As it was mentioned before, that the first condition a MIMO radar must fulfill is the
transmission of orthogonal signals from each antenna. Furthermore, MIMO also re-
quires that the transmitted signals are still orthogonal between a￿ter they are scattered
back from the target.￿is means that the transmitted signals must be orthogonal even
a￿ter the time delay and theDoppler shi￿t caused by the target, which in themost simple
case depends on the target’s range and velocity. In a more comprehensive scenario, it
will depend on the target’s extension and the Doppler bandwidth.
Let’s imagine a scenario where two independent signals are transmitted by two anten-
nas spatially separated, where the signal frequencies are separated by 1Mhz. Consid-
ering ideal band-limited signals, these two signals are independent from each other. If
they are used to illuminate a hard target with a narrow Doppler, for example a specular
meteor with a Doppler frequency less than 100Hz, the scattered signals will still be in-
dependent of each other. However, if these two transmit signals are used to illuminate
a volume filling target with multiple scatters where each of them has its own Doppler
frequency higher than 500 kHz, i.e., an overspread target, the signals might not be or-
thogonal anymore once they are scattered back. When designing a MIMO system, we
have to take into account not only the transmit signals but also the target’s features.
￿.￿ Transmit diversity inMIMO radars
MIMO radar is a system which employs multiple transmitting antennas and multiple
receiving antennas to improve the performance compared to conventional radars. ￿e
￿￿
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use of multiple antennas at the receiver or transmit side is also known as spatial diver-
sity. To achieve spatial diversity on transmission, a MIMO radar requires to transmit
independent signals by each antenna.￿is is also known as transmit diversity. Transmit
diversity is done by transmitting signals at a di￿ferent time, with di￿ferent frequencies,
with di￿ferent phases, or with di￿ferent polarizations. Although time, frequency, and
phase-coded diversity are based on the same principle (varying the properties of a pe-
riodic waveform) and they might achieve the same performance, their implementation
and hardware requirements are quite di￿ferent. Transmit diversities have extensively
been discussed in the context of MIMO radars [Fis+￿￿; Leh+￿￿, e.g.] and in the field of
communications [Wee￿￿; WSG￿￿; NTW￿￿, e.g.]. Common diversities used in MIMO
communication channels are frequency [Wee￿￿, e.g.] and phase coded [BP￿￿, e.g.] due
to their performance and easiness to implement.
Unlike communication channels, atmospheric targets exhibit particular features as de-
scribed in Chapter ￿, which make them highly dependent on the radar frequency and
polarization.￿erefore, application of frequency and polarization diversity are not suit-
able for atmosphericMIMO radars and other transmit diversities are required to obtain
independent signals.
In practice, fully independent signals on transmission are not viable. Depending on the
transmitdiversityusedand the target’s features, suchas its extensionandDoppler band-
width, radar returns from di￿ferent transmitters might be partially correlated. ￿ere-
fore, decoupling of return signals might be more complicated. Moreover, the larger the
number of transmitters, the more di￿ficult the signal decoupling would be.
In this section,wedescribe three transmit diversity alternatives, considering the target’s
extension and bandwidth. Table ￿.￿ summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of
the transmitdiversities.￿emost simple transmitdiversity isdescribedfirst, timediver-
sity, which can be implemented with commercial radars.￿en, the advantages of wave-
form diversity compared to time diversity is described. Finally, amore suitable transmit
diversity is presented, which requires a more advanced hardware and so￿tware.
￿.￿.￿ Time diversity
One of the most simple ways of ensuring independent signals is implementing time di-
versity in a pulsed radar system. Time diversity is no more than transmitting the same
￿￿























Figure ￿.￿: Time diagram of a pulsed MIMO radar with two transmitters using time di-
versity. Notice that the time di￿ference between transmitters t depends on the radar
pulse width ⌧ and the target’s extensionL.
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-easy to implement -poor time resolution
-no additional signal processing -range ambiguity
-less average Tx power
Waveform -one single operating frequency -requires specialized so￿tware
-scalable -coupling between transmit sig-nals might be problematic
Optimal -one single operating frequency
-requires specialized hardware
and so￿tware
-scalable -coupling between transmit sig-nals is minimized
Table ￿.￿: Advantages and disadvantages of transmit diversities
waveform from each transmit antenna but just delayed by some time t. To avoid over-
lapping between radar returns from two di￿ferent transmissions, the minimum time
separation between transmissions t is a function of the pulsewidth ⌧ and the expected
target thickness or target’s extensionL, see Fig. ￿.￿:
 t = ⌧ + L. (￿.￿)
Because of the additional delay between transmitters the pulse-repetition interval (PRI)
of each transmitter has to be extended to
T =  t+ 2 rmax/c, (￿.￿)
whereT is the radar PRI, rmax is the desiredmaximumunambiguous range, and c is the
speed of light. Notice that if there is no delay between transmitters, the PRI is equal to
the maximum unambiguous range rmax = c T/2, as shown in Chapter ￿.￿.
Equation (￿.￿) and ￿.￿ are only valid if no additional targets are expected at other ranges.
Usuallymultiple targets are expectedwithin the range rmax,whichmight cause interfer-
ence between radar returns fromdi￿ferent transmitters. In such cases, to avoid interfer-
ence, rmax must be considered as the target’s extension, thereby (￿.￿) and (￿.￿) become:
 t = ⌧ + 2 rmax/c, and (￿.￿)
T =  t+ 2 rmax/c, (￿.￿)
resulting in T = ⌧ + 4 rmax/c. It means that the new radar PRI must be larger than
￿￿
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four times the maximum unambiguous range to avoid interference and to ensure inde-
pendent receive signals. Usually, it is only two times larger. WhenM transmitters are
employed, (￿.￿) and (￿.￿) become:
 t = ⌧ + 2 (M   1) rmax/c, and, (￿.￿)
T = ⌧ + 2M rmax/c. (￿.￿)
Not surprisingly,we notice that the larger the number of transmitters, the longer the re-
quired radar PRI; whichmeans a poorer time resolution and a reduced transmit energy.
￿e application of time diversity must be restricted to targets with high signal-to-noise
ratio, small range extensionL, and long correlation times.
Few atmospheric targets satisfy the three conditions mentioned above. Nevertheless,
some practical experiments were performed in this study to validate theMIMO concept
with time diversity using two di￿ferent targets: (a) equatorial electrojet [Urc+￿￿], and (b)
polar mesospheric summer echoess [Urc+￿￿a]. One of the main advantages of time di-
versity is that it does not require special hardware nor additional data processing. ￿e
radar processing technique described in Chapter ￿ is su￿ficient to process signals ac-
quired with a MIMO radar using time diversity.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Bandwidth and power reduction
As described in (￿.￿￿), the maximum unambiguous Doppler frequency wmax is limited
by the PRI. In a MIMO radar with M transmitters using time diversity the maximum












￿is equations indicates that theDoppler bandwidth in aMIMOradarwithM transmit-
ters isM times smaller compared to the bandwidth of a radar with a single transmitter.
Notice that ⌧ is negligible compared to 2M rmax/c.
￿￿
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where Pt is the peak transmit power. Under these conditions, the average transmit en-
ergydecreases in the sameproportionas thenumberof transmittersM increases. Pulsed
radars using time diversity are restricted to applications forwhich radar targets are con-
centrated within a small range. ￿us keeping a short delay between transmitters and a
small loss in energy and bandwidth. In order to use shorter delays, time diversity can be
combinedwithwaveformdiversity, thereby the correlation between radar returnsmight
be reduced even if there is an overlap in time between returns.
￿.￿.￿ Waveformdiversity
Although waveform diversity can be implemented using linear frequency modulation
(FM) techniques and phase-coded waveforms, only phase-coded waveforms are used in
this thesis due to the reasons described above. Phase-coded waveforms are a good al-
ternative to build radar networks with transmitters operating at the same frequency as
described in [Vie+￿￿]. Although, continuous-wave radars have some disadvantages as
described in Chapter ￿.￿.￿, they can be combined with phase-coded waveforms to gen-
erate quasi-orthogonal waveforms and to allow the deployment of large radar networks
without much e￿fort.
Waveform diversity can also be applied to pulsed radars, which can be seen as a special
case of a phase coded continuous-wave radar. ￿e di￿ference lies in the fact that most
of the code bits are zero in amplitude. Shorter codes present higher correlations be-
tween them.￿erefore, the application of only waveform diversity is not recommended
in pulsed radars.
For long pulses, various codes with good correlation properties exist such as Gold codes
[Gol￿￿], Walsh-Hadamard codes [Har￿￿], polyphase codes [Fra￿￿; Chu￿￿], and pseudo-
random binary codes [MS￿￿].￿e choice of one of them depends basically on the hard-
ware capabilities.￿e more complex the codes, the lower the correlation between them.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Time diagramof a continuouswaveMIMOradarwith two transmitters using
waveform diversity.
Figure ￿.￿ shows a time diagram of two antennas transmitting concurrently but with
di￿ferent code sequences. Once the code sequences are selected (including code length
and baud), it is possible to recover the signal for each transmit-receive link using an in-
verse problem approach. Since specialized signal processing is required for the MIMO
case, we first need to understand the signal model in a MIMO radar which is described
in section ￿.￿.
In this section, we focus on the analysis of the auto and cross-correlation properties of
two codes P andQ.￿e codes will be based on pseudo-random binary sequences since
they are easier to implement with current radar systems. ￿e pseudo-random binary
sequence can be generated using any random number generator to produce L random
binary values, where L is the waveform length. ￿en, we convert the random numbers
to phases, from 0 to 0° and from 1 to 180°.
￿e auto-correlation of a code, also known as the ambiguity function, was defined in





wP (rk   ri)w⇤Q(rk   rj). (￿.￿￿)
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Auto and cross-correlation functions of twowaveformsP andQ of length ￿￿.
Notice that the correlation values are normalized to the code length. ￿e mean cross-
correlation value is ￿.￿￿ (side-lobe gain).
￿is equation indicates how strong is the sidelobe caused by the interaction of twowave-
forms at a given range gate ri due to a target at range rj. In case of the auto-correlation,
maximum correlation is expected for ri = rj. Figure ￿.￿ shows the normalized auto and
cross-correlation functions for two pseudo-random binary codes P andQ of length 50.
As expected, the auto-correlation for ri = rj is 1, which can be considered as the main-
lobe. In average the correlation values for sidelobes (ri 6= rj ) is 0.12, indicating that the
peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSLR) is⇡ 10.
In order to improve the PSLR, the code length can be extended. Figure ￿.￿ shows how
themean cross-correlation of two pseudo-randomwaveforms varies as a function of the
waveform length. For each waveform length, the simulation was repeated 20 times with
di￿ferent codes to mitigate statistical fluctuations. ￿ese results corroborates that the
cross-correlation between waveforms decreases with their length. Surprisingly, wave-
form’s lengths larger than 200 bits don’t improve the orthogonality between pseudo-
random codes significantly. Such results must be considered when designing a MIMO
system or a MIMO experiment.
￿.￿.￿ Suboptimal diversity
An optimal transmit diversity is the one that combines the advantages of all the transmit
diversities and minimize their disadvantages. ￿eoretically, an optimal diversity pro-
vides the highest number of fully independent transmitted signals using the same radio
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Mean cross-correlation of two pseudo-random binary codes P and Q as a
function of their length. Fully orthogonal codes should have zero cross-correlation. No-
tice that a￿ter a length of 200 bits the improvement is less than 1x10 2 per 100 bits.
code R + frequency K code S + frequency L














Figure ￿.￿: Time diagram of a continuous wave MIMO radar using optimal diversity.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Comparison of the cross-correlation of two waveforms P andQ using code
and optimal diversity (code+frequency).
spectrum and achieving the same time resolution (Doppler bandwidth). However, a sys-
tem with such capability might be too complex to implement. In this section, a subop-
timal diversity that combines phase-coded and frequency diversity is proposed, which
might be implemented with small hardware modifications.
Combination of frequency and code diversity has already been employed to improve the
performanceof communicationMIMOchannels,namely,OFDMandcoding [BP￿￿, e.g.].
￿is suboptimal diversity can be seen as a way to increase the number of code bits of
a waveform, and thus the orthogonality between waveforms. Although, the same re-
sult might be achieved by increasing the waveforms’ length directly, it would require to
increase the e￿fective sampling rate on transmission and reception (data throughput),
which is limited by the capability of current computers since currentlymost of the radar
signal processing is done in so￿tware.
Figure ￿.￿ shows a time diagram where phase-coded and frequency diversity are com-
bined to obtain a lower correlation between the transmittedwaveforms in aMIMOradar
with two transmit antennas. Polarization diversity might also be included but most of
atmospheric targets are highly dependent on polarization, and therefore, it is excluded
from this example. In the figure, a code bit represents a change both in phase and fre-
quency. Correspondingphase and frequency for eachbit canbegeneratedusingpseudo-
random sequences as described before.
￿￿
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When frequency diversity is employed alone, the working frequencies of two di￿ferent
transmit antennasmust be separated by at least the target’s bandwidth in order to guar-
antee independent radar returns. For atmospheric targets, it could be a few Mhz. For
most of the atmospheric targets, such frequency separation causes that the observed
targets are not the same. Nevertheless, when both frequency and code diversity are em-
ployed, the large frequency separation is not required. Changes in frequency can be lim-
ited to a few tens of kHz, ensuring that the same target is being observedbut, at the same
time, incorporating additional diversity. Figure ￿.￿ shows the performance of this com-
bined diversity using two symbols for phasemodulation and four symbols for frequency
modulation. ￿is kind of combined diversity is suggested for most of the applications,
but it would require some changes of current atmospheric radar systems.
￿.￿ MIMOvirtual array
Coherent MIMO radar is a technique that employs multiple transmit and multiple re-
ceive antennas closely separated to obtain radar images with higher angular (spatial)
resolution compared to conventional SIMO radars. As explained in Section ￿.￿.￿, an-
gular resolution and image quality depend on the radar antenna aperture and the num-
ber of receive antennas, respectively. With coherent MIMO, the angular resolution and
image quality both can be improved. While coherent MIMO does not provide spatial di-
versity as non-coherentMIMO, it can improve angular (spatial) resolution by combining
the information fromall the transmit-receive paths.￿is results from the fact that all the
transmit-receive links observe the same radar cross–section (RCS). In a coherentMIMO
radar, the return signal from each transmit-receive path is correlated and the combina-
tion of them results in a larger virtual array. Similarly to how digital beamforming ex-
ploits spatial degrees of freedom on reception, coherent MIMO exploits both degrees of
freedom on transmission and reception, which can be seen as a combination of a trans-
mit and a receive phased array.
￿e advantage of MIMO radars over traditional phased arrays can be explained by the
virtual array [Li+￿￿]. A virtual array, for a system with a transmit array of P antennas
transmitting independentwaveformsanda receive arrayofM antennas, consists ofPM
virtual antennas. In the literature, the virtual array is also known as the co-array [HK￿￿].
￿￿
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However, in this work, we refer to it as the virtual array since it is the term most used.
Depending on the location of the transmit and receive antennas, not necessarily all of the
antennas of the virtual array areunique. Nevertheless, the additional degrees of freedom
provided by the transmission of independent waveforms improve the performance of a
radar system significantly.
To have an idea of howMIMOhelps to increase the number of virtual receivers and to en-
large the antenna aperture, figure ￿.￿ shows aMIMO layout with two transmit and three
receive antennas. Where the resulting receive array can be explained as a combination
of a receive array having three antennas to the right of TX1 and another receive array
having three antennas to the le￿t of TX2, resulting in six virtual receive antennas in total.
We see that the number of virtual receive antennas has increased by 2 times compared
with the original number of receivers. In general, the number of the resulting number of
virtual receive antennas in aMIMO system is equal to the number of transmit antennas
times the number of receive antennas,whichmeans that the number of virtual antennas
grows multiplicatively with the number of transmit-antennas. Due to its great impact
adding one antenna at one side (Tx or Rx), a￿fects the resulting array multiplicatively.
But not only that, but we also see that the resulting antenna aperture is larger compared
to the original aperture. In the example shown it is three times larger.
Similar to what is done in phased array antennas,many adaptive array processing tech-
niques, includingdigital beamforming,Capon,maximumentropy,andcompressedsens-
ing, can be applied for direction estimation when using coherent MIMO. In the follow-
ing section, the narrowband signal model for a MIMO radar considering a target at the
far-field is described. Moreover, we describe the signal model in terms of an equivalent
virtual array and the signal processing to estimate range and angle information.
￿.￿ Far-field signalmodel of pulsedMIMO radars
Lets use the monostatic pulsed radar system shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿, with multiple receiving
antennas andmultiple radiating antennas where each of antenna transmits a pulse at a
di￿ferent time instant. Considering aMIMOsystemusing time diversity that is perfectly
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: A MIMO radar (top) and its resulting virtual array (bottom). ￿e first row
shows the MIMO radar with two Tx and three Rx antennas. ￿e second and third row
show the layout considering only one Tx. ￿e fourth row shows the equivalent array















Figure ￿.￿￿: A coherentMIMO radar with two transmit antennas and two receive anten-
nas closely separated.
￿￿
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synchronized and calibrated in phase and time, the signal seen by the receive antennam
due to the transmitter antenna p can be denoted as




j ( 2⇡fi,r(t+ tp)+ i,r+ki dp+ki dm) + ⌘(dm), (￿.￿￿)
where dp 2 R3, and dm 2 R3 are the vector distances of the transmit antenna p and
receive antennam, respectively,ai,r, fi,r, and i,r are backscatter coe￿ficient amplitude,
Doppler frequency, and phase o￿fset of the target at a given range gate r and direction
ki, tp is the time separation between the transmission of the first transmitter and the
transmitter p, and ki = (2⇡/ ) [cos ✓i cos i, cos ✓i sin i, sin ✓i] is the wave vector
which is a function of the azimuth and elevation angle  i and ✓i.￿e summation is over
a range of angles which is limited by the illuminated area.
We start with a pulsed MIMO radar using time diversity since the signal model is much
simpler and the signals can easily be decoupled for each transmit-receive link using the
time information. As a result we get




j ( 2⇡fi,r(t+ tp)+ i,r+ki dp+ki dm) + ⌘(dm), (￿.￿￿)
where  (dm,dp, t, r) 2 C is the measured baseband signal seen by the virtual receiver
mp for a given time t and range gate r.
Since the aimof this chapter is to describe the radar signalmodelmathematically to find
the equivalent virtual array, and to seehow this virtual arrayhelps to improve the angular
resolution of a radar system, (￿.￿￿) is simplified as follows:
 (dm,dp, t, r) =
X
i
 (ki, t, r) e
j ki (dp+dm) e
jfi,r tp + ⌘(dm), (￿.￿￿)
where  (ki, t, r) = ai,r ej ( 2⇡fi,rt+ i,r) is the backscatter coe￿ficient amplitude and
phase for a given range gate r and direction of arrivalki. Note that this equation is quite
similar to the phased array equation described in section ￿.￿.￿ (￿.￿￿). However, there
are two big di￿ferences: First, the phase o￿fset due to Doppler and time separation be-
tween transmissions (fi,r tp), whichmust be corrected before any kind of analysis. For
the purposes of this section we consider that this phase o￿fset is calibrated and equal to
0. Secondly, the signal  (dm,dp, t, r) does not only depend on the position of the re-
ceiver dm but it also depends on the position of the transmitter dp. In the literature,
￿￿
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 (dm,dp) is better known as the ”virtual” receivermp, whose virtual location is given by
dmp = dp + dm.
Depending on the selection of the transmitters’ and receivers’ positions, a larger virtual
array might be created consisting of P M virtual antennas, where P is the number of
transmitters and M is the number of receivers. Recall that the angular resolution de-
pends directly on the radar aperture. ￿e larger the array, the higher the angular reso-
lution. Figure ￿.￿￿ shows a MIMO configuration with a vertical transmitting array with
seven antennas and a horizontal receiving array with seven antennas. Notably, the re-
sulting virtual array with ￿￿ unique antennas is a perfect and uniform ￿D-array, which
o￿fers us much higher degrees of freedom in the spatial domain compared to the Tx or
Rx array. It improves not only the angular resolution (in the diagonal direction) [BF￿￿],
but it also increases the capacity of the system to identify targets in ￿D.
￿e selection of the Tx andRx array, i.e., theMIMOantenna array design problem, is not
a trivial task. If the location of the Tx andRx antennas can be selected arbitrarily, diverse
design techniques canbeused to select the best antenna locations. Someexamples of an-
tenna array design are based on hexagonal arrays [DRV￿￿] or polynomial factorization
[WSC￿￿]. On the other hand, if the antenna array is already installed and the problem
is the selection of the best subset, genetic algorithmsmight be useful to find the best Tx
and Rx array combination [Hau￿￿]. ￿e MIMO antenna array design problem is out of
the scope of this thesis since it highly depends on the scenario. Despite the small but
important di￿ference between the MIMO and the phased array equation, the same pro-
cessing techniques explained in Chapter ￿ can be used to recover the range, frequency,
and direction of arrival information from virtual phased arrays.
Until this point, the signalmodel was described forMIMO radar using time diversity. As
described before, time diversity is restricted to systemswith a very low number of trans-
mitters. To extend the MIMO concept to systems with a high number of transmitting
antennas, we have to combine the concept of MIMO and waveform diversity. In (￿.￿￿),  
includes implicitly the transmitted waveform w(r); which for a pulsed radar transmit-
ting a single pulse is represented ideally by a Dirac delta functionw(r  r0) =  (r0). In
the next section, we describe the signal model when the waveform is distinct from the
Dirac delta function. It could be a pulsed radar using pulse compression techniques or
a CW radar using waveform diversity. Herea￿ter, pulse coded radars are considered a
special case of CW radars using waveform diversity (phase-coded).
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: (a) A MIMO antenna array with ￿ Tx antennas and ￿ Rx antennas, (b)￿e
resulting MIMO virtual antenna array consisting of ￿￿ antennas.
￿.￿ Far-field signalmodel of CW-MIMO radars
MIMO systems can also be implemented with continuous wave (CW) radars where the
carrierwavemight bemodulated in amplitude, phase, or frequency. In the literature, the
modulating envelope is commonly known as the waveform. As seen in section ￿.￿.￿, for
a CW radar employing one transmitter with an arbitrary waveformw(r), (￿.￿￿) becomes





w(l   r)  (ki, t, r) e j ki(dp+dm) + ⌘(dm, t, l), (￿.￿￿)
where y(dm, t, l) is themeasured complex baseband signal seenby the receiver that does
not distinguish which transmitter originated the return signal, and l is the apparent
range. ￿e model is described using only one transmitter and then it will be extended
the to a model with many transmitters. Although it is not possible to recognize which
transmitter originated the radar return, the phase shi￿t (kidp) due to the position of the
transmitter still influences the measured signal.
Unlike pulsed radars, where   from (￿.￿￿) represents ameasured value corresponding to
one range r only. In CW-radars, y results from the convolution between the transmitted
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waveform and all the scatters along the rangeR. To estimate   from the measurements
y, (￿.￿￿) can be inverted directly. However, for real applications this is computationally
expensive due to the high dimensionality of  . In order to reduce the computational
complexity and to apply the same forthcoming processing techniques to both the pulsed
radar and the CW-radar data, the CW-radar signalmeasurements y can be expressed as
a function of an equivalent pulsed radar measurements   from (￿.￿￿) as follows
y(dm, t, l) =
X
r
w(l   r)  (dm,dp, t, r) + ⌘(dm, t, l). (￿.￿￿)
To solve this equation, we divide the problem in two parts (a) First, retrieval of the un-
known parameter  (dm,dp, t, r) (decoding) for all the range gates r and one transmit-
receive link at a time, and then (b) recovery of the angle information  (k, t, r) for one
range at a time using (￿.￿￿).
￿.￿.￿ Signal recovery
In order to recover the signal y from (￿.￿￿), the equation can be simplified expressing it
in matrix form and solving the problem for a given receiver m and a delay t at a time.
Considering noisy measurements we get
ym =   mp + ⌘m, (￿.￿￿)
where ym 2 CL is the measurement vector,  mp 2 CR is the unknown parameter
vector for all the range bins, ⌘m ⇠ N (0,⌃m) is the receiver noise, and   2 CLxR is
the sensingmatrix, which is a circulantmatrix defined by the transmit waveform vector
w 2 CL, where L   R is the waveform length, and R is the number of range gates.
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Equation (￿.￿￿) is valid for radars using pulse compression techniques as well as for CW
radars using waveform diversity.￿e di￿ference lies in that, for pulse radars most of the
wi terms are zero.
Note that all previous equations consider only one transmit waveform. When multiple
antennas are transmitting at the same frequency but with di￿ferent waveforms (MIMO
usingwaveformdiversity) the cross-interference betweenwaveformsmight degrade the
performance of the system. In such systems,with several transmit antennasusingwave-




 p mp + ⌘m, (￿.￿￿)
where p 2 CLxR is the sensing matrix due to the transmit waveformwp, and P is the
number of antennas transmitting di￿ferent waveforms. Equation (￿.￿￿) can be written
as














H1 H2 . . . HP
i
, (￿.￿￿)
where ym 2 CL, xm 2 CN ,  2 CLxN , andN = PR is total number of unknowns
equal to the number of transmitters times the number of range gates.
It is known that the matrix   defines the range and Doppler resolution of the MIMO
system[SFR￿￿; CV￿￿b],whichcanbecharacterizedby theambiguity functionas in (￿.￿￿)




whereC is equivalent to the ambiguity function. Ideally, the matrixC should be equal
to the identity matrix. However, this is not the case in real applications with multiple
transmitters. Many studies on waveform design [Fri￿￿; Li+￿￿; CHM￿￿; GDP￿￿; SBL￿￿]
focus on finding the best  based on the orthogonality between codes. Others proposed
special algorithms to reduce the cross-correlation between codes and avoid undesired
e￿fects [Kay￿￿; SZW￿￿; Fri￿￿].
￿￿
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In the literature, several techniques exist to find an approximate inverse when the prob-
lem is overdetermined (L > N ), such as the pseudo-inverse matrix [Gre￿￿; Ste￿￿], the
matchedfilter estimator (MFE) [Tur￿￿], the least squares estimation (LSE) [Ste￿￿; Bjö￿￿],
the minimum mean squares error estimator (MMSE) [Tri+￿￿; Tag+￿￿], the maximum a
posteriori estimator (MAP) [BD￿￿], and when there are errors in both sides of the equa-
tion the total least squares estimator (TLSE) [Van+￿￿; VV￿￿].
In this work,we use the approach described in section ￿.￿.￿ to select waveformswith re-
duced cross-talk. Because of the trade-o￿f between performance and speed, we recom-
mend the weighted least squares estimator [Vie+￿￿] to recover the backscatter signals in
overdetermined linear problems
 
 1 ⇡ ( H⌃ ) 1 H⌃, (￿.￿￿)
where ⌃ is the inverse of the covariance matrix error. If the covariance is not known, it
can be replaced by the identity matrix.
When the problem is underdetermined (L < N ), the addition of extra constrains is
necessary to find a unique solution. Some very well known algorithms are the regular-
ized least squares estimation (RLSE) [AF￿￿], the truncated singular value decomposi-
tion (tSVD) [Han￿￿], the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [Tib￿￿;
PC￿￿], the Tikhonov regularization [Tik+￿￿; EL￿￿], and least angle regression (LARS)
[Efr+￿￿]. In section ￿.￿.￿.￿, we described some of them applied to arbitrary  mp sig-
nals. For particular cases, when the signal  mp satisfies certain properties, advanced
algorithms like CS can be applied to obtain a cleaner solution. One of these special cases
are explained in Chapter ￿.
Once all the mp signals are recovered, they can be combined to estimate the angle of ar-
rival (AOA).￿e next subsection describes the signal analysis to estimate AOA in aMIMO
radar.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Bistatic radar configurations to estimate target’s location (a) SIMO to esti-
mate AOA, (b) MISO to estimate AOD, and (c) MIMO to estimate both AOA and AOD at
the same time. See text for more details.
￿.￿ Estimationofdirectionofarrivalanddeparture inMIMOradars
Angle of arrival (AOA) estimation of narrowband targets located at the far-field employ-
ing antenna arrays is a topic that has been highly discussed in the past decades [VB￿￿;
New+￿￿; Mor+￿￿]. AOA and angle of departure (AOD) estimation can be done combin-
ing signals at multiple receive antennas or signals coming from multiple transmit an-
tennas, respectively. Let us consider the monostatic MIMO radar system illustrated in
Fig. ￿.￿￿, with a pair of transmit antennas p and q and a pair of receive antennasm and
n closely separated at positions dp, dq, dm, and dn, respectively. ￿e transmit signals
are independent, and the return signals for each transmit-receive link are decoupled as
described in the previous section.￿erefore, a larger virtual receive array can be formed
by combining all the transmit-receive signals.
Since the information for each range bin r is independent, wemake the analysis for one
range bin only. Moreover, considering a maximum of one target with the same Doppler
bin and at the same wave vector, the signal model can be treated as a superposition of
independent narrow band signals in the frequency domain.￿e signalmodel is given by
 (dm,dp, f, r) =
X
i=1
 (ki, f, r) e
 jki(dm+dp), (￿.￿￿)
In this section, we are interested in the target’s reflectivity  (ki, f, r) as a function of
the wave vector ki. ￿e radar return   can be estimated from the measurements   by
￿￿
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applying digital beamforming (￿.￿￿). Nevertheless, as explained in Chapter ￿, most of
the atmospheric targets are stochastic in nature. ￿is means that only the statistical
properties of the target can be determined, namely, the expected value and its variance.
￿e expected value of the angular scattered power distribution is given by b(k, r) =
h 2(k, f, r)i, and it is also known as the brightness function.
As described in Chapter ￿, we can use the spatial cross-correlation ⇢ between radar re-
turns from two di￿ferent transmit-receive paths to estimate the brightness.￿e spatial
correlation is given by
⇢( dpq, dmn, f, r) =
D





where dmn = dm dn is the spatial separation between receivers, and dpq = dp 
dq is the spatial separationbetween transmitters. Likewise, ()⇤ represents the conjugate,
and h.i stands for the expectation along time. Replacing (￿.￿￿) in (￿.￿￿) we get












Considering that signals coming fromdi￿ferent directions are distant and uncorrelated,
their expected cross-correlation is zero.￿e cross-correlation is di￿ferent than zero only
when ki = kl. Replacing in (￿.￿￿):













Equation (￿.￿￿) presents twocaveats (a) implementation imperfections suchas thedi￿fer-
ence in amplifiers’ gain, cables’ attenuation, and filters’ gain are not taken into account,
and (b) phase shi￿t caused by time di￿ference between transmitters is not considered.
Phase o￿fset calibration is described with more details in the next subsection. To com-
pensate the gain’s di￿ference between two di￿ferent transmit-receive links, the spatial
correlation can be normalized using the signal power | mp|2 and noise variance ⌘2. As
￿￿
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such the spatial cros-correlation is obtained by
⇢( dpq, dmn, f, r) =
h mp  ⇤nqip







Equation (￿.￿￿) is a generalized form of the radar imaging equation shown in (￿.￿￿),
which considers only one transmit antenna. Similarly, radar imaging can be applied to
systemsconsistingofonlyone receiverbutwitha transmit antennaarray, i.e., amultiple–
input single–output (MISO) configuration. In such case (￿.￿￿) reduces to




jki  dpq , (￿.￿￿)
indicating that the position of a single target can also be estimatedusing only one receive
antenna and a transmit array.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows a comparisonof three bistatic radar configurations to determine ame-
teor trail’s location. ￿e three configurations are considered as a coherent MIMO since
all the transmit-receive paths have the same Bragg-vector. For a bistatic radar, (￿.￿￿) can
be rewritten considering the incident kT and the scattered kR wavevector





Performancesof single-inputmultiple-output (SIMO) radarsandmultiple–input single–
output (MISO) radars are expected to be the same since the number of antennas in the
array are the same. However, MIMO configurations’ performance exceeds the two pre-
vious configurations because of the resulting larger number of independent measure-
ments and the improved observing geometry [Urc+￿￿], i.e., the target can be tracked
from two di￿ferent view angles avoiding problems related to low elevation angles. Er-
rors associated to low elevation angles are generally caused by antenna coupling. Other
possible source of errors in aMIMO radars andways to optimize aMIMO configuration
are discussed in the following subsections.
￿￿
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￿.￿.￿ Relative compensation of phase o￿fsets
In (￿.￿￿) no instrumental phase calibration was considered. Phase o￿fsets might be as-
sociated to the receivers, the transmitters, and the time di￿ference between transmis-
sions. Usually phase o￿fsets are caused by di￿ferences in cable length, amplifiers, or fil-
ters,which canbe a￿fectedby the air temperature. Even though they canbe compensated
at the beginning of an experiment, the phases might change with time. Considering all




 (ki, f, r) e
j( 2⇡f tp+ki(dm+dp)+ m+ p), (￿.￿￿)
where  m is the instrumental phase o￿fset of receiver m, and  p is the instrumental
phase o￿fset of transmitter p.
￿ere aremanyways to calibrate aMIMO system. However, the results presented in this
work have been done using the following recipe:
￿. Calibrate the instrumental phase di￿ference  mn between receivers.
￿. Calibrate the phase o￿fset (2⇡f tp) due to the time di￿ference between transmis-
sions and Doppler shi￿t.
￿. Calibrate the instrumental phase di￿ference  pq between transmitters.
First, phase calibration of a receiving array is a very well known topic and it is not de-
scribed in this thesis. For example, Chau, et.al. [Cha+￿￿] propose diverse approaches
for absolute and relative calibration using radio stars,meteor echoes, radio beacons, and
self-calibration approaches.
Secondly, to compensate the phase o￿fset due to the time di￿ference between transmit-
ters, the data analysis has to be done in the frequency domain. Let us consider two trans-
mitters p and q transmitting at time t and time t+ tpq, and only one receiving antenna
m. For a given Doppler the signals at the virtual receivers are proportional to
 mp(f, r) / e j2⇡ft, (￿.￿￿)
 mq(f, r) / e j2⇡f(t+ tpq), and (￿.￿￿)
h mp(f, r)  ⇤mq(f, r)i / ej2⇡f tpq . (￿.￿￿)
￿￿
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To calibrate the system, it would be enough to multiply the signal  mq with the complex
exponential e2⇡f tpq for each Doppler frequency f .
Finally, one of the most tricky parts is to compensate the phase o￿fsets of the transmit
array. Similar towhat is done to calibrate a receiving array,we can use a point-like target
with a known position such as an airplane, a meteor head, or a drone where the phases
at each transmit antenna are also known and they can be compensated. As in receive
phase arrays, once the phases are calibrated, they might change over time. In order to
keep the phases calibrated relatively, the phase o￿fsetsmight bemeasured over time and
be corrected online.
When no drones or airplanes are available, relative phase calibration of a transmit array
can be done by taking advantage of the redundant virtual receivers generated for two
di￿ferent transmit antennas. Two virtual receivers located in the same virtual position,
must have the same o￿fset, i.e., they must have a phase di￿ference equal to zero. Let us
consider that  mp and  nq are two virtual receivers located at the same virtual position
wherephaseo￿fsetsdue to the receivearrayand the transmit timedi￿ferencehavealready
been calibrated.￿en
 mp(f, r) / e j p , (￿.￿￿)
 nq(f.r) / e j q , (￿.￿￿)
h mp(f, r)  ⇤nq(f, r)i / e j( p  q). (￿.￿￿)
We know that the phase o￿fset  pq = ( p    q)must be zero since  mp and  nq are
located at the same virtual position. When the phases are not calibrated, the measured
phase di￿ference  ̃pq is di￿ferent from zero. Taking one transmitter as a reference, i.e.,
 p = 0, we can calibrate the other transmitter using
 q =  p +  ̃pq, (￿.￿￿)
 q =   ̃pq. (￿.￿￿)
￿.￿.￿ Angular resolution
In the previous chapter,we stated that the angular resolution is definedby thenumber of
antennas and themaximumseparation between them. Depending on theMIMOconfig-
uration, these parameters might change. Here we analyze the implications of selecting
one or another configuration.￿e analysis is done in ￿D but is easily expandable to ￿D.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Angular resolution comparison between SIMO andMIMO. (a) Transmit and
receive array (b) Visibility samples considering only one transmitter and the receive ar-
ray, i.e., SIMO. (c) Point spread function the corresponding visibility. (d) Resulting vir-
tual array by using MIMO. (e) Visibility samples corresponding to the virtual array, i.e.,
MIMO. (f) Point spread function for MIMO.
Let us consider theuniform linear array shown inFig. ￿.￿￿(a), consisting of a transmit ar-
ray with two antennas and a receive array with six antennas.￿e spatial points at which
the visibility ⇢( dpq, dmn, ...) is sampled are known as baselines.￿e resulting base-
lines for MIMO can be expressed as d =  dpq +  dmn. For SIMO dpq = 0 and
hence d =  dmn holds. Fig. ￿.￿￿(b) shows the baselines for the SIMO configuration
in which only one transmitter is considered. Note that many baselines are located at the
sameposition since the receive array is uniformand a combination of di￿ferent antennas
result in the same baseline. Baselines located in the same position are known as redun-
dant baselines. ￿e number of redundant baselines are color coded in Fig. ￿.￿￿(b) and
(e).
To evaluate the performance of antenna arrays, the point spread function or instrument
function is commonly used as ametric.￿e point spread function of an array is obtained
by inverting (￿.￿￿) for all the vectors k assuming the presence of only one punctual target
at k0, i.e., (ki, r) = 0 for i 6= 0. Under that condition the visibility reduces to
⇢0( d, f, r) = b(k0, r) e
jk0( d). (￿.￿￿)
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￿e point spread function b̂ is obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transform to the




⇢0( di, f, r) e
 jk( di). (￿.￿￿)



















is known as the angular ambiguity function. It characterizes the angular resolution
achieved by an antenna array. Plainly, the ambiguity function does not depend on the
selectedk0. An ideal antenna array has an angular ambiguity function equal to theDirac
delta function. However, this is not possible in practice. Conventional arrays have a lim-
itednumber of visibility samples andhence afinite angular resolution. Fig. ￿.￿￿(c) shows
the resulting angular ambiguity function or point spread function for the SIMO array
considering k0 = 0. Clearly, the result is not close to a Dirac delta function. It contains
a main lobe with a half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of 2° and sidelobes of 14 dB.
For uniform linear arrays with k = 2⇡
 
sin(✓), the angular resolution ✓ and the maxi-









In our example, theMIMOarray can be expressed as a (virtual) uniform array containing
twelve antennas. Figures ￿.￿￿(d), (e), and (f) show the resulting virtual array, visibility,
and instrument function for theMIMOconfiguration, respectively. Notably, the angular
resolutionachievedbyourMIMOconfiguration is two timesbetter than theSIMO’s.￿is
is explained by the maximum baseline ( dmax) for the MIMO case, which is two times
larger than the SIMO’s maximum baseline. Notice that, even though the sidelobes have
￿￿
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beenmodified the peak sidelobe is still⇡  14 dB
￿.￿.￿ Redundant baselines
In most of the practical applications, the number of redundant baselines by applying
MIMOmight be very high since current atmospheric radars were not designed for such
kind of applications, and they are not optimized for MIMO configurations. Moreover,
the distribution of the redundant baselines might be irregular over the sampling do-
main.￿is section investigates the e￿fects of redundant visibility samples and their im-
plications in the angular resolution.
To understand the impact of redundant visibility samples, we analyze the instrument
function of two arbitrary antenna arrays, where the first one has no redundant visibil-
ity samples, and the second one does. Figure ￿.￿￿ illustrates the two arbitrary arrays,
their visibilities, and their resulting instrument functions. According to the conventional
definition of the achievable angular resolution of an antenna array described in (￿.￿￿),
these two arbitrary radars should have the same angular resolution since the maximum
baseline for both of them are the same. However, if we analyze the resulting instrument
function for both cases, we notice that they don’t have the same angular resolution. Sur-
prisingly, the angular resolution or half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of the second array,
which contains a higher number of antennas, is not better than the first one. Its main
lobe is slightly wider, which intuitively is not expected. Nevertheless, if we observe the
resulting sidelobes, the second array has sidelobe peaks reduced by at least 8 dB.
￿ese results canbeexplainedby theangular ambiguity functionconsideringonlyunique






where h( du) is the weight or number of repetitions of a given baseline, and the sum-
mation is done over the unique baselines du.
In our example, theweight functionhas a triangular shape, and the resulting instrument
function is a convolution of thefirst array’s instrument function and the triangular func-
tion.￿erefore, the main lobe is widened, but the sidelobes are reduced. Depending on
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Same as Fig. ￿.￿￿ but for two arbitrary arrays. ￿e first row shows the an-
tenna array, the resulting visibility, and the instrument function of an array which con-
tains non-redundant visibility samples. ￿e second row shows an array with the same
visibility samples but in which some of them are redundant.
the selection of the transmit and receive array, and hence the weight function, the side-
lobes of the resulting virtual array might be reduced or enhanced. Diverse design tech-
niques can be used to select the best antenna configuration, such as the one based on
hexagonal arrays [DRV￿￿] or polynomial factorization [WSC￿￿]. If the antenna array is
already installed and the problem is the selection of the best subset, genetic algorithms
might be useful to find the best Tx and Rx array combination [Hau￿￿].
￿.￿.￿ Signal processing
When multiple targets coexist within the illuminated volume, it is desired to identify
their position and their Doppler frequency as well. If (￿.￿￿) is analyzed in the time do-
main, we will only get the angular distribution of the scattered power. In order to esti-
mate both Doppler information and AOA, the spatial cross-correlation is expressed in
the frequency domain as in (￿.￿￿).
￿e di￿ference between the spatial cross-correlation in the time domainand in the fre-
quency domain lies in that the latter estimates B for each Doppler frequency f . ￿is
￿￿
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means that the brightness can be separated in its di￿ferent frequency components, sim-
ilar to how a camera does when it takes a picture in color. ￿e disadvantage is that the
total number of time samples required to estimate the expected value ⇢̂ decreases in the
sameproportion as the number of selected frequency points. If the number of time sam-
ples is too few, the uncertainty in ⇢̂might be problematic. ￿is problem was described
in section ￿.￿.￿.
Since the analysis could be done in the time or the frequency domain, the domain and
the time di￿ference between transmitters tpq is omitted intentionally herea￿ter. In the
radio astronomy community, the visibility ⇢( dmn, dpq) for a given range gate and
frequency bin is also called the visibility sample at ( dmn +  dpq) and can be written
in matrix form as
⇢ =  b+ ", (￿.￿￿)
where ⇢ 2 CV is a column vector comprising all the visibility samples, b 2 RK is
the brightness in vector form (flattened),   2 CV xK is the Fourier matrix, and " ⇠
NC(0,⌃) is the statistical uncertainty associated with estimating the cross-correlation
with finite integration times. ￿e number of visibility samples V = PM(PM + 1)/2
represents the total number of virtual receiving pairs and it is a function of the number
of transmitters P and the number of receiversM . Likewise,K is the number of wave
number directions or (image) pixels.
To simplify the notation we use dj =  dmn + dpq for j = 1, 2..., V to indicate all
resulting (virtual) antenna separations,whereV is the number of possible combinations
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￿e selection of the brightness grid ki for i = 1, 2...,K, and the number of pixels K
might be arbitrary. However, it should follow certain rules as in the Fourier transform.
Firstly the angular resolution k = ki+1   ki should be defined according to themaxi-
mum separation of two antennas k = 1.0/max(dj), similar to how the frequency res-
olution is defined by the total observation time in a Fourier transform f = 1.0/Tmax.
￿￿
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Secondly, the number of pixels N should be less than the number of visibility samples
M . When this is not the case, the problem becomes ill-posed, and inverse problem tech-
niques are required to try to find a solution.
For most applications, MIMO helps to increase the number of independent measure-
ments and tomake the problem less underdetermined. However, it is necessary to add a
regularizer to solve (￿.￿￿) if theproblem is still underdetermined. So theproblemreduces
to find an estimate  ̂, which minimizes the following equation:
b̂ = arg min
b
{f(b) +  g(b)}, (￿.￿￿)
where f(b) is the cost function, g(b) is the regularizer, and   is the Lagrange multi-
plier or the trade-o￿f between the cost function and the regularizer. Inmost of the cases
the L￿-norm is selected as the cost function, i.e., f(b) = k⇢    bk22. ￿e selection of
the regularizer depends on the problem and so does the algorithm to solve the problem.
Some of themost important inverse problems techniques are described in Chapter ￿.￿.￿
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￿.￿ Introduction
￿e dynamics in the mesosphere and lower termosphere (MLT) region are mainly dom-
inated by atmospheric gravity wavess (AGWs), atmospheric tides, non-migrating tidal
modes, and turbulent processes, whose e￿fects can be observed by in-situ instruments,
ground based remote sensors, and satellites. ￿ere are plenty of studies of the MLT re-
gion using observations from ground-based sensors such asmeteor radars [Hoc￿￿],MF
radars [Hof+￿￿; Pla+￿￿], airglow imagers [Hec￿￿], lidars [HL￿￿; RGL￿￿], and cameras






















Figure ￿.￿: Simplified vertical and horizontal kinetic energy spectrumatmesospheric al-
titudes where regimes dominated by Rossby waves, gravity waves, and Kolmogorov tur-
bulence are well identified. Similar to [Vie+￿￿]. Vertical scales observed by rockets and
horizontal scales resolved by theMAARSY andMMARIA radars are indicatedwith a blue
andorangebox, respectively. Horizontal scales resolvedby theproposed radar technique
based onMIMO (MAARSY-MIMO and SIMONe) are also shown.
[Pau+￿￿; Dem+￿￿], as well as satellites [Ern￿￿; Ern+￿￿] and numerical modelling. Al-
though these observations have helped to understand the importance of AGWs in the
MLT region, AGWs’ e￿fects on the backgroundflow and on the global circulation, and the
mesosphere-ionosphere coupling [Vin￿￿], none of themprovided unambiguous spectral
information of small and medium scale dynamics, which is important to understand
turbulence processes andmesospheric instabilities in the MLT.
Turbulence processes andmesospheric instabilities generated by wave breaking, turbu-
lence dissipation, and turbulence mixing, play an important role in the energy budget
in the MLT, since they transport heat and momentum from and to other atmospheric
altitudes [SV￿￿]. To be able to quantify the contribution of each of these processes, ￿D
observations (space-time) at their di￿ferent scales are required. Figure ￿.￿ shows an ideal
kinetic energy spectrum of very well identified regimes (AGWs,Kolmogorov turbulence,
and isotropic turbulence) and their scales in the horizontal and vertical direction. Note
that scales of isotropic turbulence are in the order of tens of meters, whereby they are
only measurable by in-situ sensors with very good resolution such as sounding rockets.
￿￿
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antenna aperture angular resolution spatial resolution horizontal scales
90m 3.6° 5.6 km 11.2 km
450m 0.72° 1.12 km 2.2 km
900m 0.36° 0.56 km 1.1 km
Table ￿.￿: Antenna aperture required to measure horizontal scales at ￿￿km altitude
On theotherhand,horizontal scales ofKolmogorov turbulence andAGWsare observable
from kilometer-scales up to hundreds of kilometers.
In order to characterize Kolmogorov turbulence, mesospheric instabilities, and AGWs
in the MLT, ￿D measurements at small, medium and large-scales in the vertical and
horizontal direction are desired. Spatial resolution in the vertical direction achieved by
radars is about 150m, which is within the desired range. However, the vertical coverage
is still a challenging problem. In the horizontal direction, the problem lies in both cov-
erage and resolution. Stober and Chau [SC￿￿] recently proposed the use ofmeteor radar
networks to measure ￿D wind fields within a region of 300 km with a horizontal reso-
lution of about 25 km.￿us, being able to resolve medium-scale dynamics in the order
of 50 km to 150 km in the horizontal direction. Unfortunately, the network proposed by
Stober and Chau is not scalable and its deployment in large areas is prohibitively costly.
Chapter ￿ describe a novel and scalable meteor radar network based on MIMO to over-
come this problem.
On the other hand, small and kilometer scale dynamics have barelymeasured by remote
sensors. Most of available measurements have been done by sounding rockets, which
are also rare and costly. ￿is chapter focuses on the capability of MAARSY combined
withMIMO tomeasuremedium-scales dynamics from 1 km to 30 km in theMLT, here-
a￿ter referred as kilometer-scale dynamics. Typical ￿D radar observationswithMAARSY
have a horizontal resolution limited to a 5.4 km at 80 km altitude and a temporal resolu-
tion of a fewminutes.￿ereby, resolvable horizontal scales with MAARSY in a standard
configuration are limited to 10 km to 30 km.
Measurementsofkilometer-scaledynamicshavenotbeenpreviouslyobtainedwith radars
due to the limited size of existing systems. As shown in Fig. ￿.￿, the angular resolution
andhence the resolvable horizontal scales are limitedby the antennaaperture.￿e larger
the aperture, the smaller the resolvable horizontal scales. Table ￿.￿ shows the antenna
aperture required to resolve horizontal scales at mesospheric altitudes (⇠80 km) with a
￿￿




Figure ￿.￿: Maximumachievable angular resolution by an antenna array. Notice that the
angular resolution ✓ is limited by the antenna aperture d.
radar operating at 50MHz. As theNyquist theoremstates, the sampling frequencymust
be at least two times the desired signal frequency.￿us, to characterize horizontal struc-
tures of 11.2 km or more in the spatial domain, at least a spatial resolution of 5.6 km is
required. Likewise, to resolve kilometer-scale structures (1.1 km), a spatial resolution of
0.56 km is required, which is equivalent to having an antenna aperture of 900m. Un-
fortunately, such big antennas are not feasible in practice. Even the largest radars in the
world, such as a Jicamarca and Arecibo, have an antenna aperture limited to few hun-
dreds meters (300m) [HCM￿￿; Alt￿￿].
In the following sections, a radar approach based on coherent MIMO and radar imag-
ing is described that allows PMSE observations with unprecedented angular resolution
(0.6°) [Urc+￿￿].￿e technique combines the concept ofMIMO to virtually enlarge the an-
tenna size ofMAARSY and radar imaging to obtain ￿Dmeasurements of kilometer-scale
structures atmesospheric altitudes.￿e resulting resolution is evaluated by simulations
and imaging specularmeteor echoes. Furthermore, the advantage of the new technique
￿￿
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is evaluated with two events of ￿D PMSE structures showing: (a) a Kelvin—Helmholtz
instability (KHI) event dri￿ting with the background wind with a horizontal wavelength
of 8 km to 10 km and a period of 4min to 7min, and (b) a possible gravity wave structure
dri￿ting against the background wind with a horizontal wavelength of 12 km to 16 km
and a period of 15min to 20min.
￿.￿ High resolution spatio-temporal measurements of the MLT
dynamics
It is known thatmesosphere and lower termosphere (MLT) dynamics (backgroundwind
flows) are notmeasurable directly by VHF radars. To track the background, some kind of
tracer is required tomake it detectable by radars. Typically,meteor trails [RLE￿￿; Hoc￿￿;
Wil￿￿], polar mesospheric winter echoes (PMWE) [LS￿￿], and polar mesospheric sum-
mer echoes (PMSE) [JH￿￿; Sto+￿￿; GSC￿￿] are used as natural tracers of theMLT dynam-
ics over the polar regions. Particularly, PMSE is known to be a suitable tool to monitor
the thermal and dynamic structure of theMLT region [RL￿￿]. In this chapter, we use the
middle atmosphere Alomar radar system (MAARSY) radar to perform ￿Dmeasurements
of the MLT using PMSE as tracers.
VariousauthorshaveusedMAARSYto studyPMSEand itsdynamics in￿D[Sto+￿￿; Sto+￿￿;
SC￿￿]. In the best case, the resolution achieved by MAARSY was limited to a couple of
minutes in time,150m in altitude, and⇠5 km in thehorizontal directionatmesospheric
altitudes. ￿e low resolution in the horizontal direction achieved by previous studies
using MAARSY, and other modern radars, did not allow to characterize the kilometer-
scales dynamics present in PMSE.
Here, MIMO and radar imaging techniques are implemented to improve the angular
(spatial) resolution of MAARSY to be able to characterize kilometer-scale dynamics of
the MLT in ￿D (space-time). As described in the previous section, MIMO can be imple-
mented employing time or waveform diversity. Although the performance of waveform
diversity in MIMO is remarkably better than time diversity, its implementation would
require infinitely long pulses to guarantee totally independence between transmitted
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waveforms. ￿is is not feasible in practice. However, long waveforms with good cor-
relation properties can be generated using CW radars.
Unfortunately, monostatic radars like MAARSY do not posses CW capability and the
use of only waveformdiversitymight result in highly correlated transmittedwaveforms.
￿erefore, MIMO with time diversity is the most adequate diversity to measure PMSE
dynamics with MAARSY. Since the application of MIMO with time diversity is not free,
some restrictions during its application must be considered such as power loss, and a
large sampling time. In particular, the feasibility of MIMO to observe any kind of phe-
nomena will be restricted by its scattering intensity and its correlation time (spectral
width). In the next section, we describe the nature of PMSE and why MIMO with time
diversity is suitable to measure these kind of echoes.
￿.￿.￿ Polarmesospheric summer echoes as tracers of theMLT dynamics
It is very well known that polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE) are very strong
radar echoes produced by the presence of ice particles, turbulence, and free electrons
in the mesopause at polar regions [Rap￿￿]. Although the first observations of PMSE go
back to the ￿￿￿￿s, the scattering mechanism of these echoes were in discussion for long
time [HRC￿￿; Zec+￿￿]. Nowadays, we know that PMSE is caused by irregularities in the
radar refractive index which satisfy the Bragg condition [RL￿￿]. ￿e Bragg condition
states that for e￿ficient scattering, the electron density irregularities must reveal struc-
tures at the half radar wavelength, which for VHF radars (50MHz) it is⇠3m.
Previous studies of PMSE investigated the physical processes leading to formation of
these irregularities [Rap￿￿; RL￿￿] in the mesopause. Under normal conditions, plasma
irregularities at spatial scales significantly smaller than the inner scale of the turbulent
velocityfield (meter-scales) shouldnot last, andhence shouldnotbedetectable by radars.
To allow these plasma irregularities survive for much longer times, their electron di￿fu-
sivity should somehow be reduced significantly. It is very well known that the electron
di￿fusivity is reduced significantly in the presence of heavy charged ice aerosol particles,
which in combination with neutral air turbulence, lead to the creation of plasma irregu-
larities atmeter-scales that last for very long lifetime (10min-few hours), and therefore,
are detectable by VHF radars [RLB￿￿]. Surprisingly, the conditions for ice formation in
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Range time intensity (RTI) plot of PMSE observed with the MAARSY vertical
beam.
themesopause are satisfied only in summer due to the gravity wave disturbances which
cool the atmosphere above the summer pole [Lüb￿￿]. ￿is explains why PMSE can be
observed only during summer.
PMSE has been used as a tracer of the complex atmospheric dynamics for long time.
Physical parameters such as neutral winds [DLH￿￿; Hol+￿￿; Sto+￿￿; GSC￿￿] and tur-
bulence parameters [BR￿￿; HF￿￿] have been obtained from PMSE radar observations
assuming horizontal homogeneity at scales of tens of kilometers. However, Sommer
and Chau [SC￿￿] have recently shown that PMSE is not homogeneous horizontally, and
instead it is composed of localized isotropic scatters. Moreover, their results suggest
the existence of small-scale structures in PMSE, which might be resolved using high-
resolution observations in ￿D space-time.
Figure ￿.￿ shows typical radarmeasurements of PMSEmade byMAARSYusing a vertical
beam, in which only 1/7th of the available power and 1/7th of the antenna array were
employed. Clearly, PMSE structures are highly dynamic in time, altitude, and power.
We can even observe some wave-like structures in the range time intensity (RTI) plot.
Although, a small portion of the antenna and the transmit power were used in this ex-
ample, the SNR is still very high. Sometimes, it reaches up to 45 dB.
To implement MIMO with time diversity at MAARSY, the antenna array and the trans-
mitting power is splitted intoP sub-arrays.￿ereby, the sensitivity of ourMIMOsystem
will be reduced compared to its counterpart SIMObyP . For example, in aMIMOconfig-
uration with seven transmit sub-arrays, both the antenna gain and the transmit power
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are divided by seven. ￿us, the total power loss on transmission will be 17 dB, which
indicates that some of the weak PMSE echos will be lost. Looking at the radar reflectiv-
ity distribution of PMSE fromFig. ￿ in [LB￿￿], we notice that around 20% of theweakest
PMSE echoes would be lost only by the reduction on the transmitting side. In addition,
we also have to consider the losses of MIMO on the receiving side, and the losses caused
by the reduced sampling time. Next, let us describe theMAARSY radar, the radar param-
eters to observe PMSE, and theMIMO experiment to understand how these parameters
a￿fect the PMSE observations.
￿.￿.￿ ￿eMAARSY radar
￿e middle atmosphere Alomar radar system (MAARSY) is a monostatic radar system
located in Andoya,Norway (69.30°N, 16.04° E), with an active phased antenna array op-
erating at 53.5MHz and at a maximum peak power of 800 kW. ￿e array consists of
￿￿￿ Yagi antennas arranged in a nearly circular grid of approximately 90m of aperture
as shown in Fig. ￿.￿. ￿e core array is arranged in ￿￿ symmetric ”hexagons” containing
￿ antennas each. In addition, ￿ adjacent hexagonal antenna structures can be grouped
into an ”anemone”, which can act as one to transmit or receive antennas.
￿emain characteristics of each Yagi antenna are a bandwidth of 5MHz and a directive
gain of 6.88 dBi. When the full array is used to point to the zenith, the beamhas a direc-
tive gain of 33.5 dBi, a half power beamwidth of 3.6°, and amaximumsidelobe suppres-
sion of 17 dB with respect to the main lobe. Similarly, the beam width for a ”hexagon”
and an ”anemone” are 30° and 11°, respectively. Refer to [Lat+￿￿b] for more details.
One of themain advantages of theMAARSY radar is that each Yagi element is connected
to its own transceivermodule, allowing themodulation of the transmit/receive signal in
phase and amplitude independently at each element. Using this capability, the beamcan
be steered in any desired direction up to 30° o￿f zenith, with a minimum beamwidth of
3.6° [Lat+￿￿b].￿is arrangement provides a great flexibility allowing di￿ferent modes of
operation such as beam swinging, simultaneous multi-beam, and in-beam imaging. It
is important to notice thatMAARSY is the only VHF high-power large-aperture radar in
northern polar region capable of radar imaging.
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Figure ￿.￿: Sketch of the MAARSY antenna array. ￿e core array consists of ￿￿ identi-
cal hexagons from A01 to F11 containing ￿ Yagi antennas each. A group of ￿ adjacent
hexagons can form an anemone as indicated by the colored areas, which can act as one
antenna to transmit or receive. [Courtesy: Ralph Latteck].
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Unlike themulti-beam experiments, radar imaging allows to retrieve ￿D images at once,
avoiding the interleaving from beam to beam and hence increasing the achievable sam-
pling time.￿e disadvantage comeswith the limited number of receivers. MAARSY pos-
sesses only ￿￿ signal processingunits andhence only signals from ￿￿ selected antennas or
group of antennas can be stored.￿ese ￿￿ signals can be selected either from “hexagons”
or “anemones”.
A simple radar-imaging experiment to image PMSE was conducted using MAARSY to
compare MIMO to SIMO. Since a fair comparison between the two implementations is
notpossiblebecauseof thedi￿ference in transmittingpower, antennagain, andsampling
time, firstly, results from a numerical simulation considering equivalent conditions is
presented and discussed and, next, experimental results are discussed highlighting dif-
ferences caused by bothMIMO and SIMO implementations.
￿.￿.￿ SIMO configuration
To image PMSE, a radar imaging experiment was conducted similar to Sommer and
Chau’s [SC￿￿] using ￿￿ ”hexagons” on reception and ￿ ”anemone” on transmission. Figure
￿.￿(a) shows the selected transmitting and receiving array. Although three transmitting
antennas are shown, only one was used for the SIMO case. Fig. ￿.￿(b) shows the result-
ing visibility considering only one of the transmitters and the fi￿teen receivers, i.e., the
visibility for SIMO.
In the SIMO implementation, the receiving setup was optimized employing genetic al-
gorithms [Hau￿￿], and using as cost function the minimum number of gaps in the visi-
bility (more uniform) and the minimum number of redundant baselines. Genetic algo-
rithms are a class of algorithms designed to optimize a large search and to find near-
optimal solutions by mimicking evolution and natural selection. ￿e resulting number
of unique baselines in our implementation is 163 compared to 145 of the Sommmer and
Chau’s implementation.￿e larger number of unique visibilities in our implementation
results in a more uniform point spread function with smaller sidelobes. Fig. ￿.￿(c) show
the resulting point spread function of our SIMO configuration. Notice that the shortest
baseline of this configuration is 10.6m, and the longest 73.3m. Moreover, the resulting
HPBW is about 3.6°.
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Figure ￿.￿: MAARSY antenna configuration for SIMO (a, b, c) and MIMO (d, e, f). (a)
￿e receiving array consisting of fi￿teen hexagons is shown in grey and the transmit-
ting array consisting of three anemones is colored. (b) Visibility samples for SIMO in
which the redundant baselines are color-coded. (c) Resulting point spread function of
SIMO. (d) Resulting virtual array by using MIMO. (e) Visibility samples for MIMO. (f)
Point spread function of MIMO.￿e point spread function was calculated using both
the non-redundant and redundant visibilities.
￿￿
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￿.￿.￿ MIMO configuration
As described above, MIMO with time diversity was chosen to improve the performance
of the radar imaging experiment. Employing the same receiving antenna layout used
in the SIMO implementation, the transmitting antenna array was splitted in three sub-
arrays. ￿e transmitting sub-arrays can only be selected from the available locations at
MAARSY as shown in Fig. ￿.￿, which can be either an ”hexagon” or an ”anemone”. ￿e
criteria of selection of one or another is based on the trade-o￿f between antenna gain and
flexibility to form a larger virtual array. For example, if hexagons (A01 and C01) com-
pared to anemones (A and C) are used as transmitting antennas, the longest baseline
of the resulting virtual array might be 1.4 times larger. However, the antenna gain of a
hexagon (15.33 dBi) is 8 dB less compared to the anemone gain (23.78 dBi). ￿is dif-
ference a￿fects significantly the detection of PMSE, particularly, of the weakest echoes.
￿erefore, anemones are picked as transmit units.
All available anemones might be employed as transmitters. However, when time diver-
sity is used, the transmit power is reduced linearly by the selected number of transmit-
ters. Moreover, a￿ter a given point, addition of new anemones does not improve the vis-
ibility function. It only increases the number of redundant baselines. Since the number
of possible selections is reduced and the array is symmetric, the optimal solution can be
found straight away.
Fig. ￿.￿(a) and (d) show the selected anemones used as transmitters and the resulting
virtual array, respectively. Fig. ￿.￿(e) shows the visibility of the virtualMIMOarray. Note
that the longest baseline forMIMO is 121m compared to 73.3m for SIMO.￿e improve-
ment of MIMO can be better observed in the point spread function shown in Fig. ￿.￿(f).
Not only the HPBW improved by 1.65 , but also the sidelobes are largely reduced.
￿eMIMO array was carefully selected to have three redundant virtual receivers located
at the origin, see Fig. ￿.￿(d).￿ese three redundant virtual receivers are used for trans-
mitter phase calibration purposes as described in the previous chapter. To corroborate
the advantage of MIMO vs. SIMO, simulations results are presented in the following
section.
￿￿
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￿.￿ Simulations
A simple radar imaging experiment is simulated in this section to compare the perfor-
mance of SIMO andMIMO under identical conditions of transmit power, antenna gain,
and sampling time. For the sake of simplicity, the simulation is carried out in ￿D only,
one range gate and one frequency bin. Equation (￿.￿￿) is used as a forward model since
it is valid for uniform and non-uniform arrays. ￿e forward model can be written for a
given range gate and frequency bin in matrix form as
v = ⌃ + ⌘, (￿.￿)
where v 2 CN is a column vector comprising the measured complex signals for all the
transmit-receive links,N = P M is the number of virtual receivers equal to the number
of transmitters P times the number of receivers M ,  2 RK is the complex valued
image in vector form (flattened), ⌃ 2 CNxK is the Fourier kernel matrix, and ⌘ ⇠
NC(0,⌃) is the receiving noise. Although the image is in ￿D, here is represented as a
column vector with a total number ofK pixels.
Similar to the model used by Yu et.al. [YPH￿￿], the signal  ⇠ N(0, 2) from (￿.￿) rep-
resents a Gaussian random process with mean 0 and variance  2. In those cases, the
expected variance of can be estimated from the spatial cross-correlation of the mea-
sured signals b using (￿.￿￿).
⇢ =  b+ ", (￿.￿)
where ⇢ 2 CV is a column vector comprising all the visibility samples (cross-correlated
measured values), b 2 RK is the brightness in vector form (flattened),  = ⌃H⌃ 2
CV xK is the kernel matrix, and " ⇠ NC(0,⌃) is the statistical uncertainty associated
with estimating the cross-correlationwithfinite integration times. Since thewhitenoise
for di￿ferent channels (⌘i, ⌘j ) are uncorrelated, its e￿fect is only considered for auto-
correlated samples,which is subtractedat calculating thenormalizedvisibility.￿enum-
ber of visibility samples V = PM(PM + 1)/2 represents the total number of virtual
baselines for MIMO.
Following Harding and Milla’s work [HM￿￿], a high-resolution ￿D grid (K=￿￿￿x￿￿￿) is
used to simulate the signal measurements, and a coarser grid (K=￿￿￿x￿￿￿) is employed
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Results of simulated radar data employing three inversionmethods for SIMO
andMIMO configurations.
for the inverting algorithms. ￿is is done to ensure that the model captures the image
features even if the recovering algorithm cannot recover them.￿e error term ⌘ is mod-
eled as a Gaussian white noise and the number of integration times used is 200, which
gives us a statistical error of 7.07% using the definition from (￿.￿￿).￿e true imageb is
considered to be formed by the superposition of multiple Gaussians or blobs. To inves-
tigate the performance of SIMO andMIMO,we analyze the results by reconstructing an
image composed of two narrow blobs with three di￿ferent algorithms.
￿.￿.￿ Filter response
Let us consider an image composed of two narrow blobs of 0.6°width each as the truth.
To simulate a near-real scenario a Gaussian noise with variance ⌘2 is added to the image
and the measured signal at one receiving antenna is obtained from (￿.￿). ￿e visibility
(expected value) is estimated from the received signal using 200 realizations.￿en, the
problem in (￿.￿) is inverted by using one of the three algorithms described in Chapter
￿.￿.￿: the inverse Fourier transform, Capon’s method [Pal+￿￿], and the maximum en-
tropy (MaxEnt) method [HC￿￿]. Results for the three methods using SIMO and MIMO
configurations are shown in Fig. ￿.￿. Since Capon’s method does not producemeaning-
ful absolute values, the results have been normalized for a better comparison.
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Visually the MIMO results outperforms their counterpart SIMO’s in all the cases. Previ-
ous studies [YPH￿￿; HM￿￿] have already shown the superiority ofMaxEnt over the other
twomethods.￿e interest of this section is to show the improvement of the image recon-
struction when the imaging methods are combined with MIMO. Qualitatively, Fig. ￿.￿
suggests that the solution closest to the Truth is the one using MIMO and the MaxEnt
method. Meanwhile, Fourier combined with SIMO produces the worst reconstruction
with many artifacts. ￿e following section quantifies the estimation error and the per-
formance of each algorithmwhen combined with MIMO.
￿.￿.￿ Error analysis
Quantifying the image quality is a hard problem when comparing di￿ferent algorithms.
Typical metrics such as the mean squared error assume unbiased absolute values and
o￿fsets, which is not the case for Capon’s method. Following the work done by Harding
andMilla [HM￿￿], the normalized correlation is used asmetric to quantify the similarity







where best and b are the estimated and true values with means subtracted.￿is can be
seen as the normalized squared error.
To investigate the performance of our MIMO configuration, the simulation presented
above is repeated many times with values of the SNR from  20 dB to 30 dB. For each
value of the SNR, the simulation is carried out 50 times in which the blobs are localized
randomly in order to mitigate statistical fluctuations. ￿e average over the 50 realiza-
tions is shown in Fig. ￿.￿.
Evaluating the imagingmethods, the Fourier results are poor and they barely reproduce
the true image.￿emain reason of their low correlations are the strong sidelobes,which
are confused as real echoes. On the other hand, Capon’s method reduces the sidelobes
considerably that for high SNR echoes the sidelobes are almost indistinguishable from
the noise. Finally, the MaxEnt method results outperform all the previous methods.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Comparison of inversionmethods as a function of the SNR for the SIMO and
MIMO configuration.￿e metric selected is the correlation with Truth.
Evaluating the transmitting antenna configuration, the MIMO results are better than
their counterpart SIMO by⇠60% for low SNR signals. Considering the results forMax-
Ent only, the improvement can be observed within the range 15 dB to 0 dB.￿e 60%
improvement is expected since theantennaaperturewasenlargedby65%byusingMIMO.
Nevertheless, compared to the improvementachievedbyusingmoree￿ficient algorithms
the improvement due toMIMO is not significant. Note the improvement fromCapon to
MaxEnt at 0 dB, it is larger than 100%. Does it imply that an more e￿ficient inversion
technique is more important than a larger antenna array?
For simple images like the one composed by two narrow blobs, the SIMO antenna array
and the resulting visibility are su￿ficient to get a good estimate. ￿e addition of more
visibility samples (larger aperture) by using MIMO does not a￿fect the result as signifi-
cantly as it does the application of a good inversionmethod because the unknown signal
is already oversampled.
For more complex images, one might expect a di￿ferent result. To evaluate both config-
urations in the presence of more complex structures, a simulation run was performed
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Same as Fig. ￿.￿ but with an image composed of multiple blobs. In this case,
the performance is evaluated as a function of the blob width.
consisting of an imagewith fi￿teen blobs and resulting SNR of 0 dB.￿e simulationwas
repeated multiple times with Gaussian widths from 0.2° to 4.5°. ￿e results are shown
in Fig. ￿.￿.
Looking at the results,we observe that the improvement fromSIMO toMIMO is as good
as the one achieved by using a more e￿ficient algorithm, i.e., from Fourier to Capon or
from Capon to MaxEnt. For example, see the performance gain from Fourier-SIMO to
Capon-SIMO vs. Fourier-SIMO to Fourier-MIMO.￿ese results do not tell us that the
performance of MIMO has increased but that the performance of the inversion tech-
niques have been reduced due to themore complex structures.￿ese results corroborate
the necessity of more antennas to image more complex images.
Another important featureof the correlation shown inFig. ￿.￿ is the resulting correlation
as a functionof theblobwidth.￿eperformanceof the six techniques is poor at extremes
width values, for very narrow and very wide structures. However, when the blob width
coincides with the technique’s resolution, the correlation maximizes.￿e point of max-
imum correlation is indicated with a black dot in Fig. ￿.￿, and it gives us an idea of the
resolution achieved by each technique.
￿￿￿
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Even though the reconstruction results seem very promising, we have to consider the
running time of each algorithm. For Fourier and Capon’s the running time were below
a couple of seconds per inversion, whereas, for the MaxEnt method it was about 20 s
for SIMO and about 30min for MIMO.￿e larger running time for MaxEnt and MIMO
was expected since the complexity of the MaxEnt method depends exponentially on the
number of visibility samples.
￿.￿ Experimental implementation
￿e techniques described above are applied to actual data using the MAARSY radar. An
experiment was conducted on July ￿￿, ￿￿￿￿ during PMSE conditions using the same an-
tenna configuration as in the simulation.￿e transmit diversity employed was time di-
versity, which was implemented by interleaving the transmitters every 2ms. Indeed,
five anemones were used on transmission but only three of them are considered for sig-
nal processing corresponding to the same anemones used in the simulations.￿e radar
pulse was phase coded using a binary Complementary-￿￿ code [Gol￿￿; SG￿￿; MCK￿￿,
e.g.]. ￿e decoded data was stored using two coherent integrations and the resulting
pulse-repetition interval (PRI) was 10ms for each transmitter. Visibility estimation was
done in the frequency domain applying four extra coherent integrations to the complex
signals for each transmit-receive link, FFT with sixteen points, and ￿￿￿ incoherent inte-
grations to obtain an estimate (average) of the visibility. ￿e complete list of radar pa-
rameters are summarized in Table ￿.￿.
Although the experiment was performed using five anemones B, C, D, E, and F on
transmission, only three of them were processed. For the SIMO case, the anemone B
was considered as transmitter, whereas, for the MIMO case, anemones B, D, and F
were used as it was in the simulation. Notice that the e￿fective time di￿ference between
transmitters for the selected anemones is 4ms. As mentioned in section ￿.￿.￿, this time
di￿ference adds an additional phase o￿fset to the system and needs to be calibrated.
￿.￿.￿ Phase o￿fset compensation
Before data inversion, instrumental phase o￿fsets associated to the receivers and trans-
mitters, as well as the phase o￿fset due to the interleaving between transmitters were
￿￿￿
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Radar parameters SIMO MIMO
frequency ￿￿.￿MHz ￿￿.￿MHz
pulse coding Complementary ￿￿ Complementary ￿￿
e￿fective PRF (a￿ter decoding) ￿￿￿Hz ￿￿￿Hz
range resolution ￿￿￿m ￿￿￿m
number of coherent integrations ￿ ￿
e￿fective PRF (a￿ter integration) ￿￿Hz ￿￿Hz
number of FFT points ￿￿ ￿￿
number of incoherent integrations ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿
equivalent integration time ￿￿.￿￿s ￿￿.￿￿s
equivalent integration time ￿￿.￿￿s ￿￿.￿￿s
number of transmitters (beams) ￿ ￿ (￿ processed)
transmit diversity - Time
Tx interleaving - ￿ms
Table ￿.￿: Radar parameters used for PMSE observations
corrected using the procedure described in section ￿.￿.￿. Specifically, absolute phase
calibration of the receivers was done using the radio star Cassiopeia-A, similar to Chau
et.al. [Cha+￿￿]. For the MIMO configuration, phase o￿fsets due to the time di￿ference
between transmitters andDoppler shi￿t (   = 2⇡fd⌧)were corrected directly since the
Doppler frequency fd and the timedi￿ference between transmitters ⌧ are known, similar
to [Urc+￿￿].
On the other hand, a relative phase calibration of the transmitters was performed us-
ing the three redundant virtual receivers located at the origin which were shown in Fig.
￿.￿(d). Each of these redundant virtual receivers belongs to a di￿ferent transmitter, and
since they three are located at the same virtual position, the di￿ference in phase between
their signals must be zero. Assuming a phase o￿fset of zero for transmitterB, the other
two were corrected.
￿.￿.￿ Integration time: uncertainties and blurring
￿e main source of uncertainties in the imaging problem is the one associated with the
limited number of time samples to estimate the visibility. As we have seen in section
￿.￿.￿, the estimate ⇢̃ is proportional to










Integration time = 20s Integration time = 80s Integration time = 320s
Figure ￿.￿: ￿DPMSE images for a range of85.95 km,where intensity,Doppler, and spec-
tral width are represented as lightness, hue, and saturation, respectively. Red, green,
and blue colors represent negative, zero, and positive Doppler, respectively. Data inver-
sion was done using Capon’s method with integration times of (a) 20 s (b) 80 s and (c)
320 s.
where ⇢ is the true value, n is the number of time samples (integrations) used to esti-
mate ⇢̃, and " = ⇢/
p
n is the error associated with estimating the visibility with finite
integration times [Dek+￿￿; HC￿￿].
For a large number of integrations (> 1000), we expect a negligible error. However,
in real applications, the number of integrations is restricted by the dynamic nature of
atmospheric targets. Structures in the atmosphere dri￿t as they are imaged. Dri￿ting
structures limit the angular resolution achieved by any method since the resulting im-
age might be blurred.
To avoid image smearing, short integration times should be used. However, the uncer-
tainties might grow significantly causing artifacts in the resulting image. Figure ￿.￿
shows the results inverting PMSE data with Capon’s method for three di￿ferent inte-
gration times. For an integration time of 20 s, the image exhibits some artifacts which
fluctuate in intensity and position over time (only one frame is shown here). For 80 s
of integration, the image is smoother and most of the artifacts are gone, although the
structures are slightly wider than the first case. Finally, the result for 320 s of integration
time is completely smeared.
Given the relatively long temporal correlation of PMSE (a fewminutes), long integration
times are required even if the data is sampled at high rates. Based on the results pre-
sented in Fig. ￿.￿, we decided to use an integration time of 80 s, which is equivalent to
￿￿￿
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128 incoherent integrations.￿e associated uncertainty to this number is 8.83%, which
is a bit high.
To deal with dri￿ting structures and limited integration times, we will in future explore
tracking techniques such as Kalman Filter when an approximate state model is known
[Kal￿￿; Sal￿￿], or the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [Moo￿￿; MBL￿￿] to estimate
additionally the state model.
￿.￿ Experimental results
￿.￿.￿ Comparison of SIMO andMIMO
￿e results of using Capon and MaxEnt on actual PMSE data for SIMO and MIMO are
shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿.￿e inversion was performed for every frequency bin and the results
stacked to form the image. Similarly to what we got in the simulations, MIMO-MaxEnt
outperformsall theothermethods. Caponhas apoorperformance compared to its coun-
terpartMaxEnt for both configurations, SIMOandMIMO.￿e samekind of resultswere
observed in the simulations for complex structures.￿e reason is that Capon tries to re-
duce the sidelobes adaptively, steering them to echo-free zones. Unfortunately, for the
event shown, the illuminated volume is filled with PMSE (no echo-free zones), thus the
performance of Capon is poor.
Furthermore, we observe that the improvement from SIMO-MaxEnt to MIMO-MaxEnt
is much better than from SIMO-Capon to MIMO-Capon. ￿e improvement in angular
resolution ofMIMO-Caponwith respect to SIMO-Capon is about 60% due to the larger
virtual antenna array. However, for MaxEnt the improvement from SIMO to MIMO is
much larger. In the case of MaxEnt, the better resolution results from the larger vir-
tual antenna array plus the use of statistical uncertainties as described by Hysell and
Chau [HC￿￿].￿ese results suggest that MaxEnt takes better advantage of the addition
of more visibility samples.
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: ￿D PMSE images similar to Fig. ￿.￿ but for di￿ferent inversion techniques
(Capon,MaxEnt) and configurations (SIMO andMIMO).
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Normalized angular power distribution of a specular meteor echo as a func-
tion of (a) range, (b) East-West direction (✓x), andNorth-South direction (✓y).￿e results
are shown for the four implementations: SIMO-Capon (blue), SIMO-MaxEnt (orange),
MIMO-Capon (green), and MIMO-MaxEnt (red). ￿e half-power beam width (HPBW)
associated with each technique is indicated for the x and y direction.
￿.￿.￿ Achieved resolution
Quantifying the image quality and angular resolution achieved when no reference is
available is a really hard task. Qualitatively, theMIMO-MaxEnt results have the best res-
olution. However, the true image is unknown, and no precise evaluation is possible. To
quantify the performance of any technique,we require to image a known target and then
evaluate its discrepancy with its estimate.
Fortunately, our observations include echoes from specular meteor trails. One example
of these bright and punctual echoes can be observed in Fig. ￿.￿￿ at (10.5, 12.5). Specu-
larmeteors have been studied for decades, and their scattering is verywell known. Spec-
ular meteor echoes can be considered to be a point target in range and angle. Although
the trail is long along its trajectory, its angular response is narrow since its scattering
mechanism is explained by Fresnel scattering. Meanwhile, in the transverse direction,
the trail extension is very narrow and so its angular response. Specular meteor reflec-
tions are considered to be a mirror-like reflection, and thus they should be observed as
a punctual object and can be used to quantify the image quality.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the results of imaging a specular meteor by the four techniques de-
scribed above. For a better visualization of the di￿ferences, cuts in range and angle are
plotted. Similar to our simulations, the power was normalized since Capon’s does not
produce meaningful absolute values.
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MAARSY 3.60° 5.33 km 76m -
SIMO - Capon 1.27° 1.88 km 216m ￿.￿￿
MIMO - Capon 0.88° 1.30 km 312m ￿.￿￿
SIMO -MaxEnt 1.05° 1.55 km 261m ￿.￿￿
MIMO -MaxEnt 0.61° 0.90 km 450m ￿.￿￿
Table ￿.￿: Performance of imaging techniques
In an ideal case, no di￿ferences are expected in range for the four techniques. However,
we notice a small peak at⇠86.5 km for Capon but not for MaxEnt, either in a SIMO or
MIMO configuration. ￿is peak is possibly associated with sidelobes of strong echoes
located at other angles in the same range. As mentioned before, Capon’s performance
is reduced considerably in the presence of volume-filling targets as in this case. On the
other hand, MaxEnt deals better with sidelobes for both configurations and the artifact
is suppressed significantly.
To quantify the angular resolution achieved in the x and the y direction, the brightness
sampleswerefitted toaGaussian function.￿e resulting standarddeviationof theGaus-
sian, equivalent to thehalf-powerbeamwidth (HPBW), is indicated in thefigure for each
technique. Notice that, among the four techniques, the twousingMIMOhave better res-
olution.￿e lower resolution of SIMO is due to themeteor echo is surrounded by PMSE.
PMSE is a volume filling target composed of multiple scatters. As seen in the simula-
tions, the larger the number of scatters the lower the algorithm’s performance. ￿ese
results suggest that for cases where the number of scatters is large or for complex struc-
tures,MIMO is a good alternative.
Table ￿.￿ summarizes the results obtained by imaging a specular meteor. In addition
to the angular resolution achieved by each technique, a improvement factor is included
using as a reference the theoretical angular resolution of the full MAARSY array. As ex-
pected, the improvement from SIMO andMIMO is about 50%. Surprisingly, the angu-
lar resolution achieved by usingMIMO-MaxEnt is 0.6°,which is approximately six times
better than the nominalMAARSY angular resolution.￿e spatial resolution at 85 km as-
sociatedwith 0.6° of angular resolution is 0.9 km.￿e following section shows the PMSE
structures identified with this resolution.
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: ￿D PMSE kilometer-scale structures observed at MAARSY corresponding
to MIMO-MaxEnt. Altitude, North-South, and East-West cuts are shown for three time
frames, one per row.￿e yellow dashed lines indicate the plane of the sliced images.
￿.￿.￿ Observation of km-scales structures in PMSE
￿e unprecedented resolution achieved at MAARSY by combining MIMO and MaxEnt
allows us to observe kilometer-scales structures in PMSE, which have never been ob-
served before by other radars. Since brightness estimation is done in polar coordinates
(✓x, ✓y, r), a cubic spline interpolation was applied to convert it to Cartesian coordinates
(x, y, z), assuming the center of the antenna as the origin (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). Note
that x, y, and z represent the East-West, North-South, and altitude direction, respec-
tively, where positive values correspond to East and North. A cut of the ￿D image in alti-
tude, East-West, and North-South direction are shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿ for three consecutive
time frames.
￿e altitude cuts at 85.8 km show awave-like structure with elongatedmeridionally ori-
ented wavefronts dri￿ting from east to west. From the EW and NS cut, we see that the
structure has a limited extension in altitude about 2 km.￿e blue and red color (positive
￿￿￿
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and negative Doppler) in the NS cut indicate that this structure might be composed of
eddies. Similar structures at larger scales have been observed by airglow imagers,which
are known to be associated with gravity wave breaking [Hec￿￿; Hec+￿￿].
Radar imaging provides ￿D radar measurements that allow to study the evolution of
these complex structures in time. Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the time evolution of the selected
event inaltitude,NS,andEWdirection. Backgroundwindsestimated fromspecularme-
teor radars (SMRs) and fromPMSEDopplermeasurements are represented as arrows in
the plot, in which their slope (distance/meters) depict the wind magnitude. SMRmean
windswereobtainedcombiningmeteordetections fromAndenesandTromso inNorway
and following the technique described in [HFV￿￿; Hal+￿￿; Cha+￿￿]. Mean winds from
PMSEmeasurements were obtained using the same procedure described in [Urc+￿￿a].
As expected, PMSE is composed of structures at multiple scales. Some of them spatially
uniform like the one around ￿￿:￿￿ UTC, and others more dynamic like the wave-like
structure seen around ￿￿:￿￿ UTC with a wavelength of about 8 km. In the EW direc-
tion, this wavy structure is dri￿ting at the same pace as the background mean wind, in
direction and magnitude. In the NS direction, the elongated structures are apparently
also dri￿ting with the background but it is di￿ficult to confirm it since the illuminated
volume is spatially limited.
Surprisingly,we foundother eventswerekilometer-scalePMSEstructureswerenotdri￿t-
ing with the background. ￿ese events are of great interest since they might be associ-
ated to small-scale gravity waves, which are known to have their own velocity and di-
rection independent of the background wind. One example of this kind of structures
is shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿. Compared to the first case, this structure has an altitude extent
of⇠3 km, between 82 km to 85 km. Moreover, in the EW direction, the wavefronts are
propagating in the opposite direction to the background zonal wind. Whereas the back-
ground is going fromeast towest, thewavefronts are propagating fromwest to east.￿e
approximate distance between wavefronts in the EW direction, i.e., the wavelength, is
⇠12 km. Since its relatively small wavelength, this structuremight be classified as an at-
mospheric instability. Nevertheless, its opposite direction of propagation suggests that
it might be a propagating gravity wave. Further analysis of the two events is required
to classify them properly and to realize the physical mechanism behind them.￿ose in-
vestigations are out of the scope of the present work. However, a complete analysis of a
KHI event from data resulting from this work has recently been published by Chau et.al
[Cha+￿￿].
￿￿￿









(a) RTDI [x=4.0km, y=0.0km]









































(c) Keogram-NS: [x=4.0km, z=85.8km]


















(b) Keogram-EW: [y=0.0km, z=85.8km]










(a) RTDI (! = 4km, ' = 0km)
(b) time vs NS (! = 4km, ) = 85.8km)
(c) time vs EW (y= 0km, ) = 85.8km)






















Figure ￿.￿￿: Time evolution of PMSE structures as a function of (a) altitude (RTDI), (b)
NS location, and (c) EW location for the same event shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿. Zonal (µ0) and
meridional ( 0) mean wind values estimated from specular meteor radars (SMRs) and
PMSE are represented by arrows.￿e dashed horizontal lines indicate the planes of al-
titude, NS, and EW cuts shown in the previous figure. Similarly, the dashed vertical line
indicate the time.
￿￿￿



















































































(a) RTDI (! = −4km, ( = −6km)
(b) time vs NS (! = −4km, * = 83.4km)
(c) time vs EW (y= −6km, * = 83.4km)
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￿.￿ Introduction
In the previous chapter,MIMOand radar imaging techniqueswere combined to observe
kilometer-scale dynamics using PMSEs as tracers. Specifically, a large aperture radar
with a high spatial resolution was employed to illuminate relatively small volumes. On
the other hand, when the objective is to measure mesoscale dynamics, large aperture
antennas are not e￿ficient because of their limited illuminated volume. Instead nearly
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isotropic antennas or multi-stations are required to observe large volumes and the dy-
namics within. Quasi isotropic antennas or single antennas posses low antenna gains
and echoes such as PMSEs are usually not detectable by these systems. For mesoscale
dynamics, stronger tracers and all-sky radars are needed [HFV￿￿].
Another good tracer of theMLT dynamics are specular meteor trail echoes. When ame-
teor enters the Earth’s atmosphere it heats up and ablates leaving an ionized plasma trail
along its trajectory. Meteor trails survive in themesosphere hundred ofmiliseconds and
during their lifetime they dri￿t with the neutral wind. When the radar line-of-sight is
approximately perpendicular to the trail, the scattered signal is strong and low-power
radars are able to detect these echoes. ￿is perpendicular point is also known as spec-
ular point. Specular meteor radars (SMRs) are small and low power systems capable of
measuring the backscattered signal from meteor trails. SMR systems only measure a
projection of the trail velocity (radial velocity). By using several of these radial velocity
measurements from distinct view angles, the background wind can be estimated. Since
the ￿￿￿￿s, SMRs have been used to characterize the atmospheric dynamics in the MLT
region [MVP￿￿; RLE￿￿].
Typically,meanwind estimation requires severalmeteor detectionswithin a specific vol-
ume and time, and moreover assumes horizontal homogeneity [HFV￿￿; HRC￿￿]. ￿e
reliability of wind estimates depends highly on the number of detectedmeteors per vol-
ume and on themeteor location accuracy. Indeed, there aremany thousands ofmeteors
entering the Earth’s atmosphere perminute. Nevertheless, only a few of them satisfy the
specular condition and can be detected by a given SMR.A reduced number of detections
limits the quality of the estimation and the resolvable scales.
Recently, Stober and Chau, and Vierinen et al. [SC￿￿; Vie+￿￿] proposed the use of multi-
static meteor radars (radar networks) to increase the number of meteor detections and
thus to improve the time, altitude, and horizontal resolution of wind estimates. Specif-
ically, they have shown that a significant increase in meteor detections admits to relax
the horizontal homogeneity assumption allowing to derive horizontal wind fields (￿D
winds).￿e first multi-static radar network proposed by Stober and Chau, and Chau et
al. [SC￿￿; Cha+￿￿] uses spatial and frequency diversity. It consists of multiple trans-
mitters (Tx stations) and multiple receivers (Rx stations) widely separated from each
other, in which the Rx stations possess interferometric capabilities for angle of arrival
￿￿￿
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(AOA) estimation. Its main advantage lies in that it can be implemented with commer-
cial radars working at di￿ferent frequencies, keeping the data analysis the same. Nev-
ertheless, the complexity comes by requiring a broad bandwidth as the number of Txs
increases, complicating also the receiving side. Later, [Vie+￿￿] proposed a radar network
with multiple transmitting and multiple receiving stations, for which waveform diver-
sitywas used to separate the contribution of Tx stations. In this kind of network, each Tx
station transmits a di￿ferent pseudorandom code sequence but at the same frequency,
i.e., uses spread-spectrum.￿is allows to interconnect a receiver to all the Tx stations.
In the MIMO community, these kinds of radars are also known as non-coherent MIMO
radars [HBC￿￿].￿ey are named non-coherent since the scattered echoes at one receiv-
ing station coming from two distinct transmitting stations are not correlated. Even if
twodistinct transmit-receive linksobserve the same target, their scattered signalswill be
uncorrelated since the observed radar cross–section (RCS) will be di￿ferent (from a dif-
ferent view angle). Non-coherent MIMO radars have been widely discussed in the con-
text ofmultistatic radars, where the transmit and receive antennas are widely separated
from each other.￿emain di￿ference between conventionalmulti-static andMIMO sys-
tems lies in the use of multiple transmit antennas radiating independent signals for
MIMO,which increases significantly the number of independent transmit-receive links
and the number of measurements compared to multistatic radars using only one trans-
mitter.
In this chapter, the limitations of existing radar networks are investigated and a novel
and scalable radar network is proposed based on the combination of non-coherent and
coherent MIMO with waveform diversity. ￿e proposed approach significantly simpli-
fies the deployment of radar networks, increase the number of meteor detections, and
improve the quality of meteor measurements. ￿us, improving the quality and reso-
lution of wind estimates. ￿e network is based on multiple transmitting stations com-
binedwithmultiple receiving stationswidely separated, i.e., usingnon-coherentMIMO;
in which each station has multiple transmit/receive antennas closely separated, i.e., us-
ing coherent MIMO. In our proposal, the non-coherent MIMO approach helps to in-
crease thenumberofmeteordetectionsdue to thehighnumberof independent transmit-
receive links. Whereas the coherentMIMOapproach allows to add interferometric capa-
bility to both the Tx and Rx side, improving themeteors’ location estimation. Moreover,
MIMOwithwaveformdiversity permits every station towork at the same frequency and
to reuse the spectrum, allowing interoperability between all the stations. To avoid any
￿￿￿
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kind of confusion, herea￿ter we refer to non-coherent MIMO as multi-static radars and
to coherent MIMO as simply MIMO.
Even though thegreat advantageofmulti-static radars combinedwithMIMOusingwave-
form diversity, multiple Txs transmitting di￿ferent waveforms at the same frequency
might degrade the performance of the system since the transmitted waveforms are not
totally independent. ￿e larger the number of transmitters, the higher the resulting
cross-interference between all the Txs. In order to minimize the cross-interference be-
tween Tx stations, we require a proper recovery algorithm to decouple the return signal
due to each transmit antenna.
Di￿ferent approaches have been proposed in the past to recover signals in interference
environments. For example, the linear least squares estimation (LSE) has been used in
MIMO communications systems for its simplicity and tolerable performance. Its main
limitation is that it is only applicable to overdetermined problems. Some studies us-
ing LSE to recover signals in MIMO systems with more Rxs than Txs can be found in
[Wan+￿￿; AF￿￿]. On the other hand, Vierinen et.al [Vie+￿￿] proposed the use of themax-
imum likelihood estimator (MLE) formultistatic SMRnetworkswithmore Txs thanRxs.
In this case, MLE was used to find the same solution as the weighted least squares esti-
mator (WLSE). As it was stated before, LSE is only applicable for overdetermined prob-
lems. In [Vie+￿￿], they introduced a trick and solved the problem for one Tx at a time
to make the problem overdetermined, considering the contribution from other Txs as
noise. Since the transmitted waveforms are not totally independent, this works in net-
works with a small number of transmitters or if the echoes from other transmitters are
weak. Otherwise, the noise floor might increase considerably, reducing the number
of meteor detections. Other approaches have been proposed to overcome the under-
determination problem, such as the minimum mean squares error estimator (MMSE)
[RGV￿￿] but at the price of increasing the computational complexity and requiring prior
knowledge of the noise variance.
In addition to the mulstistatic SMR network based on MIMO, a novel algorithm is pro-
posed to recover specularmeteor signals from radarmeasurements in interference envi-
roments.￿e proposed approach is based on compressed sensing,which adds a sparsity
constraint to our problem to find the best solution. Compared to conventional meth-
ods likematched filter [Tur￿￿] or LSE [AF￿￿], our approach is capable of recoveringweak
signals in the presence of strong ones.
￿￿￿
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In the following sections, the specular meteor radar system is briefly described, and the
advantages and disadvantages of precedingmulti-static SMRs configurations.￿en the
proposed network based on MIMO and the signal recovery algorithm based on com-
pressed sensing are fully described. Finally, the advantage of the proposed system is
validated through simulations and experimental results.
￿.￿ Existing specularmeteor radars tomeasureMLTwinds
￿.￿.￿ Specularmeteor radar
Meteors entering the atmosphere heat and vaporise forming a trail of ionised gas along
their trajectories. As long as they survive, meteor trails are carried along by the neutral
atmospheric wind. By the aid of radars,meteors’ trail velocities and positions can be de-
termined. Meteors’ trail velocities can be estimated from measurements of one single
receiving antenna. However, measuring meteor’s locations require radars having inter-
ferometric capabilities. Typically, interferometry is implemented in a systemwith a sin-
gle transmit antenna andmultiple receive antennas, i.e., a single-inputmultiple-output
(SIMO) radar. By comparing the phase delays between receive signals the angle of arrival
(AOA) can be estimated. Figure ￿.￿ shows a typical specularmeteor radarwith one trans-
mitting element and a receiving array with interferometric capability. To optimize the
meteor radar measurements, standard meteor radar systems use the well known Jones
antenna configuration [JWH￿￿]. ￿is configuration allows to determine both the me-
teor’s Doppler velocity f and the angle of arrival k = 2⇡/ [✓x, ✓y, ✓z] with good accu-
racy.
In ameteor radar, themeasuredDoppler velocity is a projection of the backgroundwind
u = [u,  , w] on the radial direction k. For a meteor trail measurement i, we get
u · ki =  2⇡fi. (￿.￿)
By combining several meteor trail measurements and assuming an homogeneous wind
within a volume and time window deductions of the magnitude and direction of the at-
mospheric mean wind can be made at the altitude at which the meteor was observed
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Specular meteor radar systemwith interferometric capability to measure ra-
dial velocity f and angle of arrival k of a meteor trail. Note that the radial velocity is a
projection of the background wind on the radar line-of-sight.
SIMO radar Meteor map distribution
Figure ￿.￿: Meteor detections. (a) Bi-static meteor radar system, and (b) distribution of
total meteor detections for one day.
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[HFV￿￿]. Typically, the least squares estimation (LSE) is used to obtain a wind estimate.
￿e LSE is an algorithm thatminimizes the discrepancy between themeasurements and
the unknown value




(u · ki + 2⇡fi), (￿.￿)
where i stands for the meteor index in a specified volume and time window, and ũ is
the estimated wind.￿e quality of the estimate depends on the number of meteors per
volume and time. Figure ￿.￿ shows the distribution of total number ofmeteor detections
for one day in a volume of 250 km x 250 km x 10 km. For a bistatic system installed in
northernGermany the total numberof detectionswas⇠10 k in24 h,wheremeteorswith
low elevation angles (✓z < 60 ) are not considered due to their high associated error
provoked by antenna coupling. To obtain an accurate wind estimate, a minimum of ten
meteormeasurements in a volume of 250 km x 250 km x 1 km and a time window of 1 h
are typically used. Other important considerations forwind estimations such as outliers
removal or a zero vertical wind assumption are recommended byHocking et.al. [HFV￿￿]
and are typically used in standard systems.
A graphical example of estimates of zonalu andmeridional windobtainedwith a radar
installed in northernGermany are shown in Fig. ￿.￿. Patterns of global-scale oscillations
knownas atmospheric tides are visible in thefigure,which have been extensively studied
for several authorswithdi￿ferent instruments [HT￿￿; CL￿￿; Kop+￿￿]. Since their large ex-
tension and long periods, tides are easily studiedwith low resolution systems. However,
AGWs and turbulence processes require systems with high spatio-temporal resolution.
Standardmeteor observations are limited to the study of large-scale dynamics owing to
their low resolution in time and space. Wind estimates from monostatic SMR are not
able to resolve mesoscale or small-scale dynamics. A higher number of meteor detec-
tions per space and time bin is required to increase the spatio-temporal resolution for
mesoscale studies.￿is can be achieved by using multitatic SMR networks.
￿.￿.￿ Multistatic specularmeteor radars based on SIMO
In order to increase the number ofmeteor detections, Stober and Chau [SC￿￿] proposed
the addition of receiving stations with interferometric capability to existing SMRs. Fig-
ure ￿.￿ (le￿t) shows a sketch of a radar network operating at a given frequency consisting
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: High resolution zonal u andmeridional   winds obtained with amulti-static
system installed in northern Germany.
of one Tx station and two Rx stations, in which each Rx station has interferometric ca-
pability. Stober and Chau have shown that the addition of a new Rx station increases
the number of usable meteor detections by ⇠70%. ￿e 30% loss is mainly caused by
the larger Tx-Rx distance and the low elevation angles of some detected meteors. To ex-
tend the horizontal coverage, new radar systems operating at di￿ferent frequencies can
be added as shown in Fig. ￿.￿ (right).
Since between 5meteordetections to 10meteordetections are required to estimate the
meanwind in a volume, the increase in the number of detections lead to a better spatio-
temporal resolution and altitude coverage. If the number of detections is significantly
high the horizontal homogeneity assumption can be relaxed (smaller volumes) and the
￿Dwind field can be estimated. Details of ￿Dwind field retrieval can be found in [SC￿￿;
Cha+￿￿]. Essentially, since the number ofmeteor detections is high, the sameminimiza-
tion problem as in (￿.￿) is solved but for smaller volumes. In addition, some smoothnes
constraints can be added for neighboring volumes.
Although Stober and Chau [SC￿￿] implemented two radar networks operating at fre-
quencies separated almost 4MHz, the separation required is only a few hundred kHz
since the meteor’s bandwidth is less than 100 kHz. Note that each link can be classified
as a (coherent) SIMO radar since it is composed by one transmit element and multiple
receiving elements, and the total number of links is directly proportional to the number
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Le￿t: Addition of Rx stations to an existing Tx allows to increase the number
ofmeteor detections (Radar network based onSIMO).Right: Addition of radar networks
operating at di￿ferent frequencies allows to increase the horizontal coverage of meteor
measurements. Red, green, and blue colors indicate that the stations are working at a
specified frequency.
of Rx stations. Herea￿ter, we refer to this kind of networks as a radar network based on
a SIMO configuration employing frequency diversity and spatial diversity.
Implementation of radar networks using frequency diversity is relatively simple since it
can be implemented with commercial meteor radar systems, such as themeteor system
SkiYMET [HFV￿￿] orATRA [HRC￿￿]. Frequencydiversity is the simplestwayof ensuring
orthogonality if the frequency separation between two transmitters is larger than the
range bandwidth required (⇠100 kHz). Nevertheless, it requires much more resources
than any other transmit diversity. First, a broader radio spectrum is required, which is
one of the most limited resources. Second, additional receivers are required for each
new transmitter since antennas and digital receivers are usually narrowband, and they
cannot listen to multiple frequencies at the same time. Each new network is completely
isolated from the others, and existing resources like Rx antennas and digital receivers
cannot be reused.
Figure ￿.￿(right) shows an example of a network consisting of three transmitter stations
and fi￿teen receiver stations. Even though the high number of Txs and Rxs, the number
of resulting links is limited to fi￿teen. Moreover, some Rx stations have to be duplicated
at the same location, one for each operating frequency. To increase the number of re-
sulting links using the same amount of resources, among other advantages, Vierinen et.
￿￿￿
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al. [Vie+￿￿] proposed a radar network based on SIMOworking at the same frequency but
in which each transmitter radiates an independent waveform, i.e., a radar network us-
ing waveform diversity and spatial diversity. In the next section, a radar network using
waveform diversity based on (coherent) MISO andMIMOwas implemented to increase
the number of resulting transmit-receive links and the accuracy of meteor detections.
￿.￿ Multistatic specularmeteor radars based onMIMO
Winds are estimated by combining several meteor radial velocity measurements with
their corresponding location. Radial velocities can be estimated from one single receiv-
ing antenna. However, measuring meteor’s locations require interferometric capabili-
ties. Interferometry can be applied to a radar link employingmultiple receive ormultiple
transmit antennas closely separated. In the case of a system with a single transmit an-
tenna and multiple receive antennas, i.e., a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) radar,
we can only estimate the target’s angle of arrival (AOA), see Fig. ￿.￿(a). On the other
hand, if a system with a single receive antenna and multiple transmit antennas trans-
mitting independent signals is employed, i.e., a multiple–input single–output (MISO)
radar, we can estimate the target’s angle of departure (AOD), see Fig. ￿.￿(b). When a
multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) radar is used, both AOA and AOD can be esti-
mated jointly to improve the accuracy of the target’s location, see Fig. ￿.￿(c).￿e reason
of the better accuracy by MIMO is that when the position estimation is done only from
one side (Tx or Rx), the measurement error associated to low elevation angles is consid-
erably larger. Instead, when the meteor is observed from both sides only one of them
will su￿fer of this e￿fect augmenting the accuracy of position estimation.
Former studies only proposed networks based on SIMO configurations since estimation
of AOD is not possible with standard methods. In this section, a radar network based
on (coherent or co-located)MISO andMIMOconfigurations usingwaveformdiversity is
proposed. ￿e AOA and AOD can be obtained solving (￿.￿￿). Figure ￿.￿(le￿t) shows a Tx
station with two antenna elements and two Rx stations with one antenna element each.
On the Tx side, each element transmits a di￿ferent waveform but at the same frequency.
On reception, the reflected signals from each Tx are decoupled (decoded) and they are
processed to estimate the AOD.Note that in this case, a Tx station plus a Rx station form
￿￿￿
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(a) SIMO (b) MISO (c) MIMO
Figure ￿.￿: A bistatic Tx-Rx link based on (a) SIMO, (b) MISO, and (c) MIMO. SIMO and
MISO allows estimation of AOA and AOD, respectively; whilst MIMO allows estimation
of both AOA and AOD, which results in a higher location accuracy. A MISO or MIMO
system make use of multiple transmitters radiating independent signals (in frequency,
waveform, time or polarization), which are represented in red and green.
a (coherent) MISO link. Figure ￿.￿(right) shows three networks composed of three Tx
stations and twelveRx stations,which results in 36 independent Tx-Rx links, three times
higher compared to the network using frequency diversity.
Waveform diversity allow us to use one frequency for all the Tx and Rx stations, mak-
ing the network scalable and increasing the e￿fective number of links compared to net-
works using frequency diversity. ￿us, increasing the number of detected meteors. As
explained by Vierienen et.al. [Vie+￿￿], compared to radar networks using frequency di-
versity in which the number of detected meteors is ⌘N0Nrx, networks using waveform
diversity allows to increase the number of detections to ⌘N0NrxNtx. Where N0 is the
typical number of meteors detected by a monostatic system, Nrx is the number of re-
ceivers,Ntx is thenumberof transmitters, and⌘ ⇡ 0.3 0.8 is ane￿ficiency factor,which
depends on the distance between transmitter and receiver. ￿e larger the distance, the
smaller the e￿ficiency.
￿enumberofdetections ina radarnetworkusingwaveformdiversity isNtx times larger
than a typical radar network with only one transmitting station. ￿is di￿ference lies in
the fact that in a radar network using waveform diversity all Tx and Rx stations are in-
terconnected. On the other hand, (coherent) MISO and MIMO allow us to add interfer-
ometric capability to the Tx side. Particularly, MISO permits to move the complexity in
power, number of antennas, and space required only to the Tx side. For networks based
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Similar to (￿.￿). Le￿t: A multistatic SMR network using waveform diversity.
￿e Tx antennas radiate independent waveforms at the same frequency. Scattered sig-
nals are decoupled on the receiving side. Right: Addition of Txs and Rxs operating at the
same frequency allows to increase the horizontal coverage and the number of meteor
detections.
onMISO, the Rx stations can be composed of a single antenna,whichmakes its installa-
tion suitable in small places suchas gardens, schools, andonhouses’ roofs.￿is small but
important di￿ference allows the installation of these systems at great scale (withmanyRx
stations).
To make a quick comparison, the number of antennas required to build the networks
based on SIMO and MISO shown in Figs. ￿.￿(right) and ￿.￿(right), respectively, are 75
compared with 12 for the Rx stations, and 3 compared with 15 for the Tx stations.￿us,
the resulting number of antennas required are 78 compared to 27 for SIMO andMISO,
respectively. Not only the number of antennas used is less for MISO but, more impor-
tantly, the e￿fective number of Tx-Rx links is three times higher.
Furthermore, by using MIMO links rather than MISO, the meteor’s position can be es-
timated from both the Tx and Rx side, augmenting the accuracy of location estimation.
MIMO does not only increase the accuracy of estimations, it also increases the SNR of
detectedmeteors due to a higher antenna gain in both transmission and reception. Nev-
ertheless, installation complexity of MIMO links are similar to SIMO’s.
A summary of radar networks using four di￿ferent implementations is shown in Table
￿.￿: (a)￿e one based on SIMO using frequency diversity proposed by Stober and Chau
￿￿￿
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antennas per Tx ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿
antennas per Rx ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿
Tx array gain +0 dB +0 dB +6.98 dB +6.98 dB
Rx array gain +6.98 dB +6.98 dB +0 dB +6.98 dB
space per Tx 5m x 5m 5m x 5m 30m x 30m 30m x 30m
space per Rx 30m x 30m 30m x 30m 5m x 5m 30m x 30m
scalable No Yes Yes Yes
example:
Tx stations ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿
Rx stations ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿
total Tx antennas ￿ ￿ ￿￿ ￿￿
total Rx antennas ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿
total antennas ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿
independent Tx-Rx
links
￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿
pulse type coded pulsed coded CW coded CW coded CW
code type Barker Pseudorandom Pseudorandom Pseudorandom
Tx power (average) 660W 400W 2KW 2KW
number of detected
meteors
cN0NRX cN0NRXNTX cN0NRXNTX cN0NRXNTX
e￿ficiency factor (c) 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.1




Table ￿.￿: Performance of implementations
[SC￿￿], (b) the one based on SIMO using waveform diversity proposed by Vierinen et.al.
[Vie+￿￿], and the twobasedon (c)MISOand (d)MIMOdescribed in thiswork,whichhave
been recently published in [Cha+￿￿] and [Urc+￿￿b]. Notably, compared to the other im-
plementations, theMISOconfigurationobtains the largest number ofmeteor detections
per antenna. It only uses 27 antennas in total.￿e e￿ficiency factor was estimated from
the experimental results published in [Cha+￿￿] (Table ￿: Total counts). ￿e simplicity
and performance of radar networks based on MISO allowed us to deploy these systems
in Germany, Argentina, and Peru to study theMLT dynamics with high spatio-temporal
resolution at di￿ferent geographic conditions. Some results are presented in the Section
￿.￿.
An adverse e￿fect of using MISO or MIMO with waveform diversity is the augmented
￿￿￿
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cross-interference between transmitted signals since thewaveforms are not totally inde-
pendent.￿e total cross-interference in the systemgrows as the number of transmitters
does. In our example, the number of Tx antennas is fi￿teen, which results in fi￿teen dif-
ferent waveforms. Standard decoding techniques don’t decouple and retrieve the Tx-Rx
signals successfully. To deal with the cross-interference in such environments, an ad-
vanced signal processing approach based on compressed sensing is proposed. Metrics
used to select the proper recovery method are (a) its computational complexity, and (b)
its accuracy to recover weak signals.
￿.￿.￿ Traditional signal recovery algorithms
￿e signal recovery problem in a MIMO radar using waveform diversity was described
in Section ￿.￿, which is written as















H1 H2 . . . HP
i
, (￿.￿)
whereym 2 CL is a columnvector comprising allmeasured complex signals at receiving
m, L is the waveform length, vpm 2 CR is a column vector comprising the scattering
amplitudes for all range bins for the Tx-Rx link pm, p = [1, 2, ..., P ] is the transmitter
index,  2 CLxN is the sensingmatrix,N = PR is total number of unknowns equal to
the number of transmitters P times the number of range gatesR, andHp is the matrix
definedby the transmittedwaveformp. Note that, the locationof the transmitter (closely
or widely separated) does not matter in this equation.
￿e recovery problem reduces to retrieve the backscattered coe￿ficients for each Tx-Rx
link, i.e., retrieve the column vector xm.￿e ideal solution would be to find the inverse




Since  is not full-rank (L < N ), its inverse does not exist. Instead, we require to use
approximations or prior information in form of constrains to solve the problem.
￿￿￿
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￿.￿.￿.￿ Matched filter estimator
One themost straightforwardand fastest algorithms todecode radardata is thematched
filter estimator (MFE) [Tur￿￿]. As its name states,MFE is a filterwhich ismatched to the






where ( )H is the Hermitian transpose operator and x̂MFEm is an estimation of xm. MFE
is known to be an optimal filter since it maximizes the SNR; whereby its application is
recommended for detection of weak signals. When MFE is applied to MIMO radars,
it maximizes the SNR but also it enhances the sidelobes and the cross-interference be-
tween waveforms. Moreover, sidelobes’ amplitude get stronger as the SNR and number
of targets increase. In a MIMO system with a high number of Tx-Rx links, the applica-
tion of MFE results in a highly contaminated solution with several artifacts. ￿erefore,
application ofMFE is not recommended inMIMO systemswith several transmitters. To
reduce the artifacts (cross-interference), di￿ferent approaches are required.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Least squares estimator
In a system of equations where the matrix  is of full column rank (L   N ), there is no
vector xm which satisfies all the noisy observations. One criteria to solve the problem is
to select the solution which minimizes the residual r = kym   xmk2.￿is technique
is known as the least squares estimation (LSE) and it can be applied to recover xm from
(￿.￿). LSE is known for minimizing the discrepancy between themeasurements and the
unknown vector.￿e LSE problem can be written as
x̂
LSE
m = arg min
xm
kym   xmk22, (￿.￿)
where k.k2 represents the Euclidean norm. In a well-posed problem (L   N ), LSE gives
a unique solution in which the cross-interference and sidelobes are reduced. ￿e LSE






where + = ( H ) 1 H is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
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In an ill-posed problem, like the one for our MIMO system,  is not of full column rank
(L  N ) and there may be infinitely many LSE solutions of xm which fit ym. For those
cases, additional constraints are required to make the solution unique. Vierinen et al.
[Vie+￿￿] got results similar to the LSE using the maximum likelihood estimator.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Truncated SVD
A method known to regularize an ill-posed least squares problem is the truncated sin-
gular value decomposition (tSVD).￿e basic idea behind tSVD is to convert the ill-posed
problem shown in (￿.￿) to awell-posed problem, inwhich the solutionwill be unique and
less sensitive to perturbations [Han￿￿].




S = diag( 1,  2, ...,  N ) (￿.￿￿)
where  i is the i-th singular value of the matrix  . In tSVD, the matrix   is approxi-
mated with another one of lower rank, which ignores the smallest singular values of .




Sk = diag( 1, ...,  k, 0, ..., 0), (￿.￿￿)
where k  N , and Sk is equal to S with the smallestN   k singular values replaced by
zero. In our problem, k is equal tomin(L,N). Using this definition, the approximate














1/ i if i  k
0 if i > k
. (￿.￿￿)
￿e main idea of tSVD is to truncate the small singular values, and thus to truncate the
conditionnumberof  ( 1/ k),whichmight introducehigh errors to the solution. Using
tSVD, we will obtain a unique solution in which the interference is reduced, even if the
￿￿￿
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problem is ill-posed. In other disciplines, the tSVD is also known as theminimum-norm
least squares solution, since the tSVD picks the least squares solution with the smallest
energykxmk2. Suchminimizationhelps to reduce the cross-interference betweenwave-
forms in aMIMO system. Nevertheless, it also minimizes the energy of the weak echos,
which might be hidden in the noise.
￿.￿.￿.￿ Regularized least squares estimator
Tofindabalancebetween themaximum-norm(matchedfilter estimator) and theminimum-
norm (truncated singular value decomposition), an additional regularization term can
be added to the minimization problem
x̂
RLSE
m = arg min
xm
kym   xmk22 +  ||xm||22, (￿.￿￿)
where  > 0 is the regularizer,which represents the trade-o￿f between theminimization











Equation (￿.￿￿) is known as the regularized least squares estimation (RLSE) or Ridge re-
gression [HK￿￿]. Notice that,when  = 0, the RLSE solution is the same as the ordinary
LSE, in which the total energy in xm is minimized. On the other hand, when   tends to
infinite, RLSE has a similar solution as theMFE, in which the total energy in xm is max-
imized.￿e selection of   is crucial to have a good balance between both minimizers in
(￿.￿￿). Typically, the best   is found by cross-validation algorithms [Jam+￿￿; TT￿￿].￿is
additional step might result in a high demand in computational power, and not always
the selected   is the best.
Similar results to RLSE can be found using theminimummean squares error estimator
(MMSE), forwhich  = 1SNR [Kay￿￿]. Nevertheless, neither RLSEnorMMSE reduces the
cross-interference significantly if the matrix  is ill-conditioned. In the field of MIMO
communications, successive interference cancellation (SIC) approaches have been em-
ployed to improve theperformanceof lineardetectors likeMFEorMMSE[Wol+￿￿;WWL￿￿;
RGV￿￿]. SIC approaches are quite similar to the CLEAN algorithmused in radio astron-
omy [Hög￿￿], inwhich stars andplanets are considered to be point objects that are found
￿￿￿
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through successive point source cancellation. ￿e application of CLEAN for punctual
and sparse objects can be considered the most basic implementation of the orthogonal
matchingpursuit (OMP) algorithm [CW￿￿],which is used in compressed sensing to solve
sparse problems.
￿.￿.￿ Signal recovery based on compressed sensing
Compressed sensing (CS), also known as sparse recovery [Don￿￿a; CRT￿￿a] was previ-
ously described in Section ￿.￿.￿.￿. Compared to the Nyquist theorem,which claims that
an arbitrary signal must be sampled at twice its bandwidth for exact recovery, CS states
that a signal can be recovered even from a very limited number of measurements under
two conditions: (a) the signal isK-sparse in some domain, i.e., the number of non-zero
values in the unknown vector is less thanK ; and (b) the sensing matrix satisfies the re-
stricted isometry property (RIP) [CT￿￿], which requires that any K columns of   are
approximately orthogonal.
In case of a specularmeteorMIMOradars usingwaveformdiversity, both theK-sparsity
and RIP condition are satisfied. Firstly, specular meteor echoes can be considered to be
sparse point targets. Although, the meteor trail is long along its trajectory, its angu-
lar response is narrow since its scattering mechanism is explained by Fresnel scatter-
ing. In the direction transverse to the trail, its extension is narrow and so its angular
response. Consequently, specular meteor reflections can be considered as punctual ob-
jects in range and angle. Moreover, since the specular condition is satisfied only for few
meteors, the number of detections is very low, so they are sparse. Although specularme-
teors are sparse in range and angle, only sparsity in range is exploited to avoid inversion
of large matrices.
Secondly, by selecting proper waveforms, as described in Section ￿.￿, the matrix  can
satisfy the RIP condition. Further details to improve the waveform design in specular
meteor MIMO radars are described later. For now, it is assumed that the matrix  sat-
isfies the RIP condition.
￿￿￿
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Under the two conditions described above, CS aims to recover the sparsest solution by
adding a constraint to (￿.￿)
x̂
CS
m = arg min
xm
||ym   xm||22,
subject to ||xm||0 < K, (￿.￿￿)
where ||xm||0 is the l0-norm, which counts the number of non-zero values in the vector
xm. Equation (￿.￿￿) recovers the solution x̂CSm with the smallest possible number of non-
zeros which fits with the data ym.
Although the l0-norm minimization problem seems to be an easy problem, recovery of
the unknown vector requires an exhaustive search over all subsets of columns of , re-
sulting in CN
K
possible support sets. ￿ereby, the l0-norm problem is computationally
intractable. To find an approximate solution, studies by Donoho and Candes [Don￿￿b;
CRT￿￿b] have shown that the l0-norm problem can be relaxed and reformulated to a
more computationally graceful problem, the l1-norm.￿e l1-norm is also known as ba-
sis pursuit (BP) [CDS￿￿], and it is themost prompted approach to solve (￿.￿￿) because of
its reduced complexityO(N3) compared to the l0-normO(CNK ) [Cre+￿￿; Che￿￿]. Since
l1-problem is a convex optimization problem, it can be solved via interior pointmethods
such as gradient-based algorithms. Even though fast algorithms have been introduced
to solve the BP problem and to reduce its complexity toO(L2N
3
2 ) [WEV￿￿], this is still
not applicable when facing real-time analysis for large data like in the specular meteor
MIMO radar case.
Numerous researchers have been working in developing more e￿ficient algorithms for
sparse signal estimation. Among all of them, greedy algorithms are the most practi-
cal and fastest to solve (￿.￿￿). Greedy algorithms are iterative algorithms which make
a locally optimal selection at each iteration with the intent to find the global optimum
at the end of the algorithm [Tro￿￿; Bi+￿￿]. A good example of these algorithms is the
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [TG￿￿; CW￿￿] and its variations such as
GOMP [WKS￿￿], ROMP [NV￿￿], StOMP [Don+￿￿], and CoSaMP [NT￿￿]. Although OMP
requires more measurements (K log(N), [TG￿￿]) than BP (K log(N/K), [Don￿￿a]) to
achieve the same accuracy, the low computational cost of OMPmakes it feasible for real-
time applications. In this work, a variation of StOMP is proposed to recover SMRMIMO
data.
￿￿￿
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￿.￿.￿.￿ Stagewise orthogonalmatching pursuit
Stagewiseorthogonalmatchingpursuit (StOMP) is agreedymethod forfinding the spars-
est solution of underdetermined systems of linear equations [Don+￿￿]. Compared to
earliermethods like BP andOMP,StOMP is significantly faster on large-scale problems.
Since StOMP is based onOMP,first theOMPalgorithm is described. OMP is an iterative
greedy algorithmwhich starts identifying the columnof  (scaled)whichmaximizes the
correlation with the measurements. ￿en the index of this column is added to a list of
selected columns. Next, the contribution of the selected (scaled) columns are subtracted
from the measurements generating a measurement residual for the next iteration.￿e
steps above are repeated s times until the residual is minimum. In OMP, the number of
iterations smust be known in advance, i.e., it requires prior knowledge of the sparsity.
Even though OMP has a low complexityO(2NLs + 3Ls2) [WKS￿￿], some studies have
made some modifications to improve its computational e￿ficiency and recovery perfor-
mance. For example,Wang et.al. [WKS￿￿] describes the generalized orthogonal match-
ing pursuit (GOMP) method, where more than one indices are identified at each itera-
tion. In this way, GOMP decreases the number of required iterations and reduces the
algorithm complexity to O(2NLs), with s being the number of iterations. Similarly,
Donoho et.al. [Don+￿￿] proposed StOMP, where multiple indices higher than a thresh-
old are selected at each iteration and the number of iterations has not to be known in
advanced. Unlike GOMP, StOMP uses a residual threshold ✏ as a stooping condition.
StOMP steps are summarized in Table ￿.￿.
In StOMP, the selection of the SNR thresholdn and the stopping condition ✏ are directly
related, and they bothdependon the orthogonality of the sensingmatrix  and the spar-
sityK of xm.￿e better the orthogonality and sparsity, the lower n and ✏. A small value
of n allows to select more columns per iteration and reduces the number of total itera-
tions. However, as a consequence, the number of false detections (bad selections) might
increase.￿is e￿fect is caused by the use of MFE in the first step of StOMP. As explained
above, the use ofMFE enhances the sidelobes whichmight be confused as real echoes by
StOMP.Typically,n is a high value and few columns are selected per iteration in StOMP,
which increases the processing time.
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Input measurements at receiverm,ym 2 CL
sensing matrix  2 CLxN
threshold n 2 R
stopping condition ✏ 2 R
Initialize iteration count s = 0
residual vector ⇢ = ym
support⌦0 = ;
Iteration While (✏ < 1
L
k⇢k22)
Identify a subset r (indices) of which satisfies
R = {r : |x̂(r)|2 > n 2},
where x̂ =  H⇢, and  2 is the variance of x̂ (noise floor).














Subtract the contributionof the selected columnsandupdate the
residual for the next iteration
r = ym    H⌦s x̂,
s = s+￿.
Output the estimated signal at receiverm, x̂m = x̂
Table ￿.￿: StOMP algorithm
￿.￿.￿.￿ Fast stagewise orthogonalmatching pursuit
To reduce the number of iterations and to increase the performance of StOMP. A mod-
ification employing the tSVD in the first iteration instead of MFE is proposed. Unlike
MFE, tSVD allows us to identify correctly the highest non-zero values in the first itera-
tion (strongest echoes, SNR> 15 dB), which finally introduce the highest errors. Once
the strongest echoes are identified, and their contributions have been subtracted from
the measurements, MFE is employed to enhance the smaller non-zero values (medium
echoes, SNR> 6 dB), making them detectable.￿emodified StOMP,which is shown in
Table ￿.￿, allows tofind the sparsest solutionusing only two iterations, one for the strong
and the other for the medium echoes.￿ereby it is named as fast stagewise orthogonal
matching pursuit (FaStOMP).
￿￿￿
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Input measurements at receiverm,ym 2 CL
sensing matrix  2 CLxN
threshold n 2 R
stopping condition ✏ 2 R
Initialize iteration count s = 0
residual vector ⇢ = ym
support⌦0 = ;
Iteration While (s < 2)
Identify a subset r (indices) of which satisfies




+⇢ for s = 0
 
H⇢ for s > 0
,
and  2 is the variance of x̂ (noise floor).














Subtract the contributionof the selected columnsandupdate the
residual for the next iteration
r = ym    H⌦s x̂,
s = s+￿.
Output the estimated signal at receiverm, x̂m = x̂
Table ￿.￿: FaStOMP algorithm
In practice, FaStOMP is good at recovering strong and medium echoes, and to reduce
the interference between waveforms. Nevertheless, we noticed that the smallest non-
zero values (weak echoes, SNR⇡ 0) were not recovered evenusing FaStOMP.￿is occurs
since the SNR of these echoes are comparable to the noise and their distinction from it
is highly complicated. To make them detectable we require either to increase their SNR
or to improve their detectability. To do so, a technique similar to the Joint and Block
Sparsity is used [EKB￿￿; Xua+￿￿]. Essentially, a third iteration is added to FaStOMP in
which the SNR of the smallest echoes are improved. In the third iteration, the contri-
bution of strong and medium echoes have been already subtracted from the measure-
ments and only weak echoes remain on the residual. To increase the SNR, the estimated
values can be coherently integrated along time sincemeteor echoes last for at least a few
￿￿￿
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ms (T samples) in the same range. For which the identification step can be replaced by






x̂(r, t+ t0). (￿.￿￿)
Furthermore, the identification step in FaStOMP can be further improved when coher-
ent MIMO is employed. For coherent MIMO configurations, radar echoes coming from
di￿ferent transmitters will be located at the same range bin and the signal can be inco-
herently integrated along the Tx-Rx channels, improving the detectability of the weak
echoes








For such cases, the identification step can be replaced by |v̂(r)|2 > n 2.
Figure ￿.￿ summarizes the steps of the StOMP algorithm. Notice that, although the SNR
threshold is 6 dB for the three cases (a) strong, (b) medium, and (c) weak echoes, the
power of selected echoes at each iteration are not. For the first iteration, only indices of
strong echoes are selected since the estimated noise level is relatively high due to the
strong sidelobes. In the second iteration, given that the strong echoes have been re-
moved,we expect small sidelobeswhich are comparable to thenoise level, so only indices
for which the SNR is higher than 6 dB are selected. In the last iteration, the noise level is
reduced by integrating the signal incoherently,which allows to select the indices of weak
echoeswith SNRs lower than 6 dB.￿e threshold of 6 dBwas selected since it represents
4 standarddeviations, i.e., a confidence level of selecting non-noise indices of 99.9%.
Herea￿ter, when we refer StOMP or FaStOMP, they both include the third stage with




Exact recovery of aK-sparse vector xm requires the sensing matrix  to fulfill certain
conditions. Such conditions can be expressed as restricted isometry property (RIP) in
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿: Flow chart summarizing theStOMP algorithm used to recover specular me-
teor echoes in a radar network with multiple transmitters (MIMO radars).￿e red, yel-
low, green boxes represent the identification and estimation of strong, medium, and
weakmeteor echoes, respectively.
[CT￿￿], as uniform uncertainty principle (UPP) in [CT￿￿], as exact recovery condition
(ERC) [Tro￿￿], or as mutual incoherence condition (MIC) in [DH￿￿]. In practice, only
MIC and ERC are feasible in real problems.





where p is the p-th column of  and µmax represents the largest o￿f-diagonal element
of the gram matrix G =  H . In some sense, MIC measures how independent the
columns in   are. When µmax is zero, the columns   are fully independent. Tropp










￿is equation indicates that the systemof equations shown in (￿.￿) with a givenMIC, can
be solved by compressed sensing only if the number of non-zero values inxm is less than
Kmax. Other authors suggested an averagedmutual coherence µavg instead of µmax.￿e
average value is more adequate in our problem since the distribution of the non-zero
￿￿￿
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values are equally probable along xm.￿us, the sensing matrix design problem reduces
to finding a matrix  which minimizes the mutual coherence µavg( ). As described in
section ￿.￿, thematrix  is a function of the transmitted waveforms. To optimize , we
have to select a proper set of waveformswp which minimize µavg( ).
Similar to [Vie+￿￿], pseudorandombinaryphase-codedsequencesare employedaswave-
forms. Although they are not fully independent, theymaximize the transmit energy, are
easy to be generated, and have good orthogonality properties [BM￿￿]. Other authors
have also suggested the use of other quasi-orthogonal codes such as the Gold and Frank
codes [Gol￿￿; Fra￿￿], however, they are not used here since pseudo-random sequences
are more flexible. In our case, the transmitted signal (waveform) is divided in L bauds
where each of them has a constant amplitude equal to 1 (|wp| = 1), and a binary phase
(0 or⇡).￿e phase values for each baud are selected randomly from a given seed number
as described in Section ￿.￿.￿. To optimize the sensing matrix design  , a set of seeds
which minimizes µavg( ) are selected.
Whenmultiple closely separated transmitters are employed, i.e., coherentMISOorMIMO,
the sensing matrix can be further optimized. As mentioned above, MIC measures how
large the o￿f-diagonal elements of the gram matrixG are, which can be seen as a mea-
sure of how strong the cross-interference between two columns of   is. As shown in
(￿.￿￿), a column of   represents a shi￿ted version wp(⌧) of the waveform wp. Partic-
ularly, we are interested in minimizing the cross-interference of every possible combi-
nation of the columns (wp(⌧1),wp0(⌧2)) for p 6= p0 since each combination is equally
probable. In case of MISO or MIMO, a target which is detected at a given range bin by
one Tx channel, i.e., |vm1(⌧)| 6= 0, it is always detected at the same range bin by the
other Tx channels, i.e., |vmp(⌧)| 6= 0 for p = [2, ..., P ]. ￿erefore, the probability of
having cross-interference due to the combination (wp(⌧),wp0(⌧)) is 100%, for which
the artifacts created by this combination must be further minimized.
Since the average interference between waveforms along lag ⌧ is the same as the one
along lag 0, see Fig. ￿.￿, the problem reduces to minimize the amplitude of µpp0 =
w
H
p wp0 . For the experiments and simulations presented in this work, the average co-
herence µavg and the coherence at zero lag between waveforms µpp0 are used as metrics
to select the set of waveforms.
seeds = arg min
 (seeds)
{|µavg( )  µ0|+ |µpp0( )  µ1|}, (￿.￿￿)
￿￿￿
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where µ0 and µ1 are the desired coherence values and are selected based on the maxi-
mum number of non-zero valuesKmax expected in xm, and  is function of the wave-
forms which depend on the selected seeds. Considering a coherent MIMO radar with
five transmit elements and five meteor echoes per unit time in average, Kmax = 25,
and using (￿.￿￿) µavg = 2e 2. Since we desire to reduce the cross-interference between
waveforms at zero lag even more, the mutual coherence µpp0 = 2e 3 is selected to be
one order of magnitude lower. Once the two parameters are defined, an iterative search
is used to find the proper seeds which satisfy the given conditions.
￿.￿ Montecarlo simulations
Preliminary results of theproposedalgorithmbasedon compressed sensing (CS) applied
to a multi-static meteor radar system installed in northern Germany have recently been
published by Chau et.al. [Cha+￿￿]. Since CS is fundamentally based on probabilities and
boundary conditions, it is challenging toprove its success only basedon experimental re-
sults. Consequently, some simulations are performed to support the proposed approach
and to delimitate it before exploring the experimental results.
￿e simulated system, similar to theMIMO link used in [Cha+￿￿], consists of one Tx sta-
tionwith five transmitting antennas and one receiving stationwith five receiving anten-
nas. In the simulations, each transmitting antenna radiates a di￿ferent waveform. ￿e
waveforms are optimally selected using the conditions described in section ￿.￿.￿. For
which, an iterative search, which satisfies (￿.￿￿), was implemented in Python to find the
most adequate seeds.￿e sequence of pseudo-random binary numbers were produced
using the numpy.random library.￿e seeds that produce quasi independent waveforms
were the sequences with seeds [1, 97, 173, 1885, 8928].
To evaluate the advantage of our recovery algorithm, it was compared with two of the
most common approaches like MFE and tSVD.￿e forward model simulated is the one
described in (￿.￿), which was simulated under three di￿ferent scenarios (a) variable SNR
(b) variable sparsity (number of meteors) and (c) variable waveform length. In all three
cases, the noise variance 2nwas equal to 1 and the signal power of the simulatedmeteors
 
2
s was relative to the noise (SNR=  2s/ 2n). Since the simulated system was a coherent
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MIMO system, themeteor range gates were randomly selected, however, they were kept
at the same range bin for all theRx andTx channels, i.e., |vmp(r)| = |vmp0(r)| forp, p0 =
[1, .., P ].
In our simulations, once the ground truthxm was defined,ym was obtained by (￿.￿) and
adding a Gaussian noise. Using MFE, tSVD, and FaStOMP, we get estimates x̂m from
themeasurementsym. In all the cases, the sparsityK (unknown in real systems) defined
as the number of simulated meteors times the number of transmitters was only used to
corroborate the success of the recovery algorithm.
To compare the performance of the three algorithms, a relative error was chosen as a







wherexm(k) is thek-thnon-zero valueofxm.￿e typicalmean-square-error isnotused
since the three algorithms MFE, tSVD, and StOMP try to minimize it and the resulting
(error) value is almost the same for any case. Instead, a weighted error is used since the
primary objective is the total error independent of the signal amplitude. To avoid statis-
tical fluctuations, the simulationwas repeated for each case 200 times (realizations) and
the error associated with themwas averaged out.
Figures ￿.￿, ￿.￿, and ￿.￿￿ show the performance of the recovery algorithms under the
three selected scenarios: (a) variable SNR, (b) variable sparsity, and (c) variable wave-
form length, respectively. Since the relative error defined in (￿.￿￿) does not consider er-
rors coming from the zero elements (possible artifacts), the number of false-detections
is included in the plots, i.e., the number of elements in x̂m which should have been zero
but were not due to the algorithm being used. In our definition, false-detections are
those values for which the power is higher than the noise level by a given amount. Being
conservative a threshold of 4 2 is selected, for which  2 is the noise variance estimated
from x̂m. It is important to notice that the artifacts or sidelobes also a￿fect the noise level
estiamtion.
In our simulations, the StOMP algorithm does not include the coherent integration step
described in (￿.￿￿) sinceonly one time sample is simulated. However, it includes the inco-
herent integration step shown in (￿.￿￿).￿e number of incoherent integrations selected
for all the simulations were five.
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Figure ￿.￿: Performance comparison of recovery techniques as a function of SNR. Every
simulation run contains two meteor targets with (a) both having the same SNR and (b)
having a SNRdi￿ference indicated in the plot,with theweakest one fixed to 10 dB.￿e
colored bars indicate the average number of false detections for each technique. During
the simulationM ,N , andK were set to ￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿, and ￿￿ respectively.
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Figure ￿.￿: Same as Fig. ￿.￿. Recovery performance as a function of sparsity. In ev-
ery simulation run, the SNR and the range bin of simulated meteors were randomly as-
signed. Only colored bars for StOMP and FaStOMP are included. M ,N , and SNRmax
were set to ￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿, and ￿￿, respectively.
Figure ￿.￿￿: Same as Fig. ￿.￿. Recovery performance as a function of the waveform
length.N ,K, and SNRmax were set to ￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿, and ￿￿, respectively.
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿ shows the results for MFE, tSVD, StOMP as a function of SNR. For this sim-
ulation, only two meteor echoes are considered, i.e., K = 10, a waveform length of
L = 1000, and a number of range bins of R = 300. Figure ￿.￿(a) shows the results in
the presence of two meteor echoes with the same SNR, whereas, Fig. ￿.￿(b) shows the
results for the samemeteors but having a SNR di￿ference. For the first case, clearlymost
of the algorithms have a good performance for SNRs higher than 15 dB. Nevertheless,
for MFE and tSVD, the number of false echoes increases as the meteors’ SNR do. ￿is
e￿fect is highly related to the sidelobes’ amplitude. In case of StOMP, the performance
improves as the SNR increases. ￿e reason is that as higher the SNR, the easier it is to
identify, and thus easier to remove the sidelobes.
Surprisingly, StOMP’s results in Fig. ￿.￿(a) are lower than MFE’s even for low SNRs val-
ues. MFE is known for being a linear filterwhichmaximize the SNR.￿e question iswhy
StOMP is better than MFE even for weak echoes.￿e reason is the ability of the StOMP
implementation to reduce the noise variance and to improve the detectability a￿ter inte-
grating the signal incoherently. When no integration is used in StOMP, its performance
is similar to MFE. FaStOMP was not included in this case since its performance under
these conditions is similar to StOMP.
In the second case shown in Fig. ￿.￿(b), in which the two meteors have di￿ferent SNRs.
Oneof themwasfixed to 10 dB and theother onefluctuatedbetween 10 dB to30 dB.
As expected, as soon as the SNR di￿ference is higher than 10 dB, the tSVD has a better
performance than MFE, almost 20% better.￿is indicates that tSVD reduces the inter-
ference due to strong signals better. In case of StOMP, the error is negligible for this
simple scenario.
￿e previous simulation was a simple case and it was selected to highlight the di￿fer-
ences between the recovery algorithms. In the following simulation, with radar param-
eters similar to the first one, the performance of the algorithms are evaluated in a more
complicated scenario, namely, a system with many meteor detections. In the recovery
problem, the number of meteors detections is equivalent to the sparsity or number of
non-zero values in the vector xm. ￿e question here is what the maximum sparsityK
for which exact recovery is guaranteed is. According to (￿.￿￿), the theoretical maximum
sparsityKmax is 26 for the selected seeds considering a waveform length of 1000, which
is not so accurate.
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￿eperformanceof the algorithmsas a functionof sparsity are shown inFig. ￿.￿. For this
simulation, the index of the non-zero values (range bins) and the SNR of themwere ran-
domly selected.￿e SNR range was similar to the previous case, from 10 dB to 30 dB.
Observing the results, clearly, the performance of MFE and tSVD decrease quickly with
increasingK. Not only the error but also the number of false detections increases.￿e
number of false detections were not included for MFE and tSVD because they were ex-
tremely high (> 50).
On the other hand, the results of the algorithms based on compressed sensing (CS) prove
that theywork successfully evenwhen the sparsity is about 250. When the sparsity is less
than 150, there is no di￿ference betweenStOMPandFaStOMP.Considering amaximum
error of 5% as acceptable, themaximumsparsities for StOMPandFaStOMPare 255 and
340, respectively, which compared to the number of measurements (waveform length)
is one third (340 ⇡ 1000/3).￿is means that the number of measurements has to be at
least three times the number of non-zero values (unknowns).
Another important point of these results is the improvement from StOMP to FaStOMP.
It shows thatusing tSVD insteadofMFE in thefirst iterationhelps to choose correctly the
highest non-zero values and remove their e￿fects from the measurements.￿e number
of false echoes for StOMP and FaStOMP are below 5, which indicates they are working
properly under the conditions descrideb here.
A similar analysis was implemented to determine the minimum waveform length re-
quired for exact recovery. In this simulation, a maximum number of meteors equal to
20 is considered, i.e.,K = 100, and a maximum number of ranges equal toR = 300.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the results of this simulation. Considering the same relative error of
5%, the waveform lengths required to recover up to 20meteor echoes in a MIMO radar
withfive transmmiting antennas are 395 and 350 for StOMPandFaStOMP, respectively,
corroborating our previous finding that the waveform length L should be at least three
times larger than the sparsity K. In a SMR network with five transmitting antennas,
a waveform length of 300 might be used since, under normal conditions, less than 20
meteors per time unit are expected.
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Meteor map distribution of specular meteor detections during 1 d of obser-
vation by a radar network deployed in northern Germany.￿emagentamarks represent
the location of transmitting stations and the green marks the location of receiving sta-
tions. Circles indicate an antenna arrays (interferometry capabilities),whereas triangles
indicate single antennas.
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￿.￿ Experimental results
Having shown the success of the proposed systemand recovery algorithm, amulti-static
radar network was deployed in 2018 in northern Germany.￿e radar network based on
MIMO using waveform diversity, consisted of two Tx stations and five Rx stations oper-
ating at 32.5MHz as shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿.￿e first Tx station is a pulsed radar located in
Juliusruh, Germany (54.6 E, 13.3 N ) and it is indicated with a magenta triangle in the
figure. More details of this radar system can be found in [SC￿￿].￿e second Tx station is
a CW transmitter, it consisted of five transmit antennas located in Kühlungsborn, Ger-
many (54.11 E, 11.76 N ) and it is indicated with a magenta circle in the figure. Each
transmit antenna radiated a continuous waveform with 400W of power.￿e waveform
length and the number of range gates used were 1000 and 350, respectively. ￿is net-
work is the same as the one used by Chau et.al. [Cha+￿￿]. Only two receiving stations,
which are indicated with a green circle had interferometric capability.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the range time intensity (RTI)plot foroneof theMIMOlinks (Kühlungsborn-
Neustrelitz) a￿ter applying (a) MFE, (b) tSVD, and (c) FaStOMP using coherent and inco-
herent integration. In this case, the number of coherent (along time samples) and in-
coherent (along Tx and Rx channels) integrations were 16 and 25, respectively. Since
FaStOMP only recovers non-zero values, the noise level was estimated from the residual
and added to the data synthetically. By looking at the MFE results, we observe its suc-
cess to recover weak echoes. However, it fails in the presence of strong airplanes or me-
teor echoes. As mentioned before, MFE enhances the sidelobes and cross-interference
between transmit waveforms, which does not allow to distinguish between real echoes
and artifacts. On the other hand, the tSVD reduces the cross-interference for the strong
echoes but as a consequence, the weak echoes are missing. Moreover, in case of very
strong echoes, we can still see some sidelobes. ￿is is due that the sensing matrix is
ill-conditioned. Finally, FaStOMP recovers properly strong and weak echoes, and more
importantly the sidelobes are strongly reduced.
￿e StOMP method described above assumes the presence of sparse specular meteor
detections (non-zero values). However, distinct atmospheric targets like non-specular
meteors, E-region irregularities, airplanes, and ground clutter are generally included in
the radar data. For those cases, the non-zero valuesmight be not restricted to one range
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Comparison of recovery techniques with data acquired in a meteor radar
network deployed in northern Germany. (a) matched filter estimator (MFE) (b) trun-
cated singular value decomposition (tSVD) (c) fast stagewise orthogonal matching pur-
suit (FaStOMP)
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Figure ￿.￿￿: A fireball spread along several ranges recovered by StOMP.
only, and instead, theymight be spread in several ranges. As the simulations show, even
in those cases, the StOMPalgorithm shouldwork properly as long as the number of non-
zero values is less than one-third of the number of measurements. Figure ￿.￿￿ shows an
example of a fireball detected by the proposed algorithmwhere the target is spread along
50 ranges. A transform domain, where these non-point-targets are more sparse, might
be added to the recovery problem to further improve the recovery of these type of echoes.
However, it is not the focus of this work.
￿e resulting number of meteor detections compared to a standard SMR was at least
seven times larger. As mentioned at the beginning of this work, the primary objective is
to help in understanding the atmospheric dynamics in the MLT region. Although esti-
mation of atmospheric parameters are out of the scope of this thesis, it is important to
mention the benefits and advantages of this large set of meteor detections regarding its
capability to determine atmospheric parameters unambiguously in time and space.
￿.￿.￿ ￿Dwind field
￿anks to the increased number of meteor detections, one can relax the assumption of
horizontal homogenity and estimate thewindfield for smaller volumes aswas explained
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: WindfieldestimatesonDecember ￿￿th,￿￿￿￿ for selectedheights (le￿t)85 km,
(mid), 89 km, and (right) 93 km. ￿e normalized meteor counts are indicated as con-
tours.￿emean horizontal wind is indicatedwith a green arrow [Courtesy: Jorge Chau].
by Stober and Chau [SC￿￿]. An example of the wind field obtained with a radar network
system installed inPerunamed spread–spectrum interferometermeteor systemobserv-
ing network (SIMONe) is shown in Fig. ￿.￿￿.￿e data retrieval is an extension of the al-
gorithm described by Harding et.al. [HMM￿￿]. Essentially, since the number of meteor
detections is high, the sameminimization problem of (￿.￿) is solved but for smaller vol-
umes. In addition, some smootheness constraints are added for neighboring volumes.
￿.￿.￿ Second order statistics
Another important advantage of having a large number of detections is the capability to
estimate the three-dimensional mesospheric wind field correlation function from spec-
ular meteor trail echoes. As described by Vierinen et.al. [Vie+￿￿], eachmeteor echo pro-
vides a measurement of a one-dimensional projection of the wind velocity vector at a
randomly sampled point in space and time. Using pairs of such measurements the cor-
relation function of the wind with di￿ferent spatial and temporal lags can be estimated.
For example, having the correlation function at di￿ferent time lags allows us to estimate
the power spectrum using theWiener-Khinchin theorem [Wie￿￿], which can be used to
retrieve the kinetic energy spectrum.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the estimated temporal autocorrelation functions for the horizontal
wind components using the technique described in [Vie+￿￿] for ￿ days of data. ￿e le￿t
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿: Power spectral density derived from the full autocorrelation function of ra-
dialmeteormeasurements. Nowindowing or zero padding is used to calculate the spec-
tra. [Courtesy: Harikrishna Charuvil].
plot shows the ￿￿￿-km horizontal scale autocorrelation function. ￿e right plot shows
the spectrum calculated from the autocorrelation using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem.
Clearly, we can see the ￿￿-h and ￿￿-h tide, and the energy cascade from large scales to
small scales.
Another example of the capability and advantage of the proposed network can be found
in the easiness to install this system in other places to study the MLT at di￿ferent geo-
graphic regions, such the systems installed in Peru and Argentina.
￿.￿ Conclusions
￿is chapter introduces a new radar network based on MIMO systems using waveform
diversity to increase considerably the number ofmeteor detections with a few Tx and Rx
stations and thus to allow the estimation of spatio-temporal physical parameters such
the wind field in ￿D and the kinetic spectrum at di￿ferent temporal and spatial scales.
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Since inMIMO systems using waveform diversity, the transmitters interfere each other,
and conventional approaches like MFE or tSVD do not decouple well the signals coming
from di￿ferent transmitters.￿is chapter proposes a recovery algorithm based on com-
pressed sensing (CS) to overcome the undetermination of the problem. ￿e proposed
approach takes advantage of the sparse nature of the meteor echoes to regularize the
problem by choosing the sparsest solution which matches the measurements.
￿e algorithm selected to find the sparsest solution was a variation of the stagewise or-
thogonal matching pursuit (StOMP) given its high performance and simplicity. stage-
wise orthogonalmatching pursuit (StOMP) is highly recommended than its counterpart
basis pursuit (BP) due to its reduced complexity. Although it is known that StOMP re-
quires a larger number of measurements than BP to recover a signal with the same ac-
curacy, its computational costmakes it muchmore attractive for real-time applications.
Including the truncated tSVD to StOMP, i.e., FaStOMP, the meteor signal was recov-
ered from the radar measurements using only three iterations. One each for the strong,
medium, and weak echoes. Since the weak echoes were not distinguishable from the
noise, coherent integration in time was applied to improve the SNR in the last iteration.
Moreover, for coherent MIMO configurations, further improvements were achieved in-
tegrating the weak echoes incoherently along the Tx and Rx channels.
￿e reduced complexity of the proposed sparse recovery approach makes it applicable
even for large data sets. To have a rough idea of the computational time, the implemen-
tation was tested in two di￿ferent scenarios: (a) a MIMO link consisting of ￿ Tx channels
and ￿Rx channel, and (b) aMIMO link consisting of ￿Tx channels and ￿Rx channels, i.e.,
￿￿ channels in total. For the first case, a Core i￿ PCwith ￿GB of RAMwas used to process
the MIMO radar data, for which the processing time was around ￿ s for ￿￿ s of data. In
the second case, a Core i￿ PC with ￿￿GB of RAMwas used, getting ￿￿ s to process ￿￿ s of
data. In both cases, the radar datawas acquired continuously at a sample rate of ￿￿￿kHz
and the algorithmwas implemented in Python using Intel’s optimized version of numpy
and scipy libraries [Int]. Even though the new python libraries allow us to usemore than
one core, our implementation made use only of one core at a time.
Additionally, the CS approach can help to reduce or compress the meteor radar data.
Since FaStOMP only recovers echoes above a threshold, most of the data contains zeros
￿￿￿
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and can be compressed using conventional compression filters. In this application, the
HDF￿ file format with gzip compression was used to save the decoded data. By doing
this, the hard drive space required for decoded data was reduced almost ￿￿ times com-
pared to data obtained applying conventional algorithms. Furthermore, standard me-
teor analysis involves decoding and meteor detection. However, by employing CS, the
two steps was joined in one.
Another future task is to consider the waveform errors in the problem. Along with this
work, an ideal transmitted waveform was assumed, which is not the case in the real
world.￿e synthesized signal passes through limited bandwidth filters, amplifiers, and
antennas before being irradiated, which introduces imperfections to the transmitted
signal. Our model, i.e., the matrix   in (￿.￿), does not consider these imperfections.
It could be problematic in the presence of high SNR echoes given that the waveform im-
perfectionsmight introducehigherrors in the solution, creating false echoesor artifacts.
In our simulations, see Fig. ￿.￿￿, this was not observed given that the waveform imper-
fections were not taken into account. However, this problem was observed in a quasi-
monostatic link where the transmitter and the receiver station were only ￿km apart, ob-
serving a strong ground clutter with an SNR of ￿￿dB, for which the sidelobes (due to
waveform imperfections) were not removed completely even using CS. In the future, er-
rors in the matrix   can be considered in the equation and the total least squares esti-





A comprehensive understanding of the processes in the atmosphere at their di￿ferent
spatio-temporal scaleswould require global and continuous observations at high spatio-
temporal resolution. Measurements at mesosphere and lower termosphere (MLT) alti-
tudes arehard toobtain routinely because current instruments and remote sensing tech-
niques only provide scarce or local observations. An important investment in observa-
tional infrastructure could dramatically improve the understanding of the complexMLT
dynamics. However, such deployment is prohibitively costly.
￿is work proposes the use of MIMO techniques to improve the capability of current at-
mospheric radars, with a special focus on observations of the MLT region. To show the
advantage of MIMO systems over conventional techniques, Chapter ￿ describes basic
concepts regarding atmospheric radars and their limitations, such as the signal model,
the scattering mechanisms, and state-of-the-art algorithms to estimate radar param-
eters. One of the main limitations of existing atmospheric radar systems is their lim-
ited spatial resolution in the horizontal direction, which restricts the characterization
of small-scale and mesoscale dynamics. ￿e spatial resolution in a radar is limited by
the antenna size. To increase the spatial resolution, a larger antenna is required.
Chapter ￿ introduces theMIMO technique,which is used to improve the performance of
atmospheric radars, namely, the spatial resolution and observational coverage. MIMO
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employs multiple transmitting antennas to illuminate the same target and multiple re-
ceivingantennas toget independentmeasurements. In the caseof existing radars,MIMO
isdonebydividing the available transmitting antenna array into sub-arrays and splitting
the total transmitting power among the subarrays. Depending on the transmit diversity
used,MIMOmight cause either a reduction in the transmitted power (time diversity) or
a cross-interference between transmitted signals (waveform diversity).￿e calculations
show that time diversity can only be applied to observe strong radar targets with long
correlation times. Whereas, waveform diversity is recommended to be used in modern
systems with capability to generate multiple transmit waveforms. A waveform design
technique based on pseudo-random codes is proposed to reduce the cross-interference
between transmitted signals due to its performance and scalability (independent of the
number of transmitters). In general, waveformdiversity should be used over time diver-
sity, but it requires modern hardware and bi-static configurations.
Chapter ￿ shows results of the first MIMO implementation to image PMSE in ￿D us-
ing the MAARSY radar.￿e transmit diversity employed was time diversity since PMSE
are very strong radar echoes with relatively long correlation times. ￿is configuration
lowered the time resolution and the transmitted power per antenna but it allowed to im-
prove the radar image’s spatial resolution and accuracy by a factor of ￿. Additionally, the
MaxEnt algorithm was employed to improve the image resolution even more.￿e com-
bination ofMIMOandMaxEnt resulted in PMSEmeasurementswith an unprecedented
angular resolution, six times better than the nominal MAARSY angular resolution, i.e.,
0.6°. Such results allowed for the first time to resolve km-scale structures from PMSE
observations [Cha+￿￿].
Another important factor that limits the spatial resolution is associated to the dynamic
nature of the structures being imaged. Dri￿ting structures limit the spatial resolution
achieved by any method. To deal with dri￿ting structures, I am exploring tracking tech-
niquesbasedonKalmanFilter and theExpectation-Maximizationalgorithm.￿e results
will be published in an additional manuscript.
Characterization of winds in the MLT region over a wide range of spatial scales is cru-
cial to understand the complex dynamics in the atmosphere. Typically, specular meteor
radars consisting of one transmitting antenna andfive receiving antennas in an interfer-
ometric configuration are used for this purpose. Chapter ￿ describes a novel technology
￿￿￿
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fordetectingmeteor trail echoesusingbothmultiple transmitters andmultiple receivers
(MIMO) in an interferometric configuration. Compared to conventional meteor radar
networks, the advantage of this novel MIMO network is the significantly higher num-
ber of Tx-Rx links, which results in more accurate and larger meteor detections per day.
For the first time, a unique dataset consisting in more than ￿￿￿k meteor detections in
a day were collected using this multistatic MIMO meteor radar. Compared to the ￿￿k
meteor detections obtained with standard specular meteor radars, the ￿￿￿k detections
allowed to resolve theMLTdynamics over awide range of spatial scales,50 km to 500 km
[Vie+￿￿]. Although the larger number of transmitting stations operating at the same fre-
quency in themultistaticMIMOmeteor radar increases the total number of Tx-Rx links,
and thus, the number of meteor detections, they interfere each other degrading the sig-
nal to interference ratio. An advanced algorithm based on compressed sensing was pro-
posed to get rid of the cross-interference between transmitted signals and to decouple
the reflected signals originated at di￿ferent transmitters properly.
A multistatic meteor radar employing MIMO can be seen as the global position system
(GPS) satellite systemwhere a number of transmitting stations can be deployed across to
a region, country, or continent. And the receiving systems can be added later according
to the needs. ￿e success of the GPS network lies in that the receivers are cheap and
easy to install. Currently, there are thousands of GPS receivers on the ground and on
low-orbiting satellites.
Similarly, themain advantage of the proposedmultistatic MISOmeteor network is that
this system is scalable. We could start deploying in a continental region a few transmit-
ting stations consisting of five antennas each and a few receiving stations consisting of
one antenna each. Later,more receiving stations can be added increasing the number of
measurements multiplicatively. With an e￿ficient, cheap, and simple receiving system,
the networkmight be extended over thewhole continent. Itwas proved that the required
receiving antenna for this system could be installed in small places like gardens, roofs,
courtyards, etc., without a￿fecting the environment. We now require to develop a cheap
receiving system. ￿e transmitting and receiving stations might be seen as a mimic of
the GPS satellites transmitters and the ground based receivers of a GPS system, respec-
tively, with a similar impact regarding observations of the atmosphere.
A natural next step of this work is the deployment of the proposedmultistatic radar sys-
tem to study the MLT in regional or continental scales. Although this is an ambitious
￿￿￿
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plan and it is out of the scope of this thesis, the MIT Haystack observatory has recently
got a proposal accepted to build a distributedMIMOmeteor radar network based on the




Ein umfassendes Verständnis der Prozesse in der Atmosphäre auf ihren verschiedenen
räumlich-zeitlichenSkalenwürdeglobaleundkontinuierlicheBeobachtungenerfordern.
Es ist schwierig, regelmäßig Messwerte zur oberen Atmosphäre zu erlangen, da die ak-
tuell verfügbarenFernerkundungstechnikenwenigeodernur lokaleBeobachtungen liefern.
Eine Investition in die Beobachtungsinfrastruktur, die das Verständnis der komplexen
Dynamik derMLT-Region drastisch verbessern könnte, ist zwar wichtig, jedoch äußerst
kostspielig.
In dieser Ausarbeitung wird der Vorschlag gemacht, anhand von MIMO-Techniken die
Fähigkeit von Atmosphärenradargeräten zu verbessern, die MLT-Region zu erkunden.
UmdenVorteil vonMIMO-SystemengegenüberkonventionellenRadargerätenaufzuzeigen,
beginnt Kapitel ￿ mit einer Beschreibung der wesentlichen Konzepte, auf deren Basis
Atmosphärenradargeräte arbeiten, und der damit einhergehenden Einschränkungen.
Da wären zum Beispiel das Signalmodel, die Streuungsmechanismen und speziell en-
twickelte Algorithmen zur Schätzung der Radarparameter. Die größte Einschränkung
konventioneller Radargeräte ist ihre begrenzte räumliche Auflösung, bedingt durch die
Größe der Antenne. Um die räumliche Auflösung zu erhöhen,müssten wir größere An-
tennen herstellen. Kapital ￿ stellt die MIMO-Technik vor, die genutzt wird, um die Leis-
tung von Atmosphärenradargeräten zu verbessern, indem sie räumliche Auflösung und
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Reichweite erhöht. MIMOverwendetmehrereSendeantennenzurAusleuchtungdessel-
ben Ziels undmehrere Empfangsantennen zumEmpfangen voneinander unabhängiger
Messwerte. Bei den existierenden Radargeräten wird MIMO eingesetzt, indem die zur
VerfügungstehendeSendeantennengruppe inUntergruppeneingeteiltwirdunddiegesamte
Übertragungsenergie zwischen diesen Untergruppen aufgeteilt wird. In Abhängigkeit
vonder verwendetenSendediversität kannMIMOentwedereineReduzierungder übertra-
genen Energie (Zeitdiversität) oder eine Kreuzinterferenz zwischen den übertragenen
Signalen (Schwingungsverlaufsdiversität) verursachen. Berechnungenzeigen,dassZeit-
diversität nur zur Beobachtung von starken Radarzielen mit langen Korrelationszeiten
verwendetwerdenkann. Schwingungsverlaufsdiversität hingegenempfiehlt sich inmod-
ernenSystemenmitderFähigkeit, beider Übertragungmehrere verschiedeneSchwingungsverläufe
zu generieren. Eine Schwingungsverlaufsgestaltungstechnik auf der Basis von Pseu-
dozufallscodes soll aufgrund ihrerLeistungsfähigkeit undSkalierbarkeit dieKreuzinter-
ferenzenzwischenden übertragenenSignalen (unabhängigvonderZahlder Überträger)
reduzieren. Grundsätzlich ist eineNutzungderSchwingungsverlaufsdiversität derNutzung
von Zeitdiversität vorzuziehen. Dabei sind jedoch mehr moderne Hardware und bis-
tatische Konfigurationen notwendig. Kapitel ￿ zeigt die Ergebnisse des ersten Einsatzes
von MIMO zur bildlichen Darstellung von PMSE in ￿D unter Nutzung des MAARSY-
Radars. Die dort verwendete Sendediversität war Zeitdiversität, da PMSE sehr starke
Radarechos mit relativ langen Korrelationszeiten sind. Diese Konfiguration reduzierte
die zeitlicheAuflösungunddieproAntenne übertrageneEnergie, ließ jedocheineVerbesserung
der räumlichen Auflösung des Radarbilds und der Genauigkeit um den Faktor ￿ zu. Zu-
demwurdederMaxEnt-Algorithmusverwendet,umdieBildauflösungweiter zuverbessern.
DieKombinationvonMIMOundMaxEnt resultierte inPMSE-Messergebnissenmitbeispiel-
loser Winkelauflösung, sechsmal besser als die Nominalwinkelauflösung des MAARSY-
Radars. Durch diese Ergebnisse konnten zum ersten Mal Strukturen in Kilometerdi-
mensionenausPMSE-Beobachtungenaufgelöstwerden. DieCharakterisierungderWinde
in der MLT-Region über eine große Spanne räumlicher Skalen ist entscheidend für das
VerständnisderkomplexenDynamikderAtmosphäre. Typischerweisewerdenzudiesem
Zweck spiegelndeMeteorradare verwendet, die aus einer Sendeantenne und fünf Emp-
fangsantennen ineiner interferometrischenKonfigurationbestehen. Kapitel ￿beschreibt
eineneuartigeTechnologie zumDetektierenvonMeteorschweif-Echos,die sowohlmehrere
Sendeantennenals auchmehrereEmpfangsantennen in interferometrischerKonfigura-
tionverwendet. DerVorteil dieserKonfiguration imVergleichzukonventionellenMeteorradar-
Netzwerken istdiedeutlichhöhereZahl vonTx-Rx-VerbindungenmitdemErgebnisgenauerer
undhöhererMeteordetektionen pro Tag. UnterNutzungdiesesmultistatischenMIMO-
￿￿￿
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Meteorradarswurdeerstmalig eineinzigartigerDatensatz vonMessergebnissenausmehr
als ￿￿￿.￿￿￿ Meteordetektionen pro Tag gesammelt. Verglichen mit den ￿￿.￿￿￿ Mete-
ordetektionen,diemanmit standardmäßigenSpiegelmeteorradargerätenerhält, ließen
diese ￿￿￿.￿￿￿Detektionen die Auflösung der Energiespektren auf eine große Bandbre-
ite räumlicher Maßstabsebenen zu. Obwohl die Vielzahl der Sendestationen bei MIMO
die Gesamtzahl der Tx-Rx-Verbindungen erhöht, wird die Signal-Interferenz-Ratio ver-
mindert. Es wird ein fortgeschrittener Algorithmus auf der Basis komprimierter Er-
fassung präsentiert, der die reflektierten Signale, die von unterschiedlichen Sendern
stammen, entkoppelt und so die Kreuzinterferenzen zwischen den übertragenen Sig-
nalen deutlich reduziert. EinmultistatischerMeteorradar unter Anwendung vonMIMO
kann als ein GPS-Satellitensystem betrachtet werden, bei demmehrere Sendestationen
über eine Region, ein Land oder einen Kontinent hinweg stationiert werden können.
Die Empfängersysteme können später nach Bedarf hinzugefügt werden. Der Erfolg des
GPS-Netzwerkes liegt darin, dass die Empfänger billig und leicht zu installieren sind.
Derzeitiggibt esTausendeGPS-EmpfängeraufdemBodenoderauf tie￿fliegendenSatel-
liten. Das ist auch der Hauptvorteil des vorgeschlagenen Meteor-MISO-Systems, das
aus fünfSendeantennenundnureinerEmpfängerantennebesteht. Eswurdenachgewiesen,
dass die Empfangsantenne kleinräumig in Gärten, auf Dächern, in Innenhöfen usw. in-
stalliertwerdenkann,ohnedieUmgebungzubeeinträchtigen. Ein folgerichtigernächster
Schritt dieser Arbeit ist der Einsatz des vorgeschlagenenmultistatischen Radarsystems,
um die MLT in regionalen oder kontinentalen Maßstäben zu studieren. Mag dies auch
ein ambitionierter Plan sein, der den Rahmen dieser Ausarbeitung sprengen würde, so
ist doch anzumerken, dass kürzlich ein Vorschlag desMITHaystackObservatory akzep-
tiert wurde, ein verteiltes MIMO-Meteorradar-Netzwerk auf der Basis dieser Arbeit in
den USA zu bauen.
￿￿￿
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x vector bold lower case
X matrix bold upper case
x(i, j) function continuous or discrete function
xi vector element element i of a vector x
xij matrix element element i,j of a matrixX
i = [1, ..., I] index index from ￿ to I
x
⇤ conjugate the conjugate of a complex number x
X
T transpose the transpose of a real matrixX
X
† Hermitian the conjugate transpose of a complex matrixX
hxi expectation the expected value of a random variable x
x ? y convolution convolution of vector x and y
x ⇤ y cross-correlation cross-correlation between vector x and y
kXk0 L￿-norm the number of non-zero elements inX
kXk1 L￿-norm the sum of absolute values ofX
kXk2 L￿-norm the sum of squared values ofX
Acronyms
AGW atmospheric gravity waves.
AOA angle of arrival.
AOD angle of departure.
Arecibo Arecibo incoherent scatter radar.
BP basis pursuit.
CDS continuous Doppler sounding.





DFT discrete Fourier transform.
EEJ equatorial electrojet.
EISCAT european incoherent scatter scientific associa-
tion.
EM electromagnetic.
ERC exact recovery condition.
Acronyms
FaStOMP fast stagewise orthogonal matching pursuit.
FDI frequency domain interferometry.
FFT fast Fourier transform.
FMCW frequency-modulated continuous wave.
foE E-layer critical frequency.
foF￿ F￿-layer critical frequency.
GOMP generalized orthogonal matching pursuit.
GPS global position system.
HPBW half-power beamwidth.
IDFT inverse discrete Fourier transform.
IPP inter-pulse period.
ISR incoherent scatter radar.
Jicamarca Jicamarca incoherent scatter radar.
KAIRA Kilpisjärvi atmospheric imaging receiver Ar-
ray—System.
KHI Kelvin—Helmholtz instability.
LARS least angle regression.
LASSO least absolute shrinkage and selection operator.
LSE least squares estimation.
MAARSY middle atmosphere Alomar radar system.
MAP maximum a posteriori estimator.
MaxEnt maximum entropy.
MF medium frequency.
MFE matched filter estimator.
MIC mutual incoherence condition.
MIMO multiple–input multiple–output.
MISO multiple–input single–output.
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
MLE maximum likelihood estimator.
￿￿￿
Acronyms
MLT mesosphere and lower termosphere.
MMARIA multi–static,multi–frequency agile radar for in-
vestigations of the atmosphere.
MMSE minimummean squares error estimator.
MST mesosphere, stratosphere, and termosphere.
MU middle and up per atmosphere radar.
NLC noctilucent clouds.
OFDM orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing.
OMP orthogonal matching pursuit.
Pansy Pansy.
PMSE polar mesospheric summer echoes.








RIP restricted isometry property.
RLSE regularized least squares estimation.
ROMP regularized orthogonal matching pursuit.
RTDI range time Doppler intensity.
RTI range time intensity.
SIC successive interference cancellation.
SIMO single-input multiple-output.
SIMONe spread–spectrum interferometer meteor system
observing network.
SMR specular meteor radar.
SNR signal-to-noise ratio.
StOMP stagewise orthogonal matching pursuit.
￿￿￿
Acronyms
SVD singular value decomposition.
TLSE total least squares estimator.
tSVD truncated singular value decomposition.
UHF ultra high frequency.
UPP uniform uncertainty principle.
VHF very high frequency.




￿.￿ Layers of Earth’s atmosphere (Exosphere is not shown). Typical neutral
temperature and density profiles for daytime solar medium conditions
are drawn in red and green, respectively. Sources of the energy budget
in the mesosphere are the solar radiation and upward propagating at-
mospheric waves. Continuous in-situmeasurements are available for all
the layers except for the mesosphere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿
￿.￿ Simplifiedvertical andhorizontal kinetic energy spectrumatmesospheric
altitudes where regimes dominated by Rossby waves, gravity waves, and
Kolmogorov turbulence are ideally well identified [Vie+￿￿]. ￿e X-axis
represents the spatial frequency or so called wavenumber. A log-scale
is used for representing the Y-axis but no units are shown intentionally.
Vertical scales measured by rockets and horizontal scales measured by
radars (MAARSY and MMARIA) are indicated with a blue and orange
boxes, respectively. Proposed radar techniquesbasedonMIMO(MAARSY-
MIMOandSIMONe) to study smaller and larger scales are also indicated
with a double dotted box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿
￿.￿ Radar block diagram.￿e black circle represents the radar target. . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿ Radar cross–section of a perfectly conductingmetal sphere as a function
of the relative frequency. ￿e x-axis represents the relative frequency,
definedas thenumberofwavelengths in the circumference (frel = 2⇡↵/ ).
￿e y-axis is the RCS relative to the projected area of the sphere (%/⇡↵2).
[Adapted fromWikimedia Commons, the free media repository] . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿ Bragg scattering from a periodic structure (a) destructive interference
(b) constructive interference, for which the Bragg condition is fulfilled
(  = 2d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
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￿.￿ Radar samples organized in the fast and slow time domain. Notice that
the fast-time and slow-time interval are equal to the receiver’s sampling
time ts and the PRI T , respectively. Fast-time samples represent the
rangebinsand ts represents the range resolution.￿ree targets are shown,
two (orange and green) coexisting at the same range and one (blue) alone. ￿￿
￿.￿ Pulse coded signal (a) waveform or code, (b) phase-modulated RF signal,
and (c) autocorrelation function of the waveform . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿ Doppler processing by taking theDFTof the slow-timedata froma range
bin. Targets coexisting at the same range (green and orange) can be sep-
arated perfectly in the Doppler domain [adapted fromChristos Ilioudis,
University of Strathclyde]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿ Phased antenna array. Constructive interference of two (ormore) radiat-
ing sources focus the energy in the direction ✓. Notice that the direction
✓ depends on the separation of the antennas d and the phase di￿ference
   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿￿ Antenna array. Signals at receive antennas are stored and processed dig-
itally. Notice that for a target at the far field    !r + %1, !r , and
   !
r + %2 can
be considered parallel vectors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿￿ Doppler anddirection estimation by taking the ￿D-DFTof the slow-time
and antenna (spatial) samples, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿ A bi-static radar system (a) in a SIMO configuration, and (b) in a MIMO
configuration. UnlikeSIMO,MIMOilluminates the target employing in-
dependent/orthogonal signals, which are indicated in red and green. . . ￿￿
￿.￿ Angular resolution of a radar ( ✓) and its dependency on the antenna
size (d) and the radar wavelength ( ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ￿￿
￿.￿ Time diagramof a pulsedMIMO radarwith two transmitters using time
diversity. Notice that the time di￿ference between transmitters  t de-
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